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Abstract 
 
The present growth in population drives a need for minerals resources and this coupled 
with the fact that the quality of mineral deposits are rapidly decreasing makes such 
minerals harder to obtain in the future. Therefore, society is facing the problem of how to 
efficiently mine (reduce energy consumption) and process low-grade deposits that are 
current un-economic. To overcome these issues, researchers have focussed on mineral 
sorting. Mineral sorting is a method of particle separation, where the desired metals 
(gold...) or ore minerals (chalcopyrite...) are separated from gangue or waste minerals and 
unwanted rocks. In this way, the efficiency of the downstream processes (grinding and 
flotation) is increased by reducing the amount of material to be processed and increasing 
its grade. The ultimate economic benefit of ore sorting is making un-economic low-grade 
deposits exploitable.  
The main idea of microwave/infra-red (MW/IR) ore sorting is to use MW heating to 
selectively heat ore particles and separate particles based on their temperatures. This is 
based on the assumption that during the MW exposure some metal rich minerals tend to 
heat more than other minerals. A great challenge in this approach however, is to adapt 
microwave technology which has traditionally been used for low throughputs of materials 
to the demands of the mining industry where hundreds of thousands of tonnes of material 
are processed each day. 
Microwave heating inside a multimode cavity is not uniform and depends on various 
factors such as, a cavity design, dielectric properties of treated material and etc. 
Therefore, in applications such as MW/IR ore sorting it is desirable to have a parameter 
that will quantify non-uniform heating for continuously operated cavities  
MW heating in context of MW/IR ore sorting, is not used to heat the rock particles in order 
to initiate a chemical process, but for selective heating so the sorting of ore particles based 
on their temperature can be completed. Therefore, non-uniform heating caused by the 
design of a MW applicator can be considered as a systematic error. Therefore, it is of 
interest to find a way to separate the effect of the instrument (MW applicator) from the 
material response. 
Based on the above overview, several focusing questions were defined for the project: 
 Is it possible to quantify the heating uniformity of continuous microwave cavities 
using software which simulates MW heating of batch cavities? 
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 Is there a way to take into account of non-uniform heating into decision making 
process (of a MW/IR ore sorting), which would reduce the impact on sorting 
performance for any particular ore type? 
 Design continuously processing multimode cavity, capable to selectively heat ore 
particles in a uniform manner for a frequency of 922MHz 
These are the conclusions from this investigation: 
 A new parameter for quantifying the heating uniformity for continuous microwave 
cavities has been defined. The parameter can be calculated based on the 
experimental or the simulation results and it is used in this thesis to compare 
different cavity designs 
 Introducing the correction method (by using the information about particle’s position 
on the conveyor belt or the particle’s path) for reducing the influence of non-uniform 
heating of the continuous processing MW cavities upon MW/IR ore sorting  
 A novel design of MW cavity (rectangular cavity), which has improved performance 
(in terms of heating uniformity, MW efficiency and material throughput capacity) 
compared to an existing pentagonal cavity. 
The correction method is also applicable in other industries, such as the food industry 
where the treated material has the same size and shape.  
The simulation results for various shaped particles, indicate that different shaped particles 
heat differently and that cylindrical particles heat more compared to cylindroid particles of 
the same volume; therefore, the tracking of particles shape need to be implemented in 
order to reduce the influence of non-uniform heating into MW/IR sorting. 
MW/IR ore sorting will have a significant influence upon the mining industry. Further 
research should be focussed on a design of MW cavities with no conveyor belt, which will 
further reduce the operational cost of MW/IR ore sorting and improve accuracy of MW/IR 
ore sorting. 
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Chapter I 
1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Overview 
Mineral sorting is the method of ore particle separation in the mining industry, where desired metals 
(gold...) or ore minerals (copper...) are separated from gangue minerals and unwanted rocks. In this 
way, the efficiency of the downstream processes (grinding and flotation) is increased; by reducing 
the amount of processed material and increasing its grade. According to (Cohen, 2000), making 
low-grade deposits exploitable is another economic benefit of ore sorting; this is especially 
interesting as the grade and quality of mineral deposits is decreasing rapidly, (West, 2011).  
Within the Centre of Advanced Mineral Sorting at the Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral Research Centre 
(part of the Sustainable Mineral Institute, University of Queensland), research into the field of ore 
sorting using microwave (MW) heating and infra-red (IR) detection (MW/IR ore sorting) has been 
ongoing for several years. The main idea of this project is to use MW heating to selectively heat ore 
particles and separate particles based on their temperature. This thesis is presented as part of that 
work. 
Microwave heating inside a cavity depends on various factors such as a cavity design, dielectric 
properties of treated material, etc., and for efficient heating the cavity needs to be specially designed 
for its purpose.  
Progress in the computer industry (hardware which is much faster and significantly cheaper than 10 
years ago) and development of software, which is capable of simulation of the bulk material 
response to MW heating, gives an opportunity to speed up the process of designing a cavity; 
computer modelling reduces the need for building expensive model of prototype cavities and 
experimental testing. 
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As the dimensions of the cavity increase (which would be the case for the large tonnage throughput 
capacity needed in MW/IR ore sorting), the cavity supports many modes and the cavity is then 
called a multimode cavity. By definition a multimode cavity cannot provide total uniform heating. It 
is important that some qualification about this is achieved for this type of applicator.  
Non-uniform heating for batch processing multimode cavity is quantified with a smoothness 
parameter (Georghiou, Ehlers et al. 2006), but in applications such as MW/IR sorting it is desirable 
to have a parameter that will quantify non-uniform heating for continuous processing cavities. 
The heating of a particle inside a cavity depends, not only on cavity design, but also, on other 
particles inside a cavity as indicated in chapter 2; therefore there is a need for better understanding 
of MW heating in terms of interaction of particles. 
Regarding that MW heating, in context of MW/IR ore sorting, is used for selective heating so 
sorting based on their temperature can be done. The non-uniform heating caused by the MW 
applicator can be considered as a systematic error and it is of interest to separate the effect of the 
MW applicator from the material response. If this is possible, the correcting of temperature readings 
at the end of the MW applicator, could take into account non-uniform heating due to the applicator 
design and particles interaction. This will, particularly, be relevant for the sorting of particles with a 
moderate amount of MW absorbed minerals. 
1.2 Research hypothesis and Objectives 
Several questions are discussed in this thesis: 
 Can software which simulates MW heating be used to quantify the heating uniformity of 
continuous microwave cavities? 
 Is it possible to take into account the non-uniform heating into the MW/IR ore sorting 
decision and perform corrections, which would reduce its influence on sorting 
performances? 
 Design continuously processing multimode cavity which heat ore particles in more uniform 
manner than the pentagonal cavity of the same size. 
1.3 Draft Statement of sustainability outcomes/contribution 
A MW applicator is part of a sorting circuit which could have several contributions: 
1. Energy reduction- by excluding the particles without any grade from grinding, resulting in 
massive energy savings 
2. Water reduction or more efficient use of water- by reducing the amount of processed 
material less water is needed in further processing stages 
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3. Waste processing- by sorting waste it is possible to: 
o Upgrade waste so minerals can be extracted 
o Produce less dangerous waste, which can be used for road constructions and etc. 
1.4 Thesis outline 
1.4.1 Chapter II-Literature review 
In this chapter, the basics of the electromagnetic field and microwave heating theory, along with 
microwave cavities and parameters which define their performances (in terms of MW efficiency 
and heating uniformity) are presented. Also, the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method 
for simulation of MW heating is described and several techniques for measuring dielectric 
properties of material are shown. 
1.4.2 Chapter III- Understanding continuous Microwave cavities 
Chapter III is dedicated to modelling MW heating inside continuous MW cavities using Concerto 
software (which is based on FDTD method); validation of the simulation results are presented. 
A new parameter for quantifying the heating uniformity for continuous microwave cavities is 
defined in this chapter, which was used further in this thesis to compare different cavity designs. 
The parameter can be calculated based on the experimental or simulation results. 
1.4.3 Chapter IV- Novel design of multimode cavity for heating the rocks based on their mineral 
content  
A novel design of cavity for heating ore particles is presented in this chapter and simulations were 
used to compare its performance (heating uniformity and MW efficiency) to the pentagonal cavity, 
which is installed for purpose of MW/IR ore sorting in Pilot Plant scale operation, and the extended 
pentagonal cavity; this was done for two different types of particles. Also, the influence of non-
uniform heating upon the MW/IR sorting is demonstrated for two ore types. 
1.4.4 Chapter V- Correction method for reducing the problem of non-uniform heating for MW 
cavity used in MW/IR ore sorting 
The correction method for reducing the influence of non-uniform heating of MW cavities upon 
MW/IR ore sorting was introduced. Simulations of heating for different shaped particles were also 
obtained; dielectric properties of a real ore were used. 
1.4.5 Chapter VI-Conclusions and Recommendations for future work 
In this chapter the conclusions of thesis are presented and future work recommended. 
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Chapter II 
2 Literature review 
 
Volumetric heating with microwave energy is widely used in industry, particularly where it is 
necessary to heat materials quickly (food, rubber...). The temperature distribution inside a material 
heated with microwaves depends upon its thermal properties and the distribution of absorbed 
microwave energy. The amount of absorbed MW energy directly correlates with the distribution of 
the electric and sometimes the magnetic field inside microwave applicator and the properties of 
material. The dominant field will, depend upon the nature of the heated material.  
When the heterogeneous materials, such as ore particles, are exposed to the microwaves, each 
mineral will have different heating rate according to its dielectric and magnetic properties. 
Therefore, it is possible to use microwaves for selective heating. Therefore, if there are different 
dielectric and magnetic properties of gangue and valuable minerals inside an ore particle, their 
heating rates will be different and temperature of that particle will follow the mineral content. The 
ability to discriminate particles without any valuable minerals from others would be of huge benefit 
for mining industry, in term of energy savings, upgrading the ore by treating very low grade ore 
materials.  
In this chapter, the electromagnetic field and microwave heating theory will be presented, followed 
by the review about the MW cavities. The field inside the cavity is not uniform and for better 
understanding of the heating process, computer modelling of MW heating needs to be completed. 
Later in this text, FDTD method for modelling will be presented. Finally, several techniques for 
measuring dielectric properties of minerals will be mentioned. 
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2.1 Electromagnetic field and microwave heating theory 
Microwaves represent electromagnetic (EM) waves within the certain frequency band. That 
frequency range is open to debate. According to (Pozar, 2005), EM waves at frequencies 300MHz 
to 300GHz, or with wavelengths ranging 1m to 1mm are called microwaves. The most popular 
definition is that microwaves extend from 1GHz to 1THz, which corresponds to wavelengths from 
30cm to 0.3mm (Veley, 1987). This wide broadband is giving microwaves ability to be used in 
various applications, such as broadcasting, communication, radar, computers, microwave heating 
etc. (Fuller, 1990). There is industrial, scientific medical (ISM) bands standard, which designates 
frequency ranges for industrial, scientific and medical purposes other than communications. 
Furthermore, the frequency choice for industrial microwave heating is limited in terms of costs, 
power availability and need to frequencies around 900MHz, such as 915±13MHz for USA and 
896±10MHz for UK (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983); 922±4MHz for Australia according to The 
Australian Communications and Media Authority; 2.45GHz and 5.85GHz (Feher, 2009). The ISM 
standard, also allocates central frequencies 13.56MHz, 27.12MHz, 40.68MHz and 433.92MHz for 
industrial radio frequency (RF) heating, (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983). 
In order to understand microwave heating it is necessary to know all electromagnetic field 
components and equations which describe the electromagnetic field. 
The variables that can define any electromagnetic fields are: 
 Electric field vector, E [V/m] 
 Electric flux density vector, D [C/m2] 
 Magnetic field vector, H [A/m] 
 Magnetic induction vector, B [T] 
 Charge density, ρ [C/m3]  
 Current density vector, J [A/m2] 
For linear medium, there are relationships between some above variables as: 
B H
 
2.1 
D Ε  
2.2 
J E  
2.3 
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The symbols µ, ε and σ represent permeability in [H/m], permittivity in [F/m] and electrical 
conductivity in [S/m] of the medium, respectively. 
The permeability of the medium can be expressed as: 
0 r    
2.4 
where 7
0 4 10 /henry metre 
   is permeability constant (permeability of free space or vacuum) 
and r  is relative permeability of medium. 
Similarly, permittivity of the medium   can be expressed as: 
0 r    
2.5 
Where               
    is permittivity constant in [F/m] (permittivity of vacuum) and r  
represents relative permittivity of the medium; for dielectric material, r  is also known as dielectric 
constant, (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983). 
2.1.1 Maxwell’s equations 
The British mathematician and physicist James Maxwell (1879) has aggregated (with some 
modifications) a set of equations which describe electricity, magnetism and inductance. Those 
equations are well known as Maxwell’s equations and they represent the fundamental theory for the 
spatial distribution of electromagnetic fields (Fuller, 1990). 
  D
 
2.6 
0  B  
2.7 
t

 


B
E
 
2.8 
t

 


D
JH
 
2.9 
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The above equations represent Gauss’s law, Gauss’s law for magnetism, Faraday’s law of 
electromagnetic induction and Ampere’s law, respectively. Result of Maxwell’s equations will give 
values for all electromagnetic field components (Fuller, 1990). 
2.1.2 Polarisation 
It is well known that dielectric materials can be heated by exposing them to high frequency 
electromagnetic fields. The reason for that is the fact that charged particles in the material respond 
to the externally applied electric field. There are two effects that contribute to heating: 
 Direct conductivity (d.c.) effects-The redistribution of charge particles will produce a 
current, which will participate in heating the material. This conduction effects dominate at 
radio frequencies, around 10MHz, whereas polarisation effects take over at microwave 
frequencies above 1GHz (Metaxas, 1996). 
 Polarisation effects-The externally applied electric field polarises charge particles in the 
material and this polarisation is trying to follow the change of electric field. The heating is 
caused by this change of polarisation. 
There are three sources of polarisation: induced polarisation, dipole polarisation and interfacial 
polarisation (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983). 
The displacement of charged particles from their equilibrium positions gives rise to induced 
polarisation. The polarisation induced by displacing the electrons around the nuclei is called 
electronic polarisation, while displacement of atomic nuclei because of unequal distribution of 
charge in molecule is atomic polarisation. Loss mechanisms due to induced polarisation occurs at 
frequencies above microwave range (in the infra-red and visible part of electromagnetic spectrum) 
and have no part in industrial microwave heating (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983). Some dielectric 
materials contain permanent dipoles which tend to reorientate under the influence of a changing 
electric field. These rapid changes of dipoles orientation cause the heating. 
At interfaces between the components in heterogeneous materials there exists build-up charge, 
which also cause polarisation. This polarisation is called interfacial, space charge or Maxwell-
Wagner polarisation and contribute to heating as well. 
A typical ore consists of multiple minerals with different compositions (Parkhomenko, 1967), 
therefore, the dominant polarisation effects that contributes to MW heating is interfacial 
polarisation; dipole polarisation effects will only occur if the water is present, which in run of mine 
ore it will be. Conductivity effects also play a part in MW heating, because the ore minerals are 
semiconductors. 
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2.1.3 Complex dielectric constant and effective loss factor 
In order to account for the losses in the real dielectric, the dielectric constant has a complex form 
  
         
   
2.10 
The real part of complex dielectric constant        is the dielectric constant, and the imaginary 
part of the complex dielectric constant,   
  , or loss factor which includes the loss.  
There are two types of loss mechanism: due to polarisation (   ) and due to d.c. conductivity (
 
   
 . 
Therefore, an effective loss factor can be defined by (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983): 
ε 
  ε    ε   
   
2.11 
ε   
  (   ε  (   
σ
 ε 
 ε 
  (   ε 
  (   ε 
  (   ε   
  (   
σ
 ε 
 
2.12 
Polarisation includes electronic polarisation (  
  ), atomic polarisation (  
  ), dipole polarisation (  
  ) 
and interfacial, space charge or Maxwell-Wagner polarisation (    
  ).  These loss mechanisms are 
temperature and frequency dependent and in a given frequency band only few will exist (Metaxas 
and Meredith, 1983).  
According to (Hasted, 1973), electronic and atomic polarisation occur at frequencies in the infra-red 
and visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum and they should not be taken into consideration for 
frequencies between 10MHz and 3GHz. Therefore, for industrial high frequency heating, the 
complex dielectric constant is written as: 
  
       (  
       
   
 
   
) 
2.13 
Most techniques for measuring dielectric properties give an effective loss (ε   
  ), because they 
cannot measure individual contribution to loss. Similarly, complex permeability has been defined as 
(Metaxas and Meredith, 1983) 
           
   
2.14 
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Re-arranging equation 2.9 and taking into account equations 2.2, 2.3, 2.5 and 2.11, current density 
due to polarisation and d.c. conductivity effects, Je is given by (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983) 
       [     (    
       ⁄ )]  [(       
    )         ]  
2.15 
The above equation can be graphically represented as shown at Figure 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1 Current density and applied electric field vectors. Jp is only due to polarisation mechanisms, Je is due to 
polarisation and d.c. conductivity effects 
 
The ratio between the effective loss factor and dielectric constant is called the effective loss tangent 
(Metaxas and Meredith, 1983), 
        
    
  
  
  
2.16 
and is the angle between the total current density vector and the vertical axis in Figure 2.1. The 
effective loss tangent includes losses due to polarisation effects and d.c. conductivity effects, as 
well. 
2.1.4 EM wave reflection, absorption and penetration depth 
While an electromagnetic (EM) wave propagates from one dielectric media (media 1) into another 
dielectric media (media 2), it will be partially transmitted into media 2 and partially reflected. The 
EM waves close to the boundary have to satisfy boundary conditions described in (Baden Fuller, 
1979) and (Surutka, 2006). 
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A small reflection is desirable for MW heating systems because it reduces reflected energy, which 
would dissipate, not within heated material, but in MW applicator or generator. 
The intensity of the transmitted wave decreases inside a lossy dielectric, therefore, the penetration 
depth needs to be considered. The penetration depth in dielectrics,   (m) is defined as a depth into 
material at which power has fallen to e
-1
 of its surface value. For infinitely large dielectrics exposed 
to a plane wave, the penetration depth can be calculated as (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983): 
   
 
  
 
2.17 
The attenuation constant in the lossy matter,   is a function of frequency, the dielectric and 
magnetic properties of material; thus a general expression for the penetration depth according to 
(Metaxas and Meredith, 1983) is: 
   
 
  
(
 
        
 )
  ⁄
[(  (
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)
  ⁄
  ]
   ⁄
 
2.18 
According to (Metaxas, 1996), the penetration depth depends upon the thickness of dielectric 
material and an expression 2.18 is valid only in case the infinitely thick material is inside a traveling 
electromagnetic field. Numerical techniques are required for an accurate determination of 
penetration depth for the material inside multimode resonant cavity. 
 
2.1.5 Dissipated power and MW heating 
The cross product of the vectors of magnetic and electric field strength is called the Pointing vector:  
 ⃗   ⃗   ⃗⃗  
2.19 
The Pointing vector is always perpendicular to electric and magnetic field vectors and has 
dimensions of a power flux through a surface in [W/m
2
], (Metaxas, 1996). 
The time-averaged power, which is transferring through a waveguide, can be calculated as the real 
part of the flux of the Pointing vector through a cross-sectional area of waveguide 
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2.20 
The Maximum power which could be transmitted through a waveguide is limited by arcing of 
dielectric inside a waveguide. So, the maximum electric field at any point of waveguide must not 
exceed the critical electric field (Ecr) at which dielectric breakdown of gas occurs. The critical 
electric field is a function of the environment inside the waveguide, type of used gas and its 
temperature and pressure, presence of dust and etc (Djordjevic, 2006). 
For safety reasons, in practice maximum value of electric field must not exceed 0.5Ecr. If the 
dielectric is dry air, then Ecr=2.9MV/m for MW frequency of 2.45MHz, but because of humidity in 
the air and dust it is lower (Gandhi, 1981). For the given dissipated power, dielectric and physical 
parameters, the dielectric breakdown (arcing) is more likely at radio frequencies. This is because the 
electric field required at radio frequencies is much higher than that at microwave frequencies (see 
equation 2.21) (Metaxas, 1996). 
However, dissipated power (in watts) in a cavity can be calculated from the integration of the 
Pointing vector across a closed surface around the cavity (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983) 
      ∫ ( ⃗   ⃗ )  
 
 
 
 
       
  ∫ (       
 
 
2.21 
where 
''
eff  represents the imaginary part of complex dielectric permittivity or effective loss factor 
of the material. 
In special cases, where the electric field within the dielectric is assumed as constant ( * 2E E E ), the 
average dissipative power density (Pav) or the average power loss density (for constant electric field 
inside the dielectric, the average dissipative power density stays the same and can be expressed as 
ratio of total dissipated power within the dielectric, PAV, and the volume of dielectric material, V)  
in material in [W/m
3
] can be calculated as follows (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983): 
'' 2
0
1
2
AV
av eff
P
P E
V
  
 
2.22 
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If a material has any magnetic losses, the permeability has a complex form and the average power 
loss density can be calculated as (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983): 
'' 2 '' 2
0 0
1 1
2 2
av eff effP E H    
 
2.23 
The temperature rise of material inside a microwave field can be easily calculated from the average 
power loss density (Chan and Reader, 2000): 
 
0p av
T
C P
t



  
2.24 
where 0 is the density of the material in [kg/m
3
], 
pC  is specific heat capacity of the material in 
[J/(kgK)],  
T
t


 is heating rate in [K/s] and Pav is calculated by equation 2.22 or 2.23. 
When there is some heating, a heat flow exists and it can be calculated as follows (Chan and 
Reader, 2000): 
 
 0p av
T
C P k T
t


   


 
2.25 
Where  k T   represents the heat transfer density in [W/m3] within the material (Torres and 
Jecko, 1997), k is the thermal conductivity in [W/(mK)]. Heat transfer can be important in heating 
certain materials (big dimension of materials) at higher frequencies, when penetration depth is small 
compare to size of load, therefore areas inside the load is not exposed to microwaves (Chan and 
Reader, 2000). However, the purpose of treating the ore particles by using MW is not to “cook” 
them, so heat transfer could be important in case where the heating phase is imbedded deep inside 
the particles and dissipated energy needs to be transferred to the surface, so temperature increase 
can be detected. 
In every microwave system there are some losses which can be presented like 
    
  
  
       (       (       
2.26 
lossh  is heat loss density in [W/m
2
] at surface by radiation (Chan and Reader, 2000). 
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2.2 Microwave cavities 
A typical microwave system has two main components: a microwave source and applicator or 
cavity, like in Figure 2.2. 
 
Figure 2.2 Typical block diagram of microwave system (Chan and Reader, 2000) 
 
There are several devices for producing microwaves (magnetron, klystron, travelling wave tube, 
microwave triode), but magnetrons are regularly used as the microwave source for heating 
applications (Djordjevic, 2006). Magnetrons are noted for their high efficiency (ability to convert 
electric power into microwave power); for example high power magnetrons at 900MHz have 
efficiency greater than 88%, and at 2.45GHz greater than 70% (Meredith, 1998).  
The circulator is a three-port (sometimes four-port) waveguide component and its benefits are: first, 
protecting high-power generator from reflected microwaves from the cavity; secondly, providing 
the magnetron with a good impedance matching (Meredith, 1998). Some MW systems have an 
additional control mechanism to protect microwave source from arcing. This system is an optical 
detector with a photodiode, which will detect the light form the arc and turn off the power supply 
(Chan and Reader, 2000). 
The arcing could potentially come to the microwave source and damage it. The other disadvantage 
of arcing inside the cavity is high intensity field, resulting in intense local heating (Meredith, 1998). 
In industrial heating systems, the generator and a cavity are connected via waveguide transmission 
line to minimise the power loss (Meredith, 1998). 
2.2.1 Microwave cavities 
In high power MW systems, waveguides are used to feed the cavity with microwaves. There are 
different types of waveguides, but the most commonly used microwave waveguide is rectangular 
(Gandhi, 1981). The rectangular waveguide (see Figure 2.3) is defined by the inside dimensions of 
its cross section, a and b, respectively and permittivity and permeability of material inside the 
waveguide,   and  , respectively. 
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Figure 2.3 Diagram of a rectangular waveguide 
 
The specific boundary conditions have to be satisfied between the metallic walls of a waveguide 
and the gas inside the waveguide, which is in most cases air A general statement of that conditions 
is that the normal component of the magnetic flux density B and electric flux density D and 
tangential component of magnetic field H and electric field E are the same on each side of boundary 
(Fuller, 1990).  
In order to avoid an electric field inside metallic walls and to satisfy boundary conditions, the 
transverse component of the electric field of a microwave is restricted to those which fit between 
the walls, so they are called transverse modes. The waveguide can transmit only two types of 
transverse modes: 
 TE mode (Transverse Electric), which has no electric field in direction of 
propagation (no longitudinal electric field) 
 TM mode (Transverse Magnetic), which has no magnetic field in direction of 
propagation (no longitudinal magnetic field) 
A rectangular waveguide cannot propagate microwaves below some certain frequency, which is 
called the cut-off frequency and for TE mode could be calculated by (Gandhi, 1981): 
2 2
1
2
c TEmn
m n
f
a b
   
    
     
2.27 
Where m and n are no negative whole numbers, except the case when m=n=0 when there is no 
mode, so there is no microwave. 
The broad face of every rectangular waveguide is two times bigger than the other dimension (
 
 
 
 ), so the TE10 mode has the lowest cut-off frequency and it is called the dominant mode. The next 
higher order mode is TE20 with a cut-off frequency two times higher. If there are other modes than 
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TE10 in the frequency region between fcTE10 and fcTE20, they will not propagate, so a single mode of 
propagation will persist in the waveguide. Multimode propagation at higher frequencies has 
disadvantages because the various modes which propagate in the waveguide cause interference. 
Therefore, in order to ensure single mode propagation, the TE10 mode of rectangular waveguide is 
most often used. 
The Standard RS-261-A is used to identify rectangular waveguides and standard waveguides are 
specified by a WR number, which is the inner width of the waveguide in hundredths of an inch 
(Scott, 1993). For example, WR340 is denotation for rectangular waveguide whose inner width is 
3.4 inches and thickness is     ⁄  inches. The frequency range for the dominant mode (TE10) for 
that type of waveguide is between 2.2GHz and 3.3GHz. 
2.2.2 Types of MW cavities 
There are several types of microwave cavities. They come in different shapes and sizes based on 
volume, geometry and properties of materials that they have to heat up. Based on way of processing 
material, there are two general categories of cavities: batch processing and continuously processing 
cavities.   
The batch processing cavities process the material in batch, i.e. the domestic MW oven; 
continuously processing cavity has two openings (chokes) and material can run through the cavity, 
so the cavity can continually heat the material. 
The most popular MW cavities are categorized into three classes (Chan and Reader, 2000): 
 Travelling Wave Applicators 
 Resonant Applicators 
 Near-Field Applicators 
Travelling wave applicators are microwave heating applicators in which power, fed into a cavity 
(waveguide) from the microwave generator, is substantially absorbed by the load and the residual 
power is dissipated in an absorbing terminating load. The efficiency of these systems depends on 
the values of '' and         for the load and its cross-sectional area. In some cases, where the load 
has a very high loss factor, the travelling wave applicator is terminated just with a metal plate, 
because there is only negligible residual power. In that case the cylindrical or rectangular 
waveguides are primarily used for heating sheet or filamentary materials, as shown in Figure 2.4 
and Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.4 Meander travelling wave applicator for heating sheet materials (Chan and Reader, 2000) 
 
 
Figure 2.5  Axial travelling wave applicator for heating filamentary materials (Chan and Reader, 2000) 
 
There are two groups of resonant applicators: single-mode and multimode cavities. 
 The superposition of the incident and reflected waves in a single-mode cavity gives only one field 
pattern called a mode. Single mode cavities have cylindrical or rectangular shapes in order to 
prevent creation of other modes. This type of cavity is used for filamentary materials, ceramic 
materials and liquid flowing in small tubes.  
 
Figure 2.6  Rectangular single-mode cavity with cylindrical sample (Chan and Reader, 2000) 
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Figure 2.6 represents one rectangular single-mode cavity. The object which has to be heated (load) 
is injecting through a cylindrical tube and the plunger is used to restore the original mode of the 
waveguide when the load is introduced. The iris is used for impedance matching between the 
microwave source and the load, so maximum power can be transferred to the load. In order to 
define impedance matching, cavity resistance    is defined to represent losses in the load and in the 
walls of cavity. If the cavity is connected to a waveguide of characteristic impedance,    ( 0Z


 ), 
a coupling parameter β is defined as the ratio of the cavity resistance to waveguide characteristic 
impedance (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983): 
0
cR
Z
 
 
2.28 
The coupling parameter controls the energy transfer from the microwave source to the cavity. For 
condition    , the cavity is said to be perfectly matched to the input waveguide and the rest of the 
circuit and maximum available energy from the source is transferred to the cavity. 
In general, the cavity impedance, which becomes resistance at the resonant frequency, is not equal 
to the characteristic waveguide impedance. Thus, a matching network must be incorporated 
between the waveguide and the cavity, so the cavity impedance is transformed until it matches the 
characteristic waveguide impedance.  
According to (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983) for the same power applied, a single mode cavity will 
establish much higher electric field strengths than a travelling wave or multimode applicator, 
therefore, it is the most useful in cases which require rapid heating 
Some of the disadvantages of using a single mode cavity for heating materials are: too much heating 
causing melting and high sensitivity to changes in the dielectric properties of load; the need for 
well-defined operating frequency spectrum; and relatively small cavity dimensions, so the capacity 
is lower than in a multimode cavity.   
The multimode applicator is very simple metal box of which at least two of its dimensions are 
several wavelengths long, so that the applicator can support a large number of resonant modes in a 
given frequency range. The performance of the cavity depends upon the dimension and shape of the 
cavity, the position of the microwave feed/s, and the physical and dielectric properties of the load. 
According to (Meredith, 1998), the large number of modes is improving the uniformity of heating. 
To demonstrate the heating non-uniformity inside a multimode cavity, researchers (Chan and 
Reader, 2000) used teledeltos (carbon) and a thermally-sensitive fax paper, which were pressed 
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together with styrofoam blocks. Durring MW exposure, the fax paper heats more in some spots 
(“hot” spots) and darkens. The heating time is very important in this process; if the heating is too 
long, the paper darkens completely and gives the false impression of uniform heating. Insuficient 
heating time leaves the fax paper almost white with few black spots, so other hot spots are not 
detected. Overexposure can also burn the fax paper and damage the styrofoam blocks at the “hot” 
spots, as shown in Figure 2.7.  
 
Figure 2.7 Effect of overexposure on the Styrofoam block inside multimode cavity (Chan and Reader 2000) 
 
Besides building experimental cavities, the computer simulation also allows researchers to see what 
is happening inside cavities by providing parameters of electrical and magnetic fields, the power 
absorbed by the load and temperature distribution (Chan and Reader, 2000). During the computer 
modelling, it is possible, not only to see distribution of modes, but also to investigate the influence 
of all of the above factors on the homogeneity of the field distribution. 
Several methods are available for improving uniformity of heating: 
 movement of the load 
 mode stirrers 
 alternative methods of feeding the energy into the applicator 
Since the position of modes within the cavity is determined by the cavity walls, as well as the 
dielectric properties, the movement of the load inside the cavity is obviously good for the 
uniformity of heating. This technique compensates for only field variation along the line motion. In 
practice, dielectric characteristics of the load are substantially different from free space. Therefore, 
there is a perturbation of the field within the cavity which will change as the load moves. In this 
case, the standing waves are moved as the load moves in the cavity, which becomes more obvious 
as the dielectric constant of load increases (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983). 
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Mechanical techniques can be used to improve the uniformity of the electric field distribution with a 
cavity. A mode stirrer consists of a metal multi-blade fan which is rotated inside the cavity. 
Microwaves reflect from the blades in all directions and, as a result of this, the field distribution 
perturbs constantly, so more uniform heating is achievable. 
A rotating antenna set on top of the cavity or multi-slotted waveguide feeds also contribute to more 
uniform heating (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983). 
Numerous computer modelling and experimental field measurements carried out by the authors 
(Feher and Thumm, 2004) led to a hexagonal MW cavity design for frequency of 30GHz, which, 
according to the authors, reduces field fluctuations and increased homogeneity over the large 
applicator volume. Based on that, the industrial microwave cavity (Figure 2.8) is built for batch 
processing at a frequency of 2.45GHz, (Feher, 2009). For microwave feeding, 12 slotted 
waveguides are positioned around the 6 edges of the hexagonal applicator. Due to high transmission 
efficiency of waveguides and low power magnetrons, no additional circulators and cooling devices 
are necessary. 
 
Figure 2.8  HEPHAISTOS-Industrial microwave cavity for 2.45GHz (Feher, 2009) 
 
The most common type of applicator for continuous processes in industry is the multimode cavity 
(Metaxas, 1991). In this case the system consists of a metallic enclosure, magnetron and conveyor 
belt to support the processed material as in Figure 2.9 (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983).  
There are some safety and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) issues with this type of system, 
because the cavity is open, so microwaves could leak out into the surrounding environment. This 
problem is overcome by using reflective chokes and absorbing materials at the entrance and exit, so 
they effectively keep microwaves inside the cavity. The choke reflects microwave leakage back into 
the cavity, by using lossless-resonant filter techniques to create a high reflection (Meredith, 1998).  
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Although, the previous cases showed that there is no significant effect on the body other than 
heating, all microwave equipment must operate within the safety limits (Meredith, 1998). Those 
limits are prescribed locally in the country of installation, but generally accepted limit on safe 
leakage of MW power density is 10mW/cm
2
 measured at 5cm from the equipment; in some 
countries this limit is 1mW/cm
2
 (Meredith, 1998). 
 
Figure 2.9 Multimode cavity (continuous process): a) basic multimode applicator with four magnetrons; b) coupling slots; c) 
magnetron launcher; d) modular system (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983) 
 
The microwave energy can be coupled into the cavity through a slot, an array of slots (Figure 2.9b), 
through a horn antenna or by other ways (Figure 2.9c). The purpose of all of these methods is to 
improve the uniformity of heating inside the cavity. The large microwave systems are commonly 
built by a modular approach like in Figure 2.9d. Each module is an independent unit, like in Figure 
2.9a, and the load is passing through all of them (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983). 
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A horn applicator consists of a horn shaped antenna and the metal box or a tunnel where the load is 
positioned. The proper function of this applicator requires that the load and the horn are properly 
matched to the waveguide. If matching is not perfect a part of the incident power, P0 in [W], will be 
reflected, therefore input power into the load, inP  
in [W], will be (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983) 
2
0(1 | | )inP P    
2.29 
where ρ is reflection coefficient at the load/air interface.  
According to (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983), the dielectric properties of the processed load have a 
strong influence upon the proper matching of the horn applicator to the load. 
When the horn applicator is used for processing thick loads, the power must be dissipated in the 
load after its first traverse in order to avoid large reflections from the wall of the tunnel back into 
the waveguide. By avoiding multiple reflections highly non-uniform heating will appear. This is the 
reason why some cavities have to supply the power to the load from four sides, as shown in Figure 
2.10 
 
Figure 2.10  Multihorn applicator (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983) 
 
Having known that the power must be dissipated in the load after its first traverse to avoid large 
reflections back, the tunnel needs to be substantially filled with a load (more than 80% of the cross-
sectional area) according to (Meredith, 1998); therefore, it would be difficult to fill in the tunnel 
with ore particles. 
Depending upon the power used, near-field applicators can have different applications. At high 
power (more than 5kW), this type of applicator is an open-end waveguide and it has been used to 
crush hard stone and concrete to powder, (Puschner, 1966). At lower power (less than 100W), the 
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applicator is consisted of waveguide with slots (Figure 2.11) and can be used in medicine for 
treatment of cancers (Ledee, Chive et al. 1985). 
 
Figure 2.11 Slotted waveguide structure (Chan and Reader, 2000) 
 
This type of applicator, if used to heat the ore particles, would have a problem to achieve the 
required capacity. 
According to the literature, the only way to treat large throughputs of material with microwaves is 
by using continuously operated multimode cavities. One of their characteristics which has to be 
taken into consideration is that they cannot provide uniform heating. This means that all particles 
inside a multimode cavity do not have the same conditions for heating, so the same particle for 
different transfer trajectory will heat up differently.  
Considering that during MW/IR ore sorting a microwave applicator is used as a measuring device, it 
is of interest to find a way to separate the effect of the instrument (non-uniform heating inside the 
MW applicator) from the material response (dielectric properties of ore particles). This answer 
would indicate whether or not there is a need to correct the temperature readings, so non-uniform 
heating inside the cavity is taking into account. If the correction is necessary to consider how this 
can be achieved knowing that the response of the cavity is also a function of the nature of the load. 
The correction of the temperature reading can be considered as dealing with the systematic error of 
some instruments, in this case error due to the MW applicator. 
2.2.3 Parameters of MW cavity 
There are several parameters which describe the performance and quality of each MW cavity. The 
important ones would be defined further in the text. 
2.2.3.1 Q-factor 
The solution of Maxwell equations inside a cavity is called normal modes. These modes represent 
the standing wave patterns that can exist in a given cavity and their number can be very large. In 
order to excite the field in a cavity, the excitation frequency does not need to exactly match a 
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resonant cavity, but it needs to be within a certain band of frequencies. The reason for this 
spreading of excitation frequency is the dissipation of energy in the walls and in the material inside 
the cavity. The quality factor Q has been defined by (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983) as a measure of 
the sharpness of response of a cavity to external excitation. 
    
                   
                       
 
  
 
 
2.30 
The energy stored in the cavity, U in [J], is independent of time and can be expressed via electric or 
magnetic fields. The power dissipated in the cavity, P in [W], includes dielectric and wall losses.  
According to (Baden Fuller, 1979) the Q-factor of a microwave resonant circuit is usually measured 
from the resonance frequency (    in [Hz] and the width of resonance curve for the half maximum 
power (    in [Hz], (Figure 2.12) as: 
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Figure 2.12 Resonance curve for the cavity 
 
In order to provide better coupling, the cavity needs to have a small Q-factor. For an empty 
unloaded cavity, Q-factor is controlled by the resistivity of the cavity walls. According to (Baden 
Fuller, 1990), the losses are proportional to the area of the walls and stored power is proportional to 
the volume of the cavity; therefore, the large, unloaded cavities have a high Q factor. 
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2.2.3.2 Power dissipated per unit volume in heated phase (dissipated power density) 
The required dissipated power density is an important parameter in the design of a microwave 
cavity. There are two limitations for how much power can be fed into a certain cavity:  
 Destructive damage of the load particles due to rapid heating, 
 The arcing or dielectric breakdown of the air, when the maximum electric field at any point 
of the cavity exceeds the critical electric field of air, Ecr. 
The first limitation depends not only on externally applied field, but also on the properties of the 
load, such as porosity, tensile strength, etc. Therefore, a limit on dissipated power density can only 
be set through experimental evaluation. 
The maximum electric field in air inside a cavity can be estimated using (Metaxas and Meredith, 
1983): 
      (
(   
⁄ )  
       
)
  ⁄
   [   ⁄ ]  
2.32 
Where P is power dissipation in [kW],    is a volume of the cavity in [m
3
] and    is Q factor of 
unloaded cavity with material inserted in the cavity. Term “loaded” cavity refer to a cavity 
physically connected to generator. This expression must be used as a guideline figure, because the 
electric field locally can be higher due to field concentration on edges, corners or points of the 
cavity and of the load particles. 
2.2.3.3 Smoothness parameter 
As was mentioned earlier, the field inside the multimode cavity is not uniform and the heating of 
the material is not the same everywhere. Therefore, there is a need to define a parameter for heating 
uniformity. 
The authors (Georghiou, Ehlers et al. 2006) have suggested in a suitable method to assess the 
heating uniformity for batch processing cavities by calculating the smoothness parameter, S, of the 
applicator.  
     (∑∑   
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where     is dissipated power for at position (i,j) in [W], shown at Figure 2.13,      is the average 
dissipated power per particles in [W], and g and d are the numbers of rows and columns of particles 
inside a cavity. 
 
Figure 2.13 Sketch of a cavity with the load particles  
  
This parameter provides an accurate and impartial method for assessing the performance of batch 
processing MW applicators. It also allows a comparison between applicators with different size and 
different loading, which cannot be done correctly otherwise. 
However, this method is not suitable for continuously operated cavities, because it does not take 
into account any movement of the particles during heating. 
No literature, which addresses the problem of evaluating the heating uniformity of continuously 
operated multimode cavities, has been identified. Hence, a new parameter has been derived and will 
be explained later in this thesis. 
2.2.3.4 Efficiency of resonant cavity heaters 
Energy utilisation is very important in a microwave system. A typical microwave heating system 
with power parameters is presented at Figure 2.14. The mains power (           is transformed in 
microwave output power (           through the magnetron inside a MW generator. Some part of 
MW output power will be externally dissipated (for example, in magnetron cooling water or inside 
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a ferrite circulator-         ) and the rest of the power (           is incident on the cavity’s 
matching aperture and also called available power. Due to the aperture mismatch a part of the 
available power (         will be reflected back and dissipated inside the circulator cooling water. 
The MW power at the entrance of the cavity is input MW power (            and it will be all 
dissipated within a cavity, whether inside a dielectric material (         ) or on the walls of the 
cavity (         ). 
 
Figure 2.14  Power parameter for derivation of efficiency 
 
The overall efficiency of a microwave system for heating is defined as (Metaxas and Meredith, 
1983): 
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The overall efficiency can also be defined as a product of individual efficiencies (Metaxas and 
Meredith, 1983) 
      
  
  
 
  
  
 
   
  
 
  
   
                
2.36 
The efficiency of the generator (  ) and transfer efficiency (  ) depends on the type of generator 
and additional equipment, such as a circulator. The efficiency of coupling (  ) depends on the 
cavity design and the dielectric properties of material inside the cavity. The applicator efficiency 
(  ) depends upon the dielectric properties of workload and the conductivity of walls, (Metaxas and 
Meredith, 1983). 
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The last three efficiencies in equation 2.36 can be grouped to form the total utilization efficiency, 
(Metaxas and Meredith, 1983) 
                  
  
  
  
2.38 
In order to find the most efficient cavity design, assuming that all cavities use the same MW 
generator, we need to compare their total utilization efficiencies. This efficiency can also be 
calculated from the S parameters defined later in this text.  
2.2.3.5 Network representation of a MW applicator 
At microwave frequencies, the properties of any microwave system may be also specified in terms 
of wave amplitudes (Fuller, 1990). A MW applicator with two ports is shown at Figure 2.15.  
 
Figure 2.15 A field representation of two-port network 
 
The wave amplitudes a and b represent the incident and emergent wave amplitudes, respectively 
and they are related by scattering parameters or S parameters, (Fuller, 1990). 
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The equation 2.39 can be written in matrix form 
     
2.40 
where S is the scattering matrix, 
  |
      
      
| 
2.41 
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If the ports at Figure 2.15 are terminated with their characteristic impedance, the physical meaning 
of S parameters can be explained as (Fuller, 1990) 
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Based on previous equations, it can be concluded that     and     determine the reflection at port 1 
and port 2. They are equal to corresponding reflection coefficients. 
The parameters     and     present the transmissions from port 2 to port 1 and vice versa, 
respectively.  
This network presentation is valid for every microwave system, no matter how many ports they 
have. For example, the MW applicator shown in Figure 2.14 would have one S parameter,    , 
which correlates the available power, P0 in [W], and input power, Pin in [W], as: 
      (       
   
2.46 
2.2.4 MW cavities used for treating minerals 
The idea of treating minerals with microwaves is not new. There are several papers that present 
research about using microwaves as pre-treatment for ore breakage. 
In order to investigate if microwave heating can enhance mineral beneficiation, (Church, 1988) has 
measured the dielectric constant and loss tangent of some minerals (at frequency range from 
300MHz to 1GHz) and developed a heating model to predict the amount of energy absorbed during 
the microwave heating process. The model showed that selective heating of minerals exists 
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(different minerals had different heating rates), which may selectively modify the chemical or 
physical properties of one of the constituents, thereby enhancing the potential for mineral 
separation. 
The authors of (Walkiewicz, Clark et al. 1991) have presented the results of microwave treated two 
iron ores (magnetite and taconite ore). The results showed that microwaves induce the thermal 
stress cracking, which decreases the required grinding energy. Also, it has been reported that 
thermal expansion on selectively heated minerals gives potential to more clear mineral liberation 
from the gangue at large particle sizes. Cleaner liberation of ore minerals would reduce the grinding 
energy (no need for fine grinding) and improve the concentrate grade and metal recovery. The 
authors have also indicated that used low power microwave energy (input powers 3kW and 6kW at 
frequency of 2.45GHz) has exceeded the energy saved in grinding and in order to improve the 
energy efficiency of all processes, the high power microwaves and short exposure time need to be 
used. This was experimentally proven by researches (Kingman, Jackson et al. 2004), which exposed 
lead-zinc ore for 0.5s using 15kW of microwave power. 
(Salsman, Williamson et al. 1996) used theoretical and experimental analyses to study feasibility of 
using short-pulse microwave energy as pre-treatment in comminution. The model of single pyrite 
particle in a calcite host rock showed that a significant temperature difference would occur between 
the two phases during MW exposures causing the cracking. Also, it was experimentally 
demonstrated that heating of a mixture of chalcopyrite (highly MW absorbent mineral) and quartz 
(a relatively non-absorbent mineral) is in direct proportion to the mass of high-loss mineral. 
According to (Salsman, Williamson et al. 1996) the economics of microwave assisted grinding 
could be improved by using short (less than 1s) pulses of very high microwave energy. 
The ore mineralogy has significant effect on the efficiency of microwave assisted grinding 
(Kingman, Vorster et al. 2000). The results indicate that microwave exposures give the best effect 
when a high loss material is contained within a transparent gangue matrix. It is also concluded that 
use of proper microwave cavity improves the energy efficiency and may economically justify the 
microwave treatment of ores. 
The reduction in grindability of massive sulphide copper ore by using microwaves has been 
reported by (Vorster, Rowson et al. 2001). The results showed that it is possible to achieve up to 
70% of energy reduction, after 90s of microwave treatment in a 2.6kW multimode cavity. The 
researches have indicated that the mass of material inside the cavity is an important parameter 
during the MW exposure. Microwaves inside overloaded cavity will produce less thermal stress, 
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therefore, the decrease in grindability will be less; whereas, inside an underloaded cavity, rapid 
heating causes melting. 
The researchers in the paper by (Kingman, Jackson et al. 2004) investigated the same problem, but 
they used both single mode and multimode cavity and a microwave source with higher power (3-
15kW) and shorter exposure period on microwaves. They showed that the heating rate of load is 
better in single mode cavity then in multimode. It is also reported that the strength of microwave 
treated samples show higher standard deviation relative to the mean than untreated samples. The 
origin of this is uneven field distribution within the multimode cavity.  
Because of the fact that in multimode cavity it is impossible to achieve field uniformity, in the paper 
(Bradshaw S, 2007) the researchers were using results from a single mode applicator (see a Figure 
2.16) to estimate operating and cost parameters for industrial scale applicators. The overall cost 
would be in the range from 0.06US$/t to 0.85US$/t of processed ore. 
 
Figure 2.16 Top half of single mode cavity showing modular choking system (Bradshaw S, 2007) 
 
The main reason why researchers in previous papers have preferred single mode cavity is because 
of strong the microwave field and high heating rates of materials. One of the limitations of this 
approach is small dimension of cavity which limits the capacity of a system. 
2.3 Modelling of MW heating 
Computer simulation based on fundamental electromagnetic wave and heat transfer equations can 
assist the design of MW applicators and help understanding of what is really happening inside the 
cavity during the MW heating, in terms of field distribution and power absorbed by load and the 
temperature distribution (Chen, Tang et al. 2008). 
The dielectric properties of minerals are temperature (S.W. Kingman, 2008) and frequency 
dependent (Salsman J.B, 1988). For a given frequency, during the MW heating the ore temperature 
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influences the MW field distribution. Microwave heating also influences heat transfer: firstly, by 
locally generated thermal energy, and secondary by changing the thermal properties of minerals 
because of its temperature dependency (Whittles, Kingman et al. 2003). Therefore, the microwave 
field distribution is influenced by temperature of ore particles and, vice versa. 
Many numerical methods can be used to solve Maxwell’s and heat transfer equations. According to 
(Risman and Celuch-Marcysiak, 2000), the best choices for modelling the microwave heating are 
discrete-space methods. The most popular discrete-space methods are FEM-Finite Element Method 
(Dibben and Metaxas, 1994) and FDTD-Finite Difference Time Domain (Torres and Jecko, 1997).  
According to (Davidson, 2011) the advantages of FEM method are straightforward treatment of 
complex geometries and heterogeneous material and simple handling of material with frequency-
dependant properties, while the weak point are that FEM meshes can become complex for large 
structures (program sometimes needs more time to generate a mesh than calculate the solution) and 
FEM method is more complex to implement than FDTD. Even though, FEM algorithms use too 
much computer memory, their ability to accurately approximate complex structures with curved 
boundaries makes them attractive and they are therefore often present in commercial software such 
as Ansoft’s HFSS (bought by ANSYS) and FEMLAB (now COMSOL Multiphisics), (Davidson, 
2011).  
(Davidson, 2011) indicated that the FDTD methods have a simple implementation and 
straightforward treatment of heterogeneous material (as FEM method). Since, this method is a time 
domain one; data for various frequencies are potentially available by running simulation just once. 
Originally, the FDTD method used a staircase grid which cannot handle complex geometries and 
boundaries. The improved FDTD method overcomes this problem by solving the integral form of 
Maxwell’s equations (Chen, Tang et al. 2008). This conformal FDTD creates finite boundary grids 
that conform to geometric surface to match the objects more accurately, while retaining the regular 
grids used in the traditional FDTD algorithm for other parts of the three-dimensional domain (Chen, 
Tang et al. 2008). Some commercial versions of FDTD algorithms are available with CST 
MICROWAVE STUDIO and CONCERTO-Vector Fields Software (product line of Cobham 
Technical Service). 
Yakovlev (Yakovlev, 2001), compared commercial available software packages for MW modelling. 
His work (Yakovlev, 2001) showed that FDTD implemented in Quick-Wave-3D software (now 
implemented in CONCERTO) appeared preferable for modelling MW heating. According to 
Yakovlev, this algorithm is able to handle large problems, needs less memory and less 
computational time than FEM algorithms. Some validation of Quick-Wave-3D software can be 
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found at (Kopyt and Celuch-Marcysiak, 2003), where modelling and experimental results of MW 
heating of bread placed on the oven turntable have been presented.  
2.3.1 FDTD method 
The basis of the FDTD method is to split the space (in this case space of the cavity) into little cells 
and solve Maxwell’s equations for each cell after each time step (Chan and Reader, 2000). Kane S. 
Yee initially proposed the FDTD method to solve the electromagnetic scattering problem in (Yee, 
1966).  
In order to ensure stability, the values of the cells’ dimension in [m], , and the time step in [s], t , 
must satisfy the stability condition, (Allen, 1988): 
1
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where   ,   ,    are the cell dimensions in [m] (for cubic cell            ) and  MAX  is 
the maximum wave phase velocity expected within the model in [m/s] and can be calculated by, 
(Gandhi, 1981): 
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This condition prohibits energy in free space to exceed the speed of light. To ensure the accuracy of 
model   must be a small fraction of the minimum wavelength expected in model (at least /10 ). 
In that case t  has to be small, approximately few picoseconds and it needs too much time to 
calculate field in a period of a few seconds. 
This algorithm can be used for modelling a multimode cavity with load. The cavity is divided into 
Yee cells. Each cell is defined by field vector (E and H) and dielectric and magnetic parameter. The 
load is modelled by insertion of appropriate values for dielectric and magnetic parameter. At 0t   
there is not a field inside the cavity, so all values of field are zero. At 0t  , a microwave source is 
turned on and there is field in some cell near the source. These values of electric and magnetic field 
is using FDTD algorithm to calculate the field in next time step in each cell of the cavity. The new 
values of field are used by the algorithm in the next time step to calculate next new values of field. 
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In this way, the algorithm models the propagation of the electromagnetic wave across the cavity. 
After each time step, the electric field in the centre of each cell is calculated through linear 
interpolation of its components located at the vertices of that cell. The dissipated power for each 
cell is calculated based on the appropriate central electric field. From the dissipated power the 
estimated rise in temperature at the centre of each cell can also be calculated. The resultant 
temperature of each cell can be then used to calculate its new dielectric parameters and these 
parameters will be used in next time step calculation. 
The advantage of this method is that the user can easily understand how to use it. It simulates real 
propagation of electromagnetic waves in a computation domain and a variety of linear and 
nonlinear dielectric and magnetic materials can be modelled by specifying the material properties at 
all points of the domain. 
2.3.2 Problems with realization of FDTD method and its limitations 
Since the FDTD method grids the entire computational domain and the size of cells ( ) must be 
sufficiently small to have good resolution, a large computer memory is required. The other 
weakness is the fact that if the algorithm uses small cells it has to use small time step ( t ) in order 
to satisfy the condition 2.72 and this can cause huge calculation times, as discussed in (Celuch-
Marcysiak, Gwarek et al. 2006). 
Within the literature there are two ways to overcome time consuming problem with heating 
modelling: 
 Parallel processor distribution design     
 Approximated heating method 
The main reason why the FDTD method is well suited for parallelization is that E and H-field 
components depend only on the nearest neighbour blocks. Therefore, the computational domain can 
be divided into as many parts as many processors computer has, in some cases over several hundred 
(OpenGEMS, 2007). Parallelization of the algorithm will, of course, speed up calculations, but it 
requires expensive hardware (OpenGEMS, 2007). 
To avoid using supercomputers and still have good performance, the FDTD algorithm is adapted, so 
it calculates heating rate for certain time period based on heating within small time window (few 
cycles of microwave) after steady-state has been established. The steady-state is reached when the 
pattern of dissipated power over a few period intervals looks identical; discussed in (Vector Fields, 
2006) and (Vector_Fields, 2006). 
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The fact that the FDTD method is time method has some disadvantages. The first disadvantage is 
that it assumes that media parameters (dielectric and thermal properties which are temperature 
and/or frequency dependant) are constant over the simulation time and a particular frequency range. 
For modelling this is not a problem because only a narrow band (about 50MHz) around frequency 
of microwave source is of interest and these parameters should be updated during the simulation 
(Risman and Celuch-Marcysiak, 2000).  
 
2.4 Dielectric properties of minerals 
 
Microwave reflection and absorption at mineral interfaces, EM field distribution inside the MW 
applicator and ore particles, penetration depth and rate of heating depend all upon the dielectric 
properties of minerals (dielectric constant and loss factor) (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983). 
Therefore, it is important to know these properties and their variation with frequency and 
temperature, when designing a MW applicator and modelling the heating which occurs inside it. 
2.4.1 Techniques for measuring dielectric properties 
The basic principle of the measurement of dielectric properties is to put a sample in some kind of 
sample holder, at constant temperature, and to expose it to a signal of given frequency. Based on 
what frequencies range the measurements that need to be completed, different measuring systems 
are in use, as shown in Figure 2.17. 
 
Figure 2.17  Frequency coverage of Agilent Technologies instruments used for dielectric measurements (after Agilent, 2006) 
  
The impedance analysers and LCR (inductance capacitance-resistance) meters are used (Agilent, 
2006) for measuring the material properties at lower frequencies (below 100MHz). According to 
(Wang, Wig et al. 2003), the impedance analyser can be utilised for measuring dielectric constant 
and loss tangent at frequencies up to 1.8GHz. In principle, the dielectric properties are derived by 
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knowing the dimensions of the material and by measuring capacitance and conductance (Agilent, 
2006). 
At frequencies above 300kHz, the permittivity and permeability of a sample can be calculated, 
based on measurement of the reflection from and/or transmission through a material and its physical 
dimensions. The device which can make swept high frequency stimulus-response measurements at 
large frequency range (between 300kHz up to 300GHz) is called Vector Network Analyser-VNA, 
(Agilent, 2006). The network analyser calibration procedures need to be performed before 
measurement. 
There are several measurement techniques for measuring dielectric properties: 
 Coaxial probe 
 Transmission line 
 Free space 
 Resonant cavity 
 Parallel plate method 
A typical measurement system using a coaxial probe technique consists of an open-ended coaxial 
probe and network analyser. The material is measured by putting an open-ended coaxial probe 
against the flat surface of the dielectric material or by immersing the probe into a liquid (shown in 
Figure 2.18) and complex permittivity is calculated from the reflection coefficient (S11 parameter), 
(Marsland and Evans, 1987). The coaxial probe method assumes that dielectric material is 
homogeneous and semi-infinite in extent. Therefore, this method is difficult to use in measuring 
heterogeneous material (ore particles) and the size and thickness of the sample have to be sufficient 
in relation to the penetration depth, so the surrounding does not have influence on measurement. 
The field distribution depends on surface conditions between the probe and material, so the probe 
has to be clean and the surface of solid material needs to be polished, so there is no air gap. 
 
Figure 2.18  Open-ended coaxial probe for measuring dielectric properties (after Agilent, 2006) 
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The transmission line technique is used for measuring complex permittivity and permeability (Weir, 
1974). The measurement involves placing the material inside the transmission line (section of 
rectangular waveguide or coaxial airline) and measuring the reflection (S11) and transmission 
coefficient (S21) with a Vector Network Analyser. The material needs to fill waveguide cross 
section as it is shown at Figure 2.19. Thus, the sample preparation for ore particles is very difficult, 
because the surface of material has to be flat and fully cover the cross section of the transmission 
line 
 
Figure 2.19 Transmission line method; waveguide and coaxial line case 
 
According to (Ghodgaonkar, Varadan et al. 1990) the free space method can be used for measuring 
complex permittivity and complex permeability. It consists of two focusing lens antennas and the 
network analyser, Figure 2.20. The complex permittivity and permeability are calculated based on 
measured reflection (S11) and transmission coefficient (S21). The inaccuracies due to diffraction 
from the sample are negligible if the minimum transverse dimension of the sample is greater than 
three times the beamwidth of antennas at the focus, (Ghodgaonkar, Varadan et al. 1989). This 
method is not suitable for measuring dielectric properties of ore particles at ISM frequencies, 
because it needs a large, flat, parallel-faced sample, which is very hard to produce and is more 
suitable for frequencies above those used in industrial MW heating. 
 
Figure 2.20  Free space measurement setup (after Agilent, 2006) 
 
The resonant cavity perturbation method is used for measuring complex permittivity and 
permeability, (Mi, Duane et al. 2006). It consists of measuring the Q-factor and resonant frequency 
of a cavity with and without a dielectric sample, Figure 2.21.  
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Figure 2.21  Resonant cavity measurement (after Agilent, 2006) 
 
By comparing the change of Q-factor and the shift of the resonant frequency, the dielectric constant 
and loss factor of the sample inside the rectangular resonant cavity can be calculated as in 
(Birnbaum and Franeau, 1949): 
  
  
  (      
     
   
2.49 
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) 
2.50 
where fc [Hz] and fs [Hz] are resonant frequencies of empty and sample loaded cavity; Qc and Qs are 
Q factors of empty and sample loaded cavity and Vc [mm
3
] and Vs [mm
3
] volume of the empty 
cavity and volume of the sample.  
For a given cavity, it is possible to do measurements only at one or a few frequencies, but this 
should not be a problem, because the measurements need to done only at  narrow frequencies bands 
allocated for an industrial MW heating This method does not require samples with smooth surfaces 
which simplifies the preparation of ore particles. 
The researchers in (S.W. Kingman, 2008) have used a system based on a perturbation method to 
measure complex permittivity of sulphide minerals at different temperatures (from ambient to 650 
°C). A mineral sample is heated up in a furnace at certain temperature and after that the robotic arm 
move the sample inside a cavity and the measurement is completed by vector network analyser, 
Figure 2.22. 
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Figure 2.22 Diagrammatic representation of system for measuring dielectric properties at different temperatures using cavity 
perturbation method (S.W. Kingman, 2008) 
 
Dielectric properties of material can be measured using the parallel plate method as described in 
(Agilent, 2006); the sample is located between two conducting parallel plates which represent a 
capacitor (Figure 2.23), the AC voltage is applied across these plates and the complex dielectric 
constant (  
   is calculated from measured current (I) and voltage (V) by: 
         
  
2.51 
The C0 represents the capacitance in [F] for parallel plate capacitor without any material between 
the plates, which can be calculated as in (Cheng, 1989):  
 
     
 
 
 
2.52 
where A stands for area of the capacitor plates in [m
2
] and t is the distance between them in [m]. 
 
Figure 2.23  Parallel plate capacitor (after Agilent, 2006) 
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All the above techniques measure the bulk dielectric properties of material. Thus, to get the 
dielectric properties for a given mineral, the pure mineral or a powdered sample should be used. 
The theory behind extrapolating the dielectric properties of minerals from measuring powdered 
samples is presented in (Nelson, 1992) and (Nelson, 2005). The dielectric properties of some 
minerals and sample preparation methods can be found in (S.W. Kingman, 2008) and (Salsman J.B, 
1988). 
 
2.5 Conclusions 
 
Based on above literature review, several conclusions can be drawn: 
 In order to have efficient microwave heating, the cavity needs to be specially designed for 
its purpose, because the MW heating, also, depends on dielectric properties of treated 
material. To achieve the required throughput for the mining industry, the multimode cavity 
has to be used. 
 The progress in the computer industry (hardware which is faster and cheaper than 10 years 
ago) and development of software capable to simulate MW heating are giving opportunity to 
replace an expensive process of designing a cavity by building different cavities and 
experimental testing with computer modelling. There are several commercial software 
available, but Concerto program has the least hardware requirements (the least RAM 
memory). 
 Although, the MW simulations are very comprehensive, there is a practical limitation for 
modelling real ore particles (with small mineral grains) inside a huge MW applicator; 
therefore, each particle in the model is considered as homogeneous with the bulk dielectric 
properties of a particular ore particle. 
 Non-uniformed heating for the batch processing multimode cavity is quantified with 
smoothness parameter, but there is a need for a new parameter which would describe a 
uniformity of heating for continuous processing cavities, based on computer modelling. 
 The heating of a particle inside a cavity depends, also, on other particles inside a cavity; 
therefore there is a desire for better understanding of MW heating in terms of interaction of 
particles. 
 Regarding that MW heating in mineral sorting is not used to heat the rock particles in order 
to initiate some chemical process, the non-uniform heating caused by MW applicator can be 
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considered as a systematic error. Therefore, it is of interest to find a way to separate the 
effect of the instrument (MW applicator) from the material response. If this is possible the 
scaling of temperature readings at the end of the MW applicator could take into account 
non-uniform heating due to applicator and particles interaction. 
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Chapter III 
3 Modelling Heating inside Continuous Microwave Cavities 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Within the scientific literature, there are many numerical methods for modelling microwave cavity 
performance, but the best choice for microwave heating problems are discrete-space methods. The 
most popular discrete-space methods are FEM (Finite Element Method) and FDTD (Finite 
Difference Time Domain), because they produce reasonably fast and accurate simulation results. 
The later method is less complex, so it needs less computational power (Risman and Celuch-
Marcysiak, 2000); the only drawback is that representation of geometry is less accurate, as the 
FDTD method uses a square mesh. 
Concerto is a software for high frequency electromagnetic field simulation, which uses the FDTD 
method; for complicated geometries it can also use conformal FDTD method to improve meshing of 
complex surfaces. It is used in this thesis to simulate MW heating. All simulation has been run on a 
Dell Precision T5400 with CPU X5260 at 3.33GHz and 32GB of RAM. 
There are two main objectives for this chapter: 
 Validation of modelling results - In this chapter the concept of using Concerto will be 
presented. There will also be some explanations about the initial model setup parameters 
and what values for those parameters should be used to get reasonable results. After the 
proper setup parameters are established, the validation of modelling results for single mode 
and multimode cavity will be presented, in order to demonstrate Concerto’s capabilities in 
modelling MW heating. 
 Definition of a new parameter for describing the heating uniformity for continuous process 
cavities and the difficulties with applying the smoothness parameter found in literature for 
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continuous process cavities will be discussed and proposed. Finally, validation of the new 
parameter will be presented. 
 
3.2 Simulation of microwave heating using the Concerto software 
According to (Yakovlev, 2001), the Concerto can be applied to a variety of microwave and 
millimetre-wave problems including: 
 Accurate S-parameters calculations of microwave and millimetre-wave circuits 
 Calculations of heating patterns for microwave power applications, displaying 
instantaneous, time-maximum and time-averaged patterns of fields and dissipated power 
The Concerto version 7.0, used for the MW heating simulation, includes: Geometric Modeller, the 
Quick Wave simulator and Post-processing modules-Basic Heat Module (BHM) and Heat Flow 
Module (HFM). 
The geometric Modeller is used to generate models for electromagnetic simulation. It consists of 
defining geometrical shapes of a model, assigning material properties, boundary conditions and 
source of microwaves and generating a mesh. The parameters that can be assigned to dielectric 
materials in Modeller are: dielectric constant,   
 ; conductivity in  
 
 
 ,  , (describes electric losses-
        
  ); relative permeability,   
 ; magnetic conductivity in  
 
 
 ,   , (describes magnetic 
losses as    (     
       
  /(      ); density, ρ,    [g/cm3] and specific heat capacity in 
[J/(g°C)], Cp, (Basic Heat, 2006). The large conductivity ( ) can be assigned to metal surfaces of 
cavity to characterise the surface loss.  
The FDTD algorithms for Maxwell’s equations cause a nonphysical dispersion of the simulated 
microwaves in a free-space computational mesh. This dispersion is caused by the discrepancy that 
can occur between the real speed of MW propagation and the calculated phase velocity. It is the 
function of the wavelength, direction of propagation in the mesh and the mesh size, (Taflove and 
Hagness, 2005). The errors due to inaccurate numerical velocities are cumulative (they increase 
linearly with the wave-propagation distance), therefore, can cause problems when modelling 
electrically large (comparing to the wavelength) MW cavities. The authors (Taflove and Hagness, 
2005) have indicated that by increasing the mesh density by factor 2, these errors decrease 
approximately 4 times. Therefore, models with finer mesh produce more accurate results, but the 
program requires more memory and time for calculation. According to Concerto manuals (Vector 
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Fields, 2006) reducing the cell size by half will rise computing time almost 16 times and memory 
occupation 8 times. Trade-off is always made between accuracy and technical capabilities. 
Quick Wave simulator is responsible for calculation of the propagation of microwaves by using the 
FDTD numerical technique, which is explained in section 2.3.1. The Concerto program calculates 
the MW heating inside a cavity by simulating the MW propagation from “zero moment”, when the 
microwaves exist only at excitation port/ports. Therefore, Quick Wave needs to run over sufficient 
numbers of FDTD steps, so the field distribution inside a cavity can reach a steady state. After the 
steady state is reached, the post-processing modules can use all of the parameters calculated by 
Quick Wave. It is essential to run post-processing in the steady state; otherwise, calculation errors 
can occur. According to (Simulator Reference Guide, 2006), there are two general criteria to detect 
when the electromagnetic steady state is reached: 
 By observing the field distribution; in steady state the field pattern is stable 
 By observing the S-parameters curves; the shape of these curves are stabilised 
 
The basic Heat module calculates MW heating within lossy materials and updates material 
properties according to the temperature. It uses an approximated heating method to reduce 
calculation time. The HFM module, which is incorporated in BHM module, calculates the heat flow 
within the material; thus, the dielectric and thermal properties as a function of temperature need to 
be defined. 
Electromagnetic simulation with the use of BHM and HFM proceeds in the following steps: 
1. Quick Wave Simulator runs the FDTD analysis until the electromagnetic steady-state 
is reached. 
2. It produces the 3D pattern of average dissipated power per cell, P(x,y,z). 
3. upgrade the temperature distribution in each FDTD cell, like: 
   
 
   
1
, ,
, , , ,
, , , ,
m m
m m
p
P x y z
T x y z T x y z
x y z C x y z


    
3.1 
where  𝜏[s] is the assumed (user-defined) time of heating at particular steady-state, 
with constant average power,  , ,P x y z , in [W/mm3], density, ρ,    [g/mm3] and 
specific heat capacity,
 p
C , in [J/(g°C)]. 
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4. The Heat Flow Module updates previously calculated temperatures using the heat 
transfer equation. 
5. for each FDTD cell program takes media constitutive parameters corresponding to the 
cell's current temperature 1mT   
   1 1, , , ,m mz zx y z T x y z 
      
3.2 
6. The program resumes the FDTD analysis with previously obtained steady state fields, 
but using the new parameters, until a new steady state is reached. 
 
The calculation of MW heating in any phase can be iteratively repeated, therefore, the period of 
heating (𝜏 in [s]) can be sub-divided into several "sub-heating" periods ( 𝜏 in [s]). The choice of 
"sub-heating" period ( 𝜏) is very important. This choice determines how good the simulation will 
match a real MW heating and a required computing time: 
 too big   may cause the temperature rise at hot spots above the highest temperature 
that would ever be reached in the medium, which causes the errors (see Figure 3.7) 
 Too small   means that the complete heating process is sub-divided into many 
"heating" periods, each requiring many FDTD iterations. The results will not be 
improved compared to the case with higher  , but the computing time will be long 
(see Figure 3.7).  
The Concerto 7.0 version uses HFM module which cannot simulate heat flow at the boundary 
between two mediums (for example, between the surface of the load and surrounding air). This 
would not be an issue for simulation, because the real ore particles will be exposed to MW for only 
few seconds; therefore, the heat loss during the MW heating will be negligible. Also, the ore 
particles will be modelled as a dielectrically homogeneous material; there will not be a need to 
simulate heat flow between two minerals within an ore particle. 
 
3.2.1 Simulation setup parameters 
After the geometric model is built, some simulation parameters need to be chosen based on the 
available computational time and desired accuracy. As mentioned before, there are a few ways that 
the Concerto user can introduce an error: 
 using too coarse a mesh 
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 by starting the post-processing (BHM module), before Quick Wave simulation has reached 
an electromagnetic steady state 
 choosing too small numbers of FDTD steps to estimate the heating pattern 
 choosing a large "heating" period,  𝜏 
 
3.2.1.1 Size of the mesh 
The construction of mesh is an important step in Concerto modelling, because the mesh size is 
always a trade-off between accuracy and computer resources. The automatic meshing within 
Geometric Modeller depends on the geometry, dielectric properties of the material and the 
excitations. The user defines how fine the mesh should be by choosing the wavelength-cell (
 
 
) ratio 
( -MW wavelength in [mm] and  -cell dimension in [mm]) and the automatic meshing will 
maintain that 
 
 
 ration within all different material inside a model; higher 
 
 
 ratio provides finer 
mesh. According to (QuickWave Editor, 2006), in typical applications the 
 
 
 ratio should be set to 
10-15, but some precise calculations may require refined meshing with 20 cells per wavelength or 
more. 
In order to establish the minimal 
 
 
 ratio for meshing which would not have large impact on 
simulation accuracy, the model of a multimode cavity with 10ml of water has been modelled, 
Figure 3.1. The dimensions of the cavity and water load are 350x380x210mm (dimensions of a 
Sharp Carousel R380-J domestic MW oven) and 110x90x10.1mm, respectively. 
 
Figure 3.1 Model of multimode cavity with water load inside; the scale is in mm 
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The input MW power was 1.2kW and BHM module has simulated one second of MW heating 
( 𝜏=1s); the MW frequency used in the model was 2.45GHz and the starting temperature for water 
was T0=20°C. The dielectric properties for water used in this simulation are displayed in Table 3.1. 
Several different meshes have been constructed upon this model with the wavelength-cell ratio of 
from 10 up to 30. The minimum cell's dimension for these meshes with the wavelength-cell ratio 
 
 
=30 and 
 
 
=10 were 0.46mm and 1.36mm, respectively. These meshes were used by the FDTD 
simulation to estimate MW heating, so the maximal cell temperature for water could be observed. 
As mentioned in section 2.3.2, the FDTD method simulates a propagation of microwaves and 
one FDTD step represents a time step, t . Time step is chosen to satisfy the stability 
condition 
1
2
2 2 2
1 1 1 1
MAX x y z
t


 
          
3.3 
Where   ,   ,    are the cell dimensions in [mm] (for cubic cell            ) and  MAX  is 
the maximum wave phase velocity in [m/s] expected within the model. Thus, the Quick Wave 
simulator uses different time steps for the models with different mesh sizes (different values of  ). 
In order to compare the temperature results for a model under different mesh resolutions, the BHM 
module has to be started at the same time period after the beginning of simulation. Therefore, 
instead of a specific number for the FDTD step, after which BHM module should be started, the 
specific time period needs to be defined, for example, the number of microwave cycles. One 
microwave cycles at frequency of 2.45GHz represents a time period of about 408 picoseconds. 
BHM module for model in Figure 3.1, was started after time period of 250 microwave cycles 
and temperature estimation is based on field distribution for time period of 10 microwave cycles. 
BHM module saves the temperatures for each cell in the output files. The Matlab code reads those 
files, finds the cells which represent the water load and calculated the maximum temperatures for 
water load (Appendix A). The assumption was that the system is adiabatic (there is no heat loss), so 
all dissipated energy stays in water. 
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temperature 
[°C] ε   
Conductivity 
[S/m] 
Density 
[g/cm3] 
Thermal conductivity 
[W/(cm°C)] 
Spec. Heat 
capacity [J/(g°C)] 
0 81.46 2.83 0.999 0.005638 4.184 
3.98 81.83 2.48 1 0.005704 4.184 
5 81.82 2.4 0.999 0.005721 4.184 
10 81.27 2.01 0.999 0.005803 4.184 
20 78.62 1.43 0.998 0.00599 4.184 
30 75.66 1.06 0.995 0.006162 4.184 
40 72.8 0.84 0.992 0.006298 4.184 
50 69.55 0.67 0.988 0.006422 4.184 
60 66.41 0.55 0.983 0.006531 4.184 
70 63.26 0.49 0.977 0.006618 4.184 
80 60.1 0.43 0.971 0.006694 4.184 
Table 3.1 The electromagnetic and thermal properties of pure water at 2.45GHz (after Basic Heat, 2006) 
 
The results shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 demonstrate the influence of mesh size on the 
maximum cell temperature of the water load.  
  
Figure 3.2 Dependency of the maximum cell temperature increase after 1s of heating upon the mesh size for model shown in 
Figure 3.1 
 
The results in Figure 3.2 indicate that the maximum cell temperature is higher in the model with a 
mesh size of   
 
 
=10 than for finer meshes (the increased mass in larger cells could be the reason for 
that), where these temperatures are similar (for meshes finer than 
 
 
=15, the maximum temperatures 
are between 16.2°C and 14.0°C). The simulation time for the model with 
 
 
=20 is substantially less 
(about 10 hours less) than for the model with 
 
 
=30. 
According to (Roy 2003), the error (ε) on mesh level i may be written as 
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3.4 
where    is a simulated solution on mesh level i and        is the exact solution. In case of 
modelling MW heating, these values are estimated and exact maximum temperature,    and        , 
respectively. 
As long as the system converges, the error presented by equation 3.4 may be written as 
              
 
  (  
   ) 
3.5 
where    is the p
th
-order error coefficient and    is a cell size used in simulation. 
If the system converges and has a convergence 1
st
 order or better, the error on the high resolution 
simulation is at least an order of magnitude smaller than on the other simulations; therefore, it can 
be treated as the exact solution (        . A mesh size used in this simulation was 
 
 
=50.  
The magnitude of the difference between the other simulations and the high resolution simulations 
results is plotted against the mesh size (   on log-log axes, with the slope of the curve being the 
order of convergence as shown in Figure 3.3. This suggests that it is approximately second order of 
convergence. 
  
Figure 3.3 Dependency of the simulation error upon the mesh size for the model shown in Figure 3.1 
 
From the above results, it can be concluded that for a given model, the minimal wavelength-cell 
ratio which gives stable results is 
 
 
=20, because in that case the results are similar to the results for 
y = 7.72x2.28 
R² = 0.99 
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higher 
 
 
 ratio, for substantially less simulation time. Therefore, all the following simulations in this 
thesis will be performed with the mesh with the  
 
 
 ratio of 20. 
3.2.1.2 Calculation of the number of FDTD steps needed for steady state in simulations 
As mentioned before, the BHM module needs to run in steady state, otherwise calculation errors 
will be introduced. In order to establish the moment in the simulation (FDTD calculation step or 
number of microwave cycles) when the steady state is established, the following simulations have 
been performed. The model was the same as shown at Figure 3.1 (1.2kW power); the mesh size was 
 
 
=20. The properties of water are presented at Table 3.1; the BHM module calculates the 
temperatures based on 10 microwave periods and it includes the thermal flow within the water. 
There were 10 different simulations in which the BHM module started to calculate temperature of 
water in different moments (25, 50, 75... 250 microwave periods after simulation start); the average 
temperature increases of water after 1s of MW heating are presented in Figure 3.4. The microwave 
periods in simulations (time step is  t=1.1383*10-12 s) correspond to FDTD steps as in Table 3.2. 
microwave periods FDTD steps 
25 8964 
50 17928 
75 26892 
100 35856 
125 44820 
150 53784 
175 62748 
200 71714 
225 80678 
250 89642 
Table 3.2 The microwave periods and corresponded FDTD steps in simulations with Δt=1.1383*10-12s 
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Figure 3.4 The average temperature increase of water after 1s of heating inside a cavity shown at Figure 3.1  
 
The above results show that the average temperature increase calculated after 25 microwave periods 
is below 1°C and rises when a BHM module is later started (the MW energy starts to build up in the 
cavity) reaches the peak value (2.2°C) for 125 microwave periods and approaches the steady value 
(about 1.9°C) after 225 microwave periods. The drop of temperature increases after 125 microwave 
periods could be explained by dynamic conditions inside the cavity; while some MW energy, which 
should be reflected back to the generator, is still inside the cavity. The MW field in simulations 
after 225 microwave periods became stable, therefore, the temperatures calculated after this 
moment are the same. To demonstrate that this temperature drop is not because the thermal 
conductivity of water or bad calculated average water temperature due to different size of cells, the 
following simulations using dissipated power have been done; the BHM module has not been used 
(there was no simulation of heat flow) and temperature increase was estimated based on the total 
dissipated power within the water (there is no heat loss-adiabatic process). 
The dissipated power or power loss (calculated using just the Quick Wave simulator) within each 
cell has been estimated based on field distribution during 10 microwave periods, after certain 
numbers of FDTD calculation steps and results are saved in output file. The sum of dissipated 
power within cells that represent a water load is the total dissipated power within water 
(       [  
 
 
]) and correlates with the heating rate of water (and further with temperature 
increase) as in the equation (after Chan and Reader, 2000): 
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3.6 
where V is the volume of water in [mm
3
] (in this model V=100000 mm
3
),          
 
   
  and 
          
 
   
. The heating rate of water ( 
  
  
     [
 
 
] ), calculated using 3.6, corresponds to the 
average temperature increase of water after 1s of heating; by multiplying 
  
  
 with any heating 
period, the average temperature increase of water at the end of that heating period is estimated. 
Using the above equation and dissipated power within each cell, Matlab code can calculate the 
average temperature increase of water without using the number of cells that represent water in a 
model (Appendix B); therefore, the error that could occur in the calculation of the average 
temperature based on cell temperatures has been avoided. 
Finally, the average temperature increase after 1s of heating estimated based on total dissipated 
power within water calculated after various FDTD steps is presented in Figure 3.5; the temperatures 
calculated by BHM module (Figure 3.4) is also displayed using the FDTD steps from Table 3.2 for 
x-axis. 
 
Figure 3.5 The average temperature increase of water after 1s heating inside a cavity (Figure 3.1) calculated by BHM module 
and by Matlab code (using dissipated power)  
 
The temperature drop exists for both cases (Figure 3.5), therefore it is not caused by thermal 
conductivity of water (used in BHM module) or due to calculation of average temperature from 
Concerto results (different cell sizes).  It can also be concluded that simulation is in a steady state 
after approximately 80000 FDTD steps (or 225 microwave periods) and the BHM module can start 
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to estimate the MW heating any time after this moment. Results also indicate that MW heating can 
be estimated based on dissipated power from the Quick Wave simulator. 
3.2.1.3 Calculation of the number of microwave periods (or FDTD steps) for estimation of heating 
patterns 
The BHM module uses the approximated heat method to calculate temperature increase during MW 
heating. For example, the MW heating resulting from 10s is calculated by FDTD simulation, not 
over all time period of 10s (one FDTD step represents MW propagation for distance of one FDTD 
cell and for above model with mesh size of  
 
 
    the FDTD steps is                  s], 
therefore, to simulate period of 10s it would need approximately 10
13
 FTDT steps), but over a time 
period of a few cycles of microwaves (needs just a few thousand FDTD steps). The temperature is 
then approximated by scaling the field distribution over that period. The number of microwave 
cycles that BHM module uses to estimate the MW heating is set by the user and according to (Basic 
Heat, 2006) BHM module needs to run just a few microwave periods. 
To demonstrate what does a few microwave cycles for estimated temperature means, the MW 
heating for the model in Figure 3.1 is performed with different settings for the number of 
microwave cycles; input MW power was 1.2kW and the mesh size was 
 
 
=20. In all cases, the Quick 
Wave simulator has run for 100000 FDTD steps (until steady state condition is reached) and 
dissipated power within each cell is estimated upon different numbers of microwave cycles (2, 4, 6, 
8 and 10 microwave periods). The resulted temperatures have been saved into output files. The 
Matlab code reads these files, finds the cells which represent water and calculates the average water 
temperature increase after 10s of heating, as previously described. The average temperatures of 
water calculated based on various numbers of microwave cycles, is presented in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6 The average temperature increase after 10s calculated upon the different numbers of microwave cycles 
 
The results presented at Figure 3.6 indicate that there is no significant difference of the average 
temperature calculated upon various numbers of microwave cycles; the average temperature 
calculated based on 2 and 10 microwave cycles are different for less than 0.8%. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that estimation of MW heating is reasonably good based on just two microwave cycles.  
The simulations of MW heating in this thesis have been done based on 8 or 10 microwave cycles, 
because there was just one heating “sub-period”; it would not be a substantial saving in 
computational time, if Concerto uses 2 or 4 microwave cycles instead. 
3.2.1.4 Heating “sub periods” 
As discussed above in this chapter, the choice of “heating sub-period”,  𝜏, during which there is 
no material properties update, also has an influence on the calculated MW heating 
performance. 
 In order to investigate the influence of   on the produced results, heating of water inside the 
1.2kW multimode cavity has been modelled, (see Figure 3.1). The starting temperature was 20°C 
and the mesh size for all models was 
 
 
=20. The heating period of 10s is sub-divided into several 
"heating sub-periods". There were 4 different simulations, where 10s of MW heating was divided 
into:  
 10 “heating sub-periods”, where  𝜏=1s,  
 5 “heating sub-periods”, where  𝜏=2s, 
 2 “heating sub-periods”, where  𝜏=5s and 
 1 “heating sub-period”, where  𝜏=10s 
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The first “heating” sub-period was calculated after 250 microwave cycles (in electromagnetic sense 
steady state), the HFM module calculated heat flow and the properties of water were updated 
according to estimated temperatures. The BHM module continued to simulate heating in the next 
“sub-period” after 10 microwave cycles (until a new electromagnetic steady state is established). 
For example, the MW heating based on 5 “heating” sub-periods had 5 water properties updates; 
during the “heating sub-period” simulation there were no simulation of heat flow and no properties 
update for any material in the model. After each “heating sub-period” for all 4 different simulations, 
the produced cell temperatures were saved into output files, so Matlab could analyse them at the 
same manner as all previous output files. The maximum cell temperature for water after each 
heating “sub-period” for all 4 different simulations is displayed in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8.  
 
 
Figure 3.7 Maximum temperature within water load during the 10s of heating for different heating “sub-period”; water 
temperature before heating was 20°C  
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Figure 3.8 The maximum temperature within water load after 10s vs. number of heating sub-periods” used in simulation 
 
The maximum cell temperature for water after 10s of heating for long "heating sub-periods”,  𝜏  
{   ,   }, is much higher compared to cases with  𝜏  {  ,   }, (see Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8); 
these results could be explained by the absence of heat flow and material properties updated over 
heating time during which the substantial MW heating occurred. The last results demonstrate that 
heating “sub-period”-  for the water load should be less than 5s long. Based on these results, it 
can also be concluded that for  𝜏  {  ,   }, the maximum temperature is similar and there is no 
need to use “sub-periods” less than 2s.  
 
Figure 3.9 The average temperature of water load during the 10s of heating for different "heating sub-period”- Δτ 
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Beside the maximum cell temperatures after each heating “sub-period”, the average temperature 
increase has also been observed in Figure 3.9; there was no significant influence of heating “sub-
periods” on average temperatures. The simulated heating was an adiabatic process (there was no 
heat loss), therefore, a small variation of resulted average temperatures for various heating “sub-
periods” are only due to material properties updated over that heating time. 
The heating period ( 𝜏  is important in cases when the temperature of material changes 
substantially during the MW heating or when the maximum temperature within material is of 
interest. The temperatures of minerals, imbedded in ore particles, change substantially during the 
heating, but currently available computers are still not capable of simulating small mineral grains 
within a large MW cavity.  
Simulations of MW heating of ore particles in this thesis will be performed using just one heating 
period and dielectric properties used in the simulation will be temperature independent (expected 
average temperature increase of particles is a few °C). 
 
3.2.2 Validation of results of modelling 
After a demonstration of how simulation setup parameters have an influence on its results, it is 
necessary to compare some modelling results with experimental results. Validations of the results of 
modelling have been done for two cases: single mode cavity and continuous processing multimode 
cavity. 
3.2.2.1 Travelling wave applicator 
Initially, a set of experiments with heating water inside a travelling wave applicator has been carried 
out (see Figure 3.10).  The water load at the end of waveguide is a matched load and it consists of a 
pipe with water, which is connected to a water cooling system, providing a constant temperature 
during the experiment. The four stubs auto-tuner, which provides better energy coupling into the 
cavity, was stopped during the experiment; the stubs were in position to maximise the coupling into 
the water load at the end of waveguide; this was done because the maximum tuning time for the 
used auto tuner (0.5-6s for full mismatch) was not negligible compared to heating time (5s). 
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Figure 3.10 Experimental equipment- travelling wave applicator and thermal camera 
 
The experiment consisted of heating 30ml of water for a period of 5s for different applied 
microwave powers (600W and 1kW) at 2.45GHz. The volume of water was measured by a 
graduated cylinder. The water was placed inside a Teflon tube (inner diameter is 46mm and wall 
thickness is 3mm). A thermal camera (from CEDIP Infrared Systems) has been used to record 
temperatures before and 2s after MW exposures (Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12). The average surface 
temperature of water was calculated by analysing the thermal images using Altair software 
(supplied with thermal camera).  
 
Figure 3.11 Thermal image of water inside MW applicator before the MW exposure 
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Figure 3.12 Thermal image of water inside MW applicator 2s after the MW exposure 
 
Each experiment has been repeated three times and the average surface temperature increase of 
different amounts of water for two applied microwave powers are shown in Table 3.3. The variation 
of measured surface temperatures was greater in the experiment with higher input MW power. The 
reasons for this temperature variation are: firstly, more energy was coupled in case 1kW power, 
thus, the variation in the temperature increase for a small variation of volume is greater, compared 
to experiments with 600W; secondly, the energy coupling into water (calculated as         , 
where    is the average temperature increase of water in [°C], m is mass in [g], and    is the 
specific heat capacity for water) was better for higher MW power (according to efficiency of energy 
coupling in Table 3.3). More details are displayed in Appendix C. 
input MW 
power-    [W] 
Average 
temp. 
Increase, 
   [°C] 
St. Dev. of the 
average 
temperature 
increase [°C] 
energy coupled 
into water-Ew 
[J] 
efficiency of energy 
coupling in water-
    
  
         
 
600 7.68 0.06 963.99 0.32 
1000 13.99 0.31 1756.02 0.35 
Table 3.3 Experimental results of heating 30ml of water in travelling wave applicator; heating time was          and 
        
 
   
 
 
After the experiments had been finalised, several scenarios have been modelled, as shown in Figure 
3.13. The simulation used properties for water from Table 3.1 (initial temperature for water was 
32°C) and the properties used for the Teflon tube, (except dielectric loss), are presented in Table 
3.4; the Teflon tube has no dielectric loss in the model. 
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Dielectric constant, ε   Dielectric loss,   
   
Specific Heat Capacity 
[J/(kgK)] 
Density [kg/m
3
] 
2.1 0.0003 1172 2200 
Table 3.4 Dielectric and thermo-physical properties for Teflon tube (after Louw, 2005) 
 
The mesh size was 
 
 
=20, "heating sub-periods” were 2.5s and there was no surrounding heat loss 
during the heating (adiabatic process). The average temperature increase of water has been 
calculated from the Concerto output files using the Matlab (see Appendix A). Water was the only 
material in the model that has a dielectric loss; therefore, the cells with the temperature above the 
initial one represent the water. Based on this, the Matlab routine separated the cells which 
correspond to water and calculated the average temperature of the water as the average cell 
temperature. It should be noted that the model had two volumes of water: first, water inside the 
Teflon tube (marked as a violet at Figure 3.13), which surface temperature was measured in the 
experiment; the second water load at the end of the waveguide (marked as a blue at Figure 3.13) 
and Matlab code was capable to distinguish them. 
 
Figure 3.13 Model of travelling wave applicator and water inside a Teflon tube; the scale is in mm 
 
The experimental surface average temperature and modelling results for the total average 
temperatures of water are presented in Table 3.5. There is a good agreement between experimental 
and modelling results; the average ΔT of water in experiment for 600W is slightly lower than in 
simulation, which could be explained by reduced efficiency of energy coupling (efficiency of 
coupling was lower than for 1kW power, Table 3.3). 
 
Power (W)  600 1000 
 
Model Experiment Model Experiment 
average ΔT of 
water (°C) 8.80 7.68±0.06 13.77 13.99±0.31 
Table 3.5 The average temperature ΔT after 5s of heating in MW applicator; experimental and modelling results 
 
The discrepancy between experimental and modelling results is due to several reasons: 
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 The auto tuner was off during the experiment with the stubs in position to maximise the 
coupling into water load at the end of waveguide; this does not provide the best energy 
coupling into the cavity; 
 Temperature of water has been measured using a thermal camera, so it represents the 
average surface temperature which is not exactly the same like average temperature of water 
(Figure 3.12); beside the stopped auto tuner, this is the second major issue in experiment. 
 The Teflon tube in a model has no dielectric loss, whereas in reality it has some small 
losses, Table 3.4; 
 Simulation does not include heat flow between water and Teflon tube and movements of 
water; the temperature increase of water was not too high (about 15°C) and the heating time 
was too short (5s), therefore, this effect could be neglected. 
 
In order to overcome the problem with auto tuner and measuring surface temperature, simulations 
of heating for solid material inside the travelling wave TE10 applicator have been carried out and 
results were compared to analytical solutions. For a planar load, of thickness t, inserted in the centre 
of waveguide, as shown in Figure 3.14, there is a analytical solution for the power along the 
waveguide (Metaxas, 1996). 
 
Figure 3.14 Travelling wave applicator (cross section dimensions 86mmx43mm) with planar load 
 
According to (Metaxas, 1996) the power at a distance z away from the microwave source, for 
applicator in Figure 3.14, is given by 
2( ) zP z Pe   
3.7 
Where P is the power from the source incident at the input plane of waveguide in [W] and α is the 
total attenuation coefficient in the waveguide per meter in [Np/m] (see Figure 3.15). Assuming a 
wall loss per meter of w in [Np/m], the total attenuation coefficient in the waveguide per is given by  
(Metaxas, 1996) 
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3.8 
Where a  is the broader side of rectangular waveguide in [mm], t is the thickness of inserted 
material in [mm] and 0  and g  are the free space and waveguide wavelengths in [m], respectively. 
The equation 3.8 is produced from the cavity perturbation formula, which is valid for a small 
localized field disturbance (caused by inserted material) as discussed by (Altman, 1964); for thicker 
and more lossy inserted material this condition will not be satisfied, thus using the analytical 
solution in this case would introduce errors. 
 
Figure 3.15 Travelling wave applicator (after Metaxas, 1996) 
 
Concerto models of a travelling mode applicator (see Figure 3.15) with 2 different thicknesses of 
the load (t=4 and 6mm) and 2 different dielectric loss factors ( ''
r =0.5 and 4.5) have been prepared. 
The dielectric constant of inserted material is   
   . The travelling applicator is 870mm long with 
the same cross-section dimensions as WG340 waveguide (86mmx43mm); the frequency of 
microwave is 2.45GHz; therefore, 0 =0.1225m and g =0.1743m. The wall losses have not been 
taken into consideration ( w =0). Instead of water load, the end of the waveguide in a model is set to 
absorb all MW energy; there is no reflection at the end of the waveguide (similar as in real 
travelling wave applicator).  Based on these parameters and equation 3.8, the total attenuation 
coefficient in the waveguide per meter is calculated. 
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The Quick Wave simulation has calculated an average dissipated power within each cell over period 
of 10 microwave cycles; this calculation has started after 100 microwave cycles. The produced 
results for each mesh cell were saved in output files, so it could be analysed by Matlab code. Inside 
the model only the planar material had a dielectric loss, therefore the Matlab code could extract data 
correlated to planar material (Appendix D). The dissipated power within cells along z axis (for 
x=43mm and y=22.5mm; planar material) have been read from output files; this would simulate 
results for power along z direction inside a travelling wave. These results were compared to 
analytical solution (equation 3.8). The value of P (the power from the source incident at the input 
plane of waveguide) in the equation 3.8 is set to a value of dissipated power for a cell at z=0mm; 
this was done, because the above equation describes attenuation in the travelling waveguide (there 
is no need to compare absolute values of the field) and the dissipated power within planar material 
at any position along the waveguide correlates with the field strength in that point and, further, with 
the power. 
 The results of simulation and analytical solution for different thickness and dielectric loss of planar 
material are presented in figures from Figure 3.16 to Figure 3.19.  
 
Figure 3.16 Dissipated power inside planar load of thickness t=4mm and dielectric loss ''
r =0.5  
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Figure 3.17 Dissipated power inside planar load of thickness t=4mm and dielectric loss ''
r =4.5 
 
The last two figures show a good agreement of analytical solution and simulation results for 
dissipated power within 4mm thick material along a travelling wave. As expected, the dissipated 
power along a travelling waveguide decays exponentially and for higher dielectric loss (Figure 
3.17) this attenuation is stronger; for example, the produced dissipated power for ''
r =4.5 has been 
attenuated to about 10
-2
 watt after approximately 200mm, whereas, for less lossy material ( ''
r =0.5) 
this did not happen, even at the end of the waveguide (870mm away from power source).  
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Figure 3.18 Dissipated power inside planar load of thickness t=6mm and dielectric loss ''
r =0.5  
 
 
Figure 3.19 Dissipated power inside planar load of thickness t=6mm and dielectric loss ''
r =4.5 
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A similar conclusion can be made based on results for 6mm thick material (Figure 3.18 and Figure 
3.19). The Figure 3.19 shows the lack of simulator’s ability to reproduce the analytically expected 
exponential decay at the end of the waveguide, which can be explained by simulator’s limitation to 
calculate vary low values (less that 10
-12
); the influence of these small values upon the MW heating 
is negligible. 
By comparing the results for different thicknesses of the same material (compare: Figure 3.16 and 
Figure 3.18; Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.19), it can be seen that dissipated power decays more rapidly 
for thicker material, this is because thicker material inside a travelling waveguide provides more 
attenuation (also, expected from equation 3.8). 
There is a good agreement between analytical and results from modelling for very thin low loss 
material (t=4mm, ''
r =0.5). The discrepancy increases as the thickness and dielectric loss of material 
increase; this can be explained by limitations of analytical solution as discussed earlier.  
3.2.2.2 Continuously processing multimode cavity 
A previous validation of modeling results are focused on a single mode travelling wave applicator 
at 2.45GHz. In order to satisfy throughput requirements the MW cavity used for heating ore 
particles should be continuously processing multimode cavity for lower frequencies. Therefore, 
there was a need for validating modelling results for this type of cavities at lower frequencies. The 
continuosly processing MW cavity, which operates at 922MHz, was installed in Brisbane and some 
experimental results for that were used to validate Concerto modelling.   
During the Site Acceptance Test (SAT) for microwave applicator and chokes (Kingman S, 2010), a 
series of tests have been performed to evaluate the heating homogenity. Smectite ceramic tiles with 
a thin layer (~2mm) of silicone containing silicon carbide (a strong microwave absorber) have been 
used as load particles (Figure 3.20). To simplify handling, the tiles (measuring 50x50x10mm) were 
affixed to a piece of conveyor belt material forming a mat (measuring 2x0.75m) shown in Figure 
3.21; a mat was trimmed slightly to approximately 0.5m wide to fit within the maximum feeder 
dimensions. Tiles were affixed to the belt at a coverage level of 60%.  
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Figure 3.20 The tile (ceramic tile with layer of MW 
absorbing material on the top) used in SAT test 
  
Figure 3.21 Calibration mat measuring 
approximately 2x0.75m; tiles measure 50x50x10mm 
(after Kingman, S 2010)
 
The procedure for testing was to feed ore particles onto the belt until they fill the cavity and 
chokes (see Figure 3.22). The system is then stopped and the calibration mat placed onto the 
conveyor belt. The system including feeder, conveyor belt and MW power is then started 
simultaneously and the matt passed through the cavity. Immediately after exiting the 
discharge choke the thermal imaging camera was then used to evaluate the temperature 
profile across the mat (Figure 3.24); the temperatures of tiles were, also, measured before 
MW heating (Figure 3.23).  
 
Figure 3.22  Schematic of Pilot plant MW system 
 
The microwave generator power was set at 15kW and the belt speed was approximately 
0.7m/s. The following thermal images have been used to validate modelling results,  
Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24 
. 
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Figure 3.23 Image before microwave exposure 
(Kingman S, 2010) 
  
Figure 3.24 Thermal image after microwave 
exposure- power 15kW and belt speed 0.7m/s 
(Kingman S, 2010)
 
Based on these pictures and Matlab code, the average temperature of each particle was 
calculated. The procedure for doing this was to find the three RGB values that correspond to 
each temperature by reading them in along the colour bar (scale from the Figure 3.24). As the 
scale is monotonic in colour each temperature has a unique triple. For each pixel in the image 
the position of that RGB value was found on the look up table produced from the colour bar 
and temperature was read; the detailed procedure how to convert RGB pixel values into 
temperatures has been explained in Appendix E.  
The thermal image in Figure 3.23 does not display all 8 paths of the particles; therefore initial 
temperature for the last two paths is estimated as the average temperature of all particles- 
27.51°C with standard deviation of 0.09°C. 
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Figure 3.25 Temperature before MW exposure with standard errors 
  
According to Figure 3.25, the temperatures of the tiles across the belt before heating were 
very similar, except for the first two paths; therefore, the variation of tile temperatures across 
the belt after the MW heating would be due to uneven heating inside a cavity. 
 
Figure 3.26 Tiles temperature across the belt after MW exposure with standard errors; experiment setups: MW 
power of 15kW and the belt speed of 0.7m/s 
 
The tiles temperatures after the MW heating, presented at Figure 3.26, show that the given 
MW cavity does not provide perfectly uniform heating across the belt (as expected for 
multimode cavity); the tiles which lie close to the belt sides had reached higher temperatures 
than those in the middle of the belt. A similar conclusion can be made based on the tiles 
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temperature increase for each path, Figure 3.27; the temperature increase is calculated as the 
difference between the average temperature of particles per each path before and after MW 
exposure. 
 
Figure 3.27 The temperature increase with error bars based on SAT report for the pentagonal cavity; model of this 
cavity is presented in Figure 3.28 
 
In order to verify the Concerto modelling for continuously processing MW cavity, similar 
conditions like those in SAT testing have been modelled and the model is shown at Figure 
3.28. The model consists of pentagonal cavity, the choking system, the belt with 432 tiles 
(tiles were laid in 8 rows with 54 tiles in each row or path). The movement of the belt and the 
particles during the heating were not modelled. 
 
 
Figure 3.28 Model of pentagonal cavity loaded with ceramic tiles (similar to Pilot plant experiment)  
 
It was beyond the computers capability to model the cavity with the whole choking system; 
therefore, the short chokes (shorter in length) have been modelled instead. The full chokes in 
real system consist from a reactive and resistive part of chokes, which reflect and absorb 
microwave, respectively. The resistive part of the choke is located at the end of the choking 
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system; therefore, it absorbs only residual microwaves which pass through the reactive choke. 
The heating of material within the chokes is negligible, but the reflected energy has influence 
upon the MW heating within the cavity. There were two cases for each model: 
 the MW energy at the end of the short chokes has been absorbed-simulation of “open” 
chokes 
 the MW energy at the end of the short chokes has been reflected back into the cavity-
simulation of “close” chokes 
These two cases for the short chokes would cover two extreme cases, where the reactive part 
of the choke reflects a small part or all microwaves back to the cavity. 
It has to be noticed that the thickness of the absorbing layers was not exactly 2mm; therefore 
2 models with different thicknesses (2mm and 3mm) have been used. The dielectric 
properties of ceramic tiles and the microwave absorbing layer have been measured in the 
National Centre for Industrial Microwave Processing (Nottingham University, United 
Kingdom) and JKMRC (University of Queensland, Australia). For measuring dielectric 
properties of microwave absorbing material attached to the tiles and belting material, the 
cavity perturbation method was employed, while smectite tiles dielectric properties were 
measured using a coaxial probe method; the results of these measurements are shown at 
Table 3.6. A detailed procedure for measuring dielectric properties of tiles is presented in 
Appendix G. 
 Dielectric 
constant 
St. Deviation 
 
Dielectric loss St. Deviation 
 
Ceramic tiles 4.8 0.05 0.001 - 
Mw absorbing 
layer 
4.9 
 
0.08 0.1 0.04 
Belt 2.55 - 0.0008 - 
Table 3.6 Dielectric properties for material used in SAT test at 922MHz; properties of the belt and MW absorbing 
material were measured by (NCIMP, 2010), dielectric properties of ceramic tiles were measured in JKMRC as shown 
in Appendix G 
 
Calculation of tile temperatures  after MW heating requires information about density and 
specific heat capacity of microwave absorbing material, Table 3.7. The experimental 
procedure for measuring density and specific heat capacity has been explained in Appendix 
G.  
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 Average measured value St. deviation 
Density [g/cm^3] 1.23 0.01 
Specific heat capacity [J/(kgK)] 1325 61 
Table 3.7 Experimental results for microwave absorbing material (silicone-silicon carbide mixture); for more details 
see Appendix G 
 
The movement of the belt during the MW heating has not been simulated; only one position 
of the belt has been modelled. The absorbed power for each particle has been extracted from 
the resulted output file using Matlab code; only power absorbed within a thin layer (PAV in 
[W]) of microwave absorbing material has been taken into account; according to dielectric 
loss in Table 3.6 , the  heating of smectite tiles is negligible. Based on these results, and V, 
volumes of layers in [cm
3
], ρ measured density in [g/cm3] and Cp specific heat capacity in 
[J/(g°C)] shown in Table 3.7, the heating rate for tiles for each position on the belt has been 
estimated using  equation 3.6. Based on speed of the belt, length of the mat tiles in the model 
and number of tiles along the belt, it can be estimated the heating time for each tile position 
while passing through the cavity. This heating time and heating rate 
  
  
 calculated from 3.6 
were used to calculate temperature increases for the tile’s top layer (absorb material) for each 
position; by summirising these temperatures along the belt, the temperature increase of tiles 
across the belt (after passing throught the MW cavity system) was estimated. The estimated 
temperature increase of tiles across the belt for two thicknesses of absorbing material are 
presented at Figure 3.29 and Figure 3.30.  
 
Figure 3.29 Experimental and modelling results of cavity with long chokes for 2mm thin microwave absorbing layer 
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Figure 3.30 Experimental and modelling results of cavity with long chokes for 3mm thin microwave absorbing layer 
 
Based on the above results, it can be concluded that models of the pentagonal applicator with 
“close” chokes give results which are in agreement with temperatures recorded during the 
experiment. This is because the choking system in the model does not have corrugated 
sections (as a real choking system has) to reflect particular MW modes back into the cavity. 
Thus, the “open” end of chokes allows some MW modes to pass through the chokes without 
attenuation and escape from the cavity, whereas, that is not the case with the “close” chokes. 
This could also be an indicator that with the real choking system (reflecting and absorbing 
chokes) most of the MW energy reflects back into the cavity and only a small part of that 
energy is absorbed by the absorbing part of chokes or leave the system (as MW leakage). 
The same simulation has been repeated with the thickness of the absorbing layer of 2.66mm; 
the reason why this thickness has been used is, because that thickness was measured based on 
available tiles and method of measurement is explained in the Appendix G. The experimental 
results and the results of simulations for 3 different thicknesses of MW absorber layer have 
been presented at Figure 3.31. 
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Figure 3.31 Experimental and modelling results for 3 different thicknesses of microwave absorbing layer-“close” 
choke  
 
The results in Figure 3.31 show that the thickness of MW absorber layer has a large influence 
on the temperature increases; however, for all three different thicknesses, the temperature 
increase across the belt follow the temperature trend recorded in experiment. 
The previous results have been calculated for a single tiles position on the belt; following 
results will show the estimated heating based on different tile positions. The distance between 
the tiles on the belt are 65mm, and three more tile positions have been modelled (22mm, 
33mm and 44mm shifted from the initial tiles position), Figure 3.32.  
 
Figure 3.32 A schematic of tile positions along the belt used in model with 2.66mm thick MW absorber 
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The simulation for each tile position has been run separately for 1000000 FDTD steps and 
tile temperatures across the belt were calculated based on estimated average dissipated power 
based on 8 microwave cycles; the produced results are shown in Figure 3.33. The calculated 
temperatures across the belt for different tile positions are slightly changed, but the 
temperature trend remains (the tiles in the middle of the belt heat slower than those close to 
the belt edges). 
 
Figure 3.33 Modelling results for 4 different positions of the belt with particles (thickness of absorbing layer is 
2.66mm) 
 
The average temperature increase across the belt (average of results for 4 different tile 
positions along the belt) and experimental results are presented at Figure 3.34.  
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Figure 3.34 Experimental and modelling results of cavity with long chokes for 2.66mm thin microwave absorbing 
layer-all positions 
 
The simulation results are all within experimental error bars, except for the second and sixth 
path. There could be several reasons for that: the mesh size used in the model could be finer; 
the thickness of MW absorber layer, used in the experiment, was not the same for all tiles, 
which could explain some discrepancies between experimental temperatures and Concerto’s 
results; and the angle of the thermal camera and surface of the tiles was not the same for all, 
which could have impacted on the temperature reading. Also, the average estimated 
temperature increase for tile particles across the conveyor belt is 1.3°C and it is higher than 
experimental results (1.16°C), which is explained by lack of a cooling effect in the simulation 
(tile temperatures were measured about 10s after the heating has stopped, but the software 
could not simulate a cooling during that period).  
The above results have shown that the temperatures calculated by Concerto are in good 
agreement with experimental results: for batch processing single mode cavity (at 2.45GHz) 
and continuously processing multimode cavity (at 922MHz). Also, results show that for the 
estimation of temperature of heated material inside continuously processing MW cavity, there 
is no need to simulate heating for all particle positions along the belt. 
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3.3 Quantification of heating uniformity in continuous belt fed applicators 
 
As discussed in section 2.4, the MW field distribution inside a cavity depends, not only on 
the cavity design, but on the dielectric properties, volume and shape of heated material inside 
the cavity. In theory, identical particles (same thermo-physical properties: volume, shape, 
density and specific heat capacity; same dielectric properties: dielectric constant, dielectric 
loss and no magnetic loss) will heat up the same, if they are exposed to the same MW field. 
Therefore, to test the heating uniformity, the cavity needs to be loaded with identical 
particles. This has been done experimentally in the Site Acceptance Test for the pentagonal 
applicator (continuous belt fed applicator installed in Pilot Plant) and results of heating across 
the belt are presented in Figure 3.27. The problem of quantifying the heating uniformity for 
that cavity has occurred. 
The authors (Georghiou, Ehlers et al. 2006) have introduced the smoothness parameter, S, as 
a method to assess the heating uniformity for batch processing cavities. As it is seen in the 
following equations, the smoothness parameter is calculated by comparing the dissipated 
power density per particle for all positions inside cavity with the average dissipated power 
density. 
     (∑∑   
 
   
 
   
)
 
  
       
3.9 
  [∑∑|        |
 
   
 
   
]
 
      
 
3.10 
where     is the dissipated power density in [W/mm
3
] for a particle at position (i,j), shown in 
Figure 3.35,      is the average dissipated power density per particles in [W/mm
3
] while g 
and d are the numbers of rows and columns of particles inside a cavity, respectively.  
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Figure 3.35 Sketch of a cavity with the load particles  
  
This smoothness parameter provides an accurate and impartial method for assessing the 
performance of batch processing MW applicators. However, it cannot be applied for 
continuous processed cavities, because in these cavities the particles are exposed to the MW 
field in only one part of the cavity as they pass through (along the travelling path). Also, 
heating inside a continuous process cavity starts somewhere inside the choking system as the 
particles approach the entrance of the cavity, therefore it is very difficult to define which 
particle positions (dissipated power density,    ) should be taken into account; in other words, 
what would be the number for rows/columns in equations 3.9 and 3.10. 
In order to demonstrate the need for a new smoothness parameter for continuous process 
cavities, the simulations of that type of cavity (at 2.45GHz and input MW power of 20kW) 
with different load properties have been carried out. The cavity has 2 feeding ports on a side 
and the particles pass through the cavity as indicated in Figure 3.36; particles inside the 
cavity are identical. The size of the mesh was 
 
 
    and the dissipated power for each 
particle has been calculated based on 10 microwave cycles (started in steady state after 200 
microwave cycles). 
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Figure 3.36 Model of multimode cavity loaded with the same particles 
 
Two simulations were run with different dielectric properties for particles: 
        ,   
       
      ,   
      -dielectric properties of chalcopyrite, according to (Cumbane, 
2003) 
The dissipated power within each particle has been extracted using Matlab code (results 
displayed in Figure 3.37 and Figure 3.38), which correlates with heating of the particles. The 
results indicate that positions, where particles are heated the most (“hot” particles), are 
grouped in two areas for particles with higher loss (     ,   
      ); whereas, those 
positions for low loss material (       ,   
      ) are not grouped. Therefore, the 
dielectric properties of particles have influence on the field distribution inside a cavity, as it 
was indicated in section 2.4. 
Use of dissipated power per particle instead of the dissipated power density in equation 3.10 
will produce the same result, in case the cavity is loaded with identical particles. This is 
possible because everything is scaled by the same particle volume. 
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Figure 3.37 Dissipated power within each particle (     ,   
        inside cavity (20kW, 2.45GHz) at Figure 3.36  
 
 
Figure 3.38 Dissipated power within each particle (       ,   
        inside cavity (20kW, 2.45GHz) at Figure 3.36 
 
The smoothness parameters (S) for the above cases are similar (S=0.444 for       and 
S=0.43 for        ), but the spatial distributions of “hot” particles across the belt are 
different (Figure 3.37 and Figure 3.38). Additionally, the total dissipated power per path is 
calculated and shown in Figure 3.39 and Figure 3.40. 
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Figure 3.39 Total dissipated power within particles per path (     ,   
        inside cavity (20kW, 2.45GHz) at 
Figure 3.36 
 
 
Figure 3.40 Total dissipated power within particles per path (       ,   
        inside cavity (20kW, 2.45GHz) at 
Figure 3.36 
 
As the total dissipated power per path correlates to the temperature increase, the above 
figures correspond essentially to the heating profile across the belt. Although, the smoothness 
parameters calculated for two different particles (different dielectric properties) were similar, 
Figure 3.39 and Figure 3.40 indicate different heating uniformity across the belt. The total 
dissipated power at Figure 3.39 is more uniform across the belt than at Figure 3.40, which is 
not what could be expected according to smoothness parameters (S=0.444 for      ; 
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S=0.43 for        ). Therefore, smoothness parameter does not indicate distribution of total 
dissipated power per path. Based on this, it can be concluded that a new parameter needs to 
be defined, which will quantify the heating uniformity for a continuous process cavity. 
 
3.3.1 New parameter for quantification the heating uniformity for continuous process 
cavities 
For continuously operated cavities, the particles usually sit on a moving belt and they change 
positions within the cavity during the heating period, but stay in the same path. Thus, it is 
required to compare the uniformity of heating across the belt after the heating (at the end of 
the choke), so a new modified smoothness parameter, JVP (initials of my son’s name, 
Jokovic Vladimira Petar) parameter is defined as coefficient of variation for temperature 
increases of particles across the belt after the heating: 
    
     (         )
    
 
3.11 
where     is the temperature increase of particles at i
th
 path or section of the belt after the 
heating (a section of the belt is presents by a path in Figure 3.27 and N represents a total 
number of paths) and      represents the average temperature increase of all particles across 
the belt (see Figure 3.27). The cavity with the smallest JVP parameter provides the most 
uniform heating; ideally, the JVP parameter should be zero, see Figure 3.41 
 
 
 Figure 3.41 Examples of temperature increase of particles across the belt for the same average temperature increase 
(                     ) and various JVP parameters 
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The definition of JVP parameter presented in equation 3.11 is suitable for analysing 
experimental data (recorded temperature across the belt after MW heating) or simulation 
results (after simulation of heating for each particle position along the belt has been 
obtained).To record temperature profile experimentally, the whole MW system (cavity with 
choking system, conveyer belt system...) needs to be built and simulation for each particle 
position need computational time. Therefore, there is a need for predicting the heating 
uniformity inside continuously processing cavities, which would overcome these issues. 
The previous results have shown that Concerto can be used to estimate the heating across the 
belt by using the dissipated power within the particles. There is no need to simulate the 
heating for all particle positions along the belt. Therefore, the dissipated power within the 
particles can be used for calculation of JVP parameter, for the cavity loaded with the identical 
particles. It has to be noticed that this approach (using the dissipated power instead of 
temperature increase) can be used only in cases when the rise in temperature is not too high 
to change the properties of material (dielectric properties, density and specific heat capacity). 
The benefits of using dissipated power in the estimation of field uniformity are: there is no 
need for Basic Heat Module (no need for measuring Cp and density of material); and there is 
no need for simulation of heating for all particle positions along the belt, which reduces the 
simulation time. 
There are two assumptions in using this approach: first, the temperature increase is not 
sufficiently high to change the properties of the particle; second, the particles, located along 
the direction of belt movement, are passing through a similar field distribution, Figure 3.36. 
Under these assumptions, the temperature increase of a particle at a given path correlates to a 
sum of dissipated powers inside the particles along that path. In order to define a new version 
of JVP parameter, the total dissipated power (  ) within all particles along a single path i, and 
   , the average of all total dissipated powers across the belt have to be defined as: 
   ∑    
 
   
 
3.12 
    
∑   
 
   
 
 
3.13 
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Where     is the dissipated power (for Load i,j), in Figure 3.36, N is the number of different 
paths and M represents the number of particles per each path. 
Thus, the JVP parameter, which describes the uniformity of the field distribution inside a 
continuous process cavity, can be defined as coefficient of variation for total dissipated power 
per paths: 
    
     (         
   
 
3.14 
The calculation of JVP parameter is similar to procedure for estimation of the temperature 
increase for tiles inside a pentagonal cavity, which is defined earlier in this chapter.  
It has to be noticed that in cases, when the temperature rise of the material inside the cavity is 
sufficient to change the dielectric and thermo-physical properties of material, the dissipated 
power within the material cannot be used to calculate the JVP parameter. In that case, the 
simulation of moving particles by Basic Heat Module needs to be used, with an update of 
material properties after each particle position along the path and the JVP parameter is 
calculated based on a temperature increase of the particles across the belt (using the equation 
3.11). In this way, the “dragging” of the field (some particles tend to absorb more MW 
energy as they heat up, so field is distorted or “dragged by particle” to provide that energy) 
caused by the change of particles’ dielectric and thermo-physical properties can be taken into 
account. 
3.3.1.1 Experimental validation of the JVP parameter 
Under the assumption that particles will not change dielectric and thermo-physical properties 
during the heating, the total dissipated power per path (based on simulation of one particles’ 
position) will follow the particle temperature increase after the MW exposure in continuously 
process cavity; therefore, the JVP parameter calculated based on temperatures and dissipated 
power within particles will be similar. 
Using the experimental results for pentagonal cavity previously presented in this chapter 
(Figure 3.27) and dissipated power within particles obtained by a model of that cavity with 
2.66mm thick absorber layer on top of each tile, JVP parameter is calculated using equations 
3.11 and 3.14. The JVP parameters have been calculated based on 4 different particle 
positions and results are presented in Table 3.8. The JVP parameter has not significantly 
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changed for different particle positions, but if all positions are taken into account it is in good 
agreement with the experimental result; therefore, Concerto modelling can be used to 
estimate the heating uniformity for continuously processed cavities. 
model-position shift [mm] 0 22 33 44 
all 
positions experiment 
path total dissipated power per path [W] 
temperature increase 
[C] 
1 190.21 199.26 189.67 188.23 191.84 1.13 
2 201.53 204.62 195.80 193.37 198.83 0.79 
3 112.51 117.50 114.85 116.58 115.36 0.81 
4 100.48 102.63 99.00 100.65 100.69 0.82 
5 110.76 113.41 109.13 109.74 110.76 0.83 
6 124.53 126.52 121.22 120.71 123.25 1.28 
7 197.71 193.62 181.12 176.24 187.17 1.53 
8 194.72 201.64 190.04 186.15 193.13 1.41 
JVP 0.30 0.29 0.28 0.27 0.28 0.28 
Table 3.8 The JVP parameter based on experimental (temperature readings) and modelling (dissipated power) 
results; pentagonal cavity with tiles at 922MHz 
 
3.3.1.2 JVP parameter for different heating time and MW power 
It is also significant to investigate whether the JVP parameter depends on heating time and 
applied MW power. If the JVP parameter does not depend upon these two parameters, it 
could be used to compare cavity designs under different conditions (MW power and/or 
heating time). 
In order to investigate this problem, the heating of tile particle inside a pentagonal cavity 
shown in Figure 3.28 (at 922MHz) was simulated. The thickness of MW absorbed material 
on the top of each tile was 2.66mm; the size of the mesh used in the model was  
 
 
   . 
There were two simulations, where the same amount of material was heated with 15kW and 
30kW MW power. As it was explained earlier in this chapter, the temperature rise (
  
  
) of 
each tile particle on the belt was calculated based on dissipated power within those tiles using 
equation 3.6. Based on these temperature rises and heating time calculated for two belt speeds 
(0.7m/s and 0.35m/s), the temperature increase of tiles across the belt for two different 
heating times is estimated, Figure 3.42. The JVP parameter in both cases was 0.3, because the 
distribution of field inside cavity and temperature rise for particles were the same, only the 
heating time was different. 
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Figure 3.42 Temperature increase of particles across the belt after heating in the same cavity (with 15kW power), but 
for different heating times (belt speed 0.7m/s and 0.35m/s); these results are obtained by modelling 
 
The same procedure for estimation temperature increase across the belt was done for two 
input MW powers (15kW and 30kW); the heating time corresponded to belt speed of 0.7ms. 
Based on estimated heating uniformity across the belt (Figure 3.43), the JVP parameter was 
calculated. 
 
Figure 3.43 Temperature increase of particles across the belt after heating in the same cavity (same belt speed), but 
for different input MW powers (15kW and 30kW); these results are obtained 
 
Based on the results in Figure 3.42 and Figure 3.43, the JVP parameter for given continuous 
processed cavity (same cavity design; loaded with the same particles), does not depend upon 
heating time and MW power fed to the cavity. This means that it can be used to compare the 
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heating uniformity for continuous process cavities, based on the results obtained for various 
operating conditions (different heating times and input MW powers); two cavities could be 
compared if they are loaded with the same material (same dielectric and thermo-physical 
properties). 
It needs to be mentioned that the last two figures show that the temperature increase across 
the belt (   ) varies more for higher average temperature increase (    ), even though the 
JVP parameter is the same. However, the heating uniformity for the above two cavities is 
compared for the same average temperature increase (for example, to heat up particles in 
average for 2°C), which justifies the use of the JVP parameter to quantify heating uniformity. 
3.4 Conclusions 
Based on the results presented in this chapter, it can be concluded that Concerto software can 
be used for modelling MW heating inside continuously processing cavities 
The temperatures calculated by Concerto are in good agreement with experimental results: 
for batch processing single mode cavity (at 2.45GHz) and continuously processing 
multimode cavity (at 922MHz). Also, the results show that for estimation of particle 
temperature after heating inside a continuously processing MW cavity, there is no need to 
simulate the heating for all particle positions along the belt (if all particles inside the cavity 
are the same), a few positions are sufficient. The particle temperature can be estimated from 
the sum of dissipated power within all particles at positions where a given particle would 
pass; this is valid, if the MW heating is not sufficient to change dielectric or thermal 
properties of particle. 
A JVP parameter for quantification of heating uniformity for continuous process MW cavities 
was proposed. Two different procedures (experimental/modelling by using temperature 
increase and modelling by using dissipated power per particle) for calculation of JVP 
parameter were presented; both procedures were validated based on experimental results. The 
procedure for calculating this parameter, which uses dissipated power within particles, can be 
used only if the rise of the temperature during the heating is not sufficient to change the 
dielectric or thermal properties of the heated material. 
The JVP parameter for given continuous process cavity (same cavity design; loaded with 
same particles), does not depend upon heating time and the MW power fed to the cavity. This 
means that it can be used to compare heating uniformity for continuous process cavities based 
on the results obtained for various operating conditions (different heating times and input 
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MW powers); two cavities could be compared if they are loaded with the same material 
(same dielectric and thermo-physical properties). 
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Chapter IV 
4 Novel design of multimode cavity for heating the rocks 
based on their mineral content 
  
4.1 Introduction 
As discussed in (Church, 1988), the selective MW heating of minerals exists; different 
minerals had different heating rates. Therefore, it might be possible to discriminate ore 
particles based on their mineral content using temperature readings after MW heating, if all 
particles are exposed to the same MW field. 
(Metaxas and Meredith, 1983) calculate Pav, the average power loss density in [W/m
3
] in 
material during MW heating as 
'' 2 '' 2
0 0
1 1
2 2
av eff effP E H    
 
4.1 
Based on equation 4.1 it can be concluded that the average power loss density (Pav) depends 
upon the dielectric and magnetic loss (    
   and      
  ), electro-magnetic field (E and H) 
inside the material and  , angular frequency of microwaves (     , where f is microwave 
frequency);    and    are permittivity and permeability of vacuum. For a material without 
magnetic loss (    
     , the average power loss density is: 
    
 
 
   ε   
     
4.2 
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The heating rate for a material inside a microwave field is given by: (Chan and Reader, 2000)  
0p av
T
C P
t



  
4.3 
where 0 is the density of the material in [kg/m
3
], 
pC  is specific heat capacity of the material 
in [J/(kgK)], 
T
t


 is heating rate in [K/s] and Pav is calculated by equation 4.1 or 4.2. 
Based on all previous equations it can be written: 
  
  
 
 
     
    ε   
         
      
4.4 
or for material without magnetic loss 
  
  
 
 
     
   ε   
     
4.5 
In equation 4.5 the electric field inside the material depends upon the external electric field 
that material is exposed to and the dielectric constant of material; this is concluded based on 
electromagnetic boundary conditions stated in (Cheng, 1989).  
Based on electromagnetic boundary conditions stated in (Cheng, 1989) and equation 4.5, the 
temperature of materials (with no magnetic loss) exposed to the same MW field depends 
upon their dielectric properties (dielectric constant and dielectric loss factor). Therefore, if a 
MW cavity provides the same electro-magnetic field conditions to all ore particles (uniform 
heating across the belt); the temperature of particles after MW heating might be used to 
discriminate them based on their mineral content.  
To achieve the capacity needed in mining industry, a continuous processing multimode cavity 
should be used, because its dimensions allow cavity to continuously process more material 
than single mode cavity (as discussed in section 2.2.1). The disadvantage of multimode cavity 
is that it does not provide perfect uniform heating. A non-uniform MW field does not provide 
the same conditions for all ore particles during heating; therefore, it could introduce an error 
during sorting process, when some particles with mineral content exposed to low MW field 
stay “cold” and discarded as waste (particle with no minerals). Thus, it is required that MW 
cavity provides uniform heating across the belt. Different cavity designs provide different 
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field uniformities across the belt; therefore, the design of a cavity is very important in 
microwave ore sorting. 
In this chapter, a novel cavity design will be presented and the performance of that cavity will 
be compared to an existing pentagonal cavity for the same input MW power and the same 
throughput (identical particles with the same spatial distribution on the belt; the same speed 
of belt). Several parameters of those two cavities will be compared:  
 Heating uniformity across the belt, which will be quantified by new JVP parameter 
defined in section 3.3.1 
 MW efficiency of cavity (ratio between power dissipated within dielectric material 
and applied MW power) and Q0 factor-The overall efficiency of microwave 
system,    (explained in section 2.2.3.4) defined as (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983): 
      
  
  
    
  
  
  
  
    
4.6 
where Pw – power dissipated within dielectric material [W], Pm-mains power [W] and 
P0 available MW power [W]; ratio 
  
  
  represents the efficiency of the MW generator 
and transfer efficiency and it does not depend on cavity design (this ratio stays the 
same for different cavity designs); ratio 
  
  
  is cavity MW efficiency (part of available 
MW power that was dissipated within dielectric material) and it does not depend on 
the MW generator or circulator. Therefore, MW cavity efficiency  
  
  
, can be used in 
comparing overall efficiency for various cavity designs. 
The Q0 factor of the cavity is defined as (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983): 
     
                   
                                            
 
  
     
 
4.7 
where   is angular frequency in [rad/s], U is the energy stored in the cavity presented 
in [J] and    and    are the power dissipated in the walls and inserted dielectric in 
[W], respectively. Obviously, the Q factor of an empty cavity is much higher than a 
cavity with an inserted lossy dielectric material. MW cavities should have low Q-
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factor because this leads to better energy coupling. More information about Q factor 
can be found in section 2.2.3.1. The MW efficiency and Q factor of cavities should be 
compared for the same loading conditions (the same amount of material inside 
cavities). 
 Throughput or capacity of the cavity- the ability to heat a large number of ore 
particles to a certain average temperature increase for a given available MW power. 
The better cavity design will heat up more material using the same available power. 
For continuous cavities loaded with the same amount of material (the same length 
cavities with the same continuous belt), this parameter is correlated with cavity MW 
efficiency. The cavities of different lengths, for the same particle distribution across 
the continuous belt, accommodate for a different amount of material (amount of 
material is correlated with cavity’s length) and has a different heating time (for the 
same speed of the belt, the heating time is correlated to cavity’s length). For two 
continuous cavities with the same MW efficiency, the power density for particles 
inside a longer cavity will be reduced compared to a shorter cavity, but this 
reduction in power density (reduced heating rate) will be compensated with longer 
heating time, so a temperature rise for material at the cavities exits should be same. 
Using the upper parameters defined to quantify uniformity of heating and capacity of 
continuous cavities, the new cavity design will be compared to the pentagonal cavity for 
different loading conditions (different size, shape and dielectric properties of particles); MW 
efficiencies and Q factors for the same size cavities (loaded with the same material) will be 
compared.  
Also, the importance of using a cavity that provides uniform heating for MW/IR ore sorting 
will be demonstrated through modelling; MW heating of particles with 15 different dielectric 
properties (dielectric properties of real ore) will be simulated. 
4.2 A Novel Design of a Multimode Cavity for Heating Rocks Based on their Mineral 
Content 
 
The heating of any dielectric material (including minerals), exposed to microwaves, depends 
on the intensity of the field. Thus, the field uniformity across the conveyor belt is the most 
important parameter for the MW cavity used for mineral sorting.  
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The initial inspiration for cavity design came from aTE10n twin MW cavity for processing 
sheet material presented by (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983). This cavity provides uniform 
heating of a thin planar material by using two waveguides, Figure 4.1. A standing wave is 
established in each waveguide. Different lengths of waveguides and positioning of matching 
apertures guarantee that the position of field maximum in one waveguide will be located 
where the minimum field exists in second waveguide. Therefore, uniform heating of sheet 
material is provided. Such a twin cavity can be used to heat sheet materials where the 
thickness is a small fraction of the broader dimension of used waveguide (Metaxas and 
Meredith, 1983). 
 
Figure 4.1 An uniform electric field inside TE10n twin cavity (after Metaxas and Meredith, 1983) 
a. Twin TE10n resonant cavity heater (Plan view):    is wavelength in waveguide (cavity) 
b. Electric field distribution in the plane of the dielectric sheet in each cavity 
 
The new cavity needs to process ore particles which are larger than thickness of sheet 
material; therefore, the cavity inlet/outlet must be larger. The increase in inlet/outlet 
dimensions connects the two waveguides (Figure 4.2) and provides the conditions for 
existing of new modes in the cavity, therefore the cavity becomes multimode. The increase of 
cavity dimensions will increase the energy cross-coupling between waveguides (from now on 
called MW ports), because these ports become connected. This problem with cross-coupling 
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is reduced by using two orthogonal feeding MW ports (orthogonal from a cavity point of 
view), Figure 4.3; according to experimental results presented in (Chan and Reader, 2000), 
the cross-coupling between orthogonal feeds is reduced compared to no orthogonal feeds, 
because these feeds excite a different set of modes. Both ports are inclined by angle of 45° 
and their openings are located under the plane of the conveyor belt; therefore, the direct MW 
radiation of particles on the belt has been reduced without increasing the height of the cavity. 
The MW ports are placed on the same side of the cavity, so connection to the MW generator 
would be less complicated. Two twisted waveguide extensions are used in the model in order 
to setup MW port (marked with different colour in Figure 4.2), but the real cavity does not 
need to have these twisted WG; it can use other types of waveguides to connect a cavity to 
the MW generator, as long as the orthogonal feeding ports are preserved. 
 
Figure 4.2 Design of multimode cavity for MW heating the rocks (at 922MHz) based on their mineral content; the 
scale is in [mm] 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Design of multimode cavity for heating the rocks (at 922MHz) based on their mineral content (back view); 
the scale is in [mm] 
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The formation of the modes inside the rectangular cavity at 922MHz is visible in Figure 4.4 
and Figure 4.5, where the average electric field for two different planes is presented; the 
average electric field is calculated over the time period of 2 microwave cycles after 300000 
FDTD steps. 
 
Figure 4.4 The average electrical field within a single horizontal plane inside the empty rectangular cavity at 922MHz 
calculated after 300000 FDTD steps 
 
 
Figure 4.5 The average electrical field within a single vertical plane inside the empty rectangular cavity at 922MHz 
calculated after 300000 FDTD steps 
 
Rectangular shape for the cavity was chosen to maximise the filling factor (the ratio between 
volume of the material on conveyor belt and volume of the cavity); as the particles sit on the 
conveyor belt rectangular shape cavity would provide the maximum filling factor for the 
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same amount of material inside the cavity, Figure 4.6. According to Metaxas and Meredith 
(1983), as the filling factor increases the Q factor of the cavity decreases. This correlation is 
valid for a given volume of cavity (the filling factor varies by changing the volume of heated 
material). During the cavity design process, the idea of changing the filling factor by 
changing the volume of the cavity (not the volume of material) had emerged. Based on 
equations 4.6 and 4.7, it can be concluded that this decrease of Q factor (caused by increasing 
of filling factor of the same cavity) is caused by increased dissipated power within material, 
which further increase the MW efficiency of the cavity. The experimental results of heating 
different amount of ore particles using the domestic MW oven, also, show that by increasing 
the mass/volume of material, the MW efficiency of cavity increases; the results of these 
experiments are presented in Appendix H. 
 
Figure 4.6 Cross section for the pentagonal and rectangular cavity with particles on the conveyor belt 
 
According to (Metaxas and Meredith, 1983), the dimensions of a multimode cavity should be 
several wavelengths long in at least two dimensions, so the cavity could support a large 
number of resonant modes in a given frequency range. Therefore, the dimensions of this new 
rectangular cavity (for frequencies 915-922MHz) are                  (     
      , where    is wavelength in [m] inside the cavity). The width of the cavity (   ) and 
the height (  ) were chosen to maximise the filling factor by reducing the volume of the 
cavity, but they still allow for a conveyor belt (same as used in the pentagonal cavity-75cm in 
width) to run through. The length of the cavity does not have an influence on the filling 
factor, because as the cavity length increases the volume of the cavity and material within it 
increase by the same factor, so the filling factor stays the same; but this does not mean that 
the length should be too long, because the dissipated power density (power loss density) 
within the material is lower in a bigger cavity than a smaller one, (Chan and Reader, 2000). 
Heating of the same material (cylindrical particles: R=20mm and H=50mm and the dielectric 
properties presented in Table 4.3) inside two rectangular cavities with different lengths (1.5m 
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and 2m) was carried out and the dissipated power density was higher in the shorter cavity; 
therefore, the shorter cavity (1.5m long) was chosen for the final design. Both cavities have 
the same width, height and feed position; the results of simulations are presented in Appendix 
I. 
According to (Chan and Reader, 2000) the cross-coupling in a multimode cavity loaded with 
lossy material may not be the problem; therefore, the feeding ports in the design are 
positioned to maximise the amount of material between ports, so the distance is set to be 
1.05m (equal to    ). Further optimisation of feed positions has not been completed. 
One side of the cavity is rounded (Figure 4.7), because the cavity with a curved side wall 
shows better field uniformity than the cavity without it; this could be explained by the 
reflection of MW against the curved wall of the cavity. For the same cylindrical load 
(R=20mm and H=50mm and the dielectric properties presented in Table 4.3) inside the 
rectangular cavity, the JVP parameter calculated (based on dissipated power within the 
particles) for the cavity which has a rounded wall is 0.19 compared to 0.22 for the cavity with 
flat walls, as shown in Appendix I. 
The MW leakage through the cavity inlet/outlet must be reduced under the safety limits using 
the choking system; these safety limits are prescribed locally in the country of installation, 
but generally the accepted limit on safe leakage of MW power density is 10mW/cm
2
 
measured at 5cm from the equipment; in some countries this limit is 1mW/cm
2
 (Meredith, 
1998). The real cavity has to have a choking system consisting of reflective chokes and MW 
absorbing materials, which keep the microwaves inside the cavity. The choke reflects 
microwaves back into the cavity, by using lossless-resonant filter techniques to create a high 
reflection (Meredith, 1998) and microwaves which are not reflected back to the cavity would 
be absorbed by MW absorbing material. The choking system is not part of this design, so 
only a section of chokes (80cmm wide and 10cm in height) are presented at Figure 4.7; these 
dimensions are the same as in a choking system for a pentagonal cavity described in section 
3.2.2.2. Dimensions of the pentagonal and the rectangular cavity are not the same; therefore, 
the excited modes in these cavities are different.  
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Figure 4.7 Design of multimode cavity for heating the rocks (at 922MHz) based on their mineral content (side view); 
the scale is in [mm] 
 
As shown in Figure 4.8, the lengths of each MW port is different; one is 109mm longer than 
the other port (as in case of twin TE10n cavity where that difference is 
       
 
,         is 
wavelength in waveguide WG975 at 922MHz). 
 
Figure 4.8 Design of multimode cavity for heating the rocks (at 922MHz) based on their mineral content (view from 
beneath); the scale is in [mm] 
 
The ore particles are situated on the belt which has the same dimensions as the belt in the 
pentagonal cavity in section 3.3.1.1. The MW ports are located below the belt (Figure 4.10), 
because this port position (under the belt) reduces the probability for arcing to damage the 
MW generator (personal communication with Prof. Sam Kingman, University of 
Nottingham); this arcing happens in place where the field is greater than critical field strength 
for air at given frequency. The arcing could, also, occur on the surface of the dielectric 
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materials (localized on material surface) or at the sharp edges of the cavity walls; the model 
of the rectangular cavity has its sharp edges rounded, as shown in Figure 4.9.  
 
Figure 4.9 Presentation of rounded sharp edges (enlarged) in the rectangular cavity 
 
 
Figure 4.10 Rectangular cavity loaded with tiles (top walls are removed on this picture, so particles inside the cavity 
are visible) 
 
4.2.1 Comparing modelling result for two MW cavities 
As previously discussed in section 3.3.1.1, the new JVP parameter quantifies the field 
uniformity across the belt and it can be used to assess any design of continuously operated 
cavity. Between any two cavity designs, the cavity with the lower JVP parameter has the 
better field uniformity across the belt (assuming that the dielectric properties of the load are 
constant). 
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In order to compare the field uniformity of the new MW cavity to the pentagonal cavity 
presented in 3.3.1.1, the JVP parameters were compared, for the case where both cavities are 
loaded with identical particles.  
The heating of tiles (same as those used in validation of Concerto results in section 3.2.2.2) 
inside the rectangular cavity was simulated; the dielectric and thermo-physical properties for 
tiles are presented in Table 3.6 and Table 3.7. The model of the rectangular cavity shown in 
Figure 4.10, has the same chokes and MW power input (15kW at 922MHz) as the pentagonal 
cavity in section 3.2.2.2.  
The Quick Wave simulation was run for 4 different particle positions (Figure 3.32); the 
dissipated power inside a cavity was calculated (based on 8 microwave cycles) after 600000 
FDTD steps (simulation is in steady state, Appendix F). The dissipated power within each 
particle was then extracted from the results file using a Matlab routine displayed in Appendix 
B. The JVP parameter was then calculated based on the dissipated power within the particles 
using equation 3.12; a detailed explanation for calculation of the JVP parameter is presented 
in section 3.3.1. The total dissipated power per path and the calculated JVP parameter for the 
rectangular cavity loaded with tiles for 4 different particle positions is displayed in Table 4.1. 
model-position shift [mm] total dissipated power within particles per path [W] 
path 0mm 22mm 33mm 44mm all positions 
1 337.31 566.93 718.49 830.80 613.38 
2 306.17 548.26 709.45 826.33 597.55 
3 497.29 853.98 1098.97 1250.20 925.11 
4 502.24 867.95 1112.58 1260.30 935.77 
5 399.02 726.01 922.47 1061.21 777.18 
6 395.39 678.10 846.85 978.03 724.59 
7 376.79 626.22 775.27 898.66 669.24 
8 313.19 518.89 643.29 737.81 553.30 
JVP parameter 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.20 
Table 4.1 The JVP parameter based on modelling results; rectangular cavity with tiles at 922MHz (Figure 4.10) 
 
The JVP parameters for a rectangular cavity for each particle position are presented in Table 
4.1, are less than given parameters for a pentagonal cavity (JVP=0.28) presented in Table 3.8, 
which means that the rectangular cavity provides more uniform heating of tile particles than 
the pentagonal cavity. The rectangular cavity loaded with tiles shows 40% of improvement in 
field uniformity across the belt compared to the pentagonal cavity; these are not the same size 
cavities and the uniformity of heating for cavities of the same length (containing the same 
amount of material) will be presented further in this chapter. 
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By using thermo-physical properties for tiles (presented in section 3.2.2.2) and the heating 
time for each tile position along the belt (the same as heating time used for pentagonal cavity 
in section 3.2.2.2), the temperature increase of tiles across the belt for the belt speed of 
0.7m/s can be estimated, Figure 4.11. The same belt speed, as in case of the pentagonal 
cavity, provides identical time (heating time) that particles spend in each position along the 
belt; therefore, longer total heating time in a rectangular cavity (which is 1.5m long) than in 
pentagonal cavity (1m long) is due to a larger number of particle positions along the belt, but 
both cavities were simulated heating for the same material throughput and applied MW 
power. The same procedure for estimation of tile temperature increases has been used for 
validation of modelling in section 3.2.2.2.  
 
Figure 4.11 The temperature increase of tiles across the belt in rectangular cavity for total input MW power of 15kW 
(belt speed is 0.7m/s) 
 
The average temperature increase of the tiles heated by the rectangular cavity is 3.34°C; it is 
for 2.17°C higher than in pentagonal cavity, for the same input MW power and throughput. 
There are two main reasons for this: first, the rectangular cavity can accommodate more tile 
particles compared to pentagonal cavity (because of its length), so there is more material 
where input MW power could potentially be dissipated (higher MW efficiency), Table 4.2; 
and second, the total heating time was 50% longer for the same belt speed, because the 
cavities length (rectangular cavity is 1.5m long, while length of pentagonal cavity is 1m). The 
Q factor is calculated by Concerto after 1000000 and 600000 FDTD simulation steps for 
pentagonal and rectangular cavity, respectively, when the dissipated power inside a cavity 
was estimated. Using the Q factor to compare the performances of the cavities of different 
lengths is not suitable, because there is a different amount of material inside these cavities; 
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the Q factors for the cavities with the same length (and same amount of material) will be 
presented later in this chapter; the Q factor for cavities of the same length (containing the 
same amount of material) will also be presented further in this chapter. 
Model Input MW power-
   [W] 
Dissipated power inside 
the cavity-   [W] 
MW Efficiency,  
  
  
 
Q factor 
Pentagonal 
cavity (1m 
long) 
15000 1344 0.09 11750 
Rectangular 
cavity (1.5m 
long) 
15000 3407 0.23 7185 
Table 4.2 MW efficiency and Q factor for two cavities loaded with the same tile particles calculated for a single 
particle position 
 
The relatively low values for MW efficiencies and high for Q factor displayed in Table 4.2 
can be explained by the small amount of MW absorber material inside the cavities (the tile 
particles have thin MW absorber layer on the top and the tiles do not cover whole belt) and 
by no wall losses in models (existence of wall losses would reduce the Q factor of the cavity 
according to equation 4.7); in reality some wall losses will occur.  
The same average temperature increase of tile particles, as with pentagonal cavity, could be 
achieved, if the rectangular cavity is fed with 40% of used input MW power (reduction of 
energy consumption by 60%); or by reducing the total heating time by increasing the belt 
speed (up to 1.8m/s) which would increase the capacity of the cavity by 150%; either options, 
it reduces the specific MW power per mass [kWh/t] required. The results of simulations of 
the rectangular cavity for two different speeds of belt are presented in Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12 The temperature increase of tiles across the belt in the rectangular cavity for different belt speed (total 
input MW power of 15kW) 
 
The results of Figure 4.12 demonstrate that the difference between maximum and minimum 
temperature across the belt for the rectangular cavity is smaller for belt speed of 1.8m/s than 
for 0.7m/s; those temperature differences are 0.6°C for 1.8m/s and about 1.5°C for 0.7m/s. 
The simulation of heating for a rectangular cavity and the experimental results for a 
pentagonal cavity are presented at Figure 4.13; both cavities have the same average 
temperature increase of tiles (about 1.16°C), but the rectangular cavity has 2.5 times higher 
throughput (heats 2.5 times more material for the same input MW power) compared to the 
case with the pentagonal cavity, because the belt speed is 2.5 times faster (due to higher 
inherent MW efficiency rectangular cavity is able to process 2.5 time more material). 
 
Figure 4.13 The temperature increase of tiles for two cases: experiment with pentagonal cavity (belt speed 0.7m/s) 
and model of rectangular cavity (belt speed 1.8m/s); in both cases input MW power was 15kW 
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The JVP parameters calculated based on the results displayed in Figure 4.13 are 0.2 for the 
rectangular cavity and 0.28 for the pentagonal cavity, which represents a 40% improvement 
of heating uniformity. Based on the above results, it can be concluded that the rectangular 
cavity provides a more uniform heating of tiles across the belt and a greater energy efficient 
heating of tile particles (heats more material for the same applied MW power); results for 
heating of tile particles inside the cavities of the same length will be presented further in this 
chapter.  
4.2.1.1 Comparing modelling results for two MW cavities loaded with cylindrical particles  
After simulation of tile particles, the heating of cylindrical particles (R=20mm and H=50mm; 
22mm apart) inside rectangular and pentagonal cavity has been simulated. The size of the 
particles has been chosen based on sieve dimensions to be in range of 37.5mm and 45mm.  
The particles are distributed across the whole belt as in Figure 4.14. The dielectric properties 
of the particles are displayed in Table 4.3. The simulation has been run for 4 different 
scenarios (4 particle positions on the belt, each 18mm shifted-similar to Figure 3.32) with the 
input MW power of 20kW (10kW on each feeding port at 922MHz); mesh size was 
 
 
   . 
Dissipated power within a cavity has been estimated based on a field during 8 microwave 
cycles after 90000 FDTD steps (electromagnetic steady state in simulation has been 
established for both cavities, Appendix F). 
 
Figure 4.14 Rectangular cavity loaded with cylindrical particles (R=20mm, H=50mm); the scale is in [mm] 
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Dielectric constant Dielectric loss 
4.6 0.1 
Table 4.3 Dielectric properties for load particles used in model 
 
Based upon the dissipated power within each particle, the total dissipated power per each 
path and JVP parameter for both cavities have been calculated. 
 
 
total dissipated power within particles per path [W] 
path 0 18mm 36mm 54mm All positions 
1 1004.5 1039.1 1010.6 927.0 995.3 
2 1162.4 1182.6 1187.4 1126.9 1164.8 
3 853.4 866.5 907.8 874.3 875.5 
4 1422.6 1450.7 1457.5 1412.6 1435.8 
5 1327.5 1251.5 1229.0 1221.9 1257.5 
6 1049.7 910.0 886.5 946.7 948.2 
7 1294.6 1200.4 1161.1 1256.8 1228.2 
8 1014.2 905.8 864.0 893.0 919.2 
9 1336.2 1271.9 1234.7 1140.5 1245.8 
10 1348.8 1369.0 1349.3 1285.4 1338.1 
11 656.7 679.9 704.7 700.4 685.4 
12 1131.5 1216.6 1260.6 1176.2 1196.2 
13 1181.5 1309.6 1326.9 1166.6 1246.1 
JVP parameter 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.19 
Table 4.4 The total dissipated power per path and JVP parameter based on modelling results for rectangular cavity 
with cylindrical particles at 922MHz (Figure 4.14) 
 
 
total dissipated power within particles per path [W] 
path p0 18mm 36mm 54mm All positions 
1 868.7 971.3 1067.3 839.6 936.8 
2 1073.0 1179.3 1289.1 968.3 1127.4 
3 315.1 328.9 385.8 305.0 333.7 
4 1116.2 1303.6 1553.7 1218.3 1297.9 
5 605.7 705.0 875.4 704.5 722.6 
6 440.4 552.0 679.7 542.8 553.7 
7 934.3 1186.7 1377.8 1040.8 1134.9 
8 429.9 599.2 717.0 549.4 573.9 
9 654.2 842.7 993.0 803.4 823.3 
10 1162.8 1456.2 1686.5 1348.9 1413.6 
11 369.1 440.9 498.7 432.2 435.2 
12 981.7 1096.4 1210.5 949.9 1059.6 
13 978.0 1107.7 1228.8 970.4 1071.2 
JVP parameter 0.40 0.39 0.38 0.37 0.38 
Table 4.5 The total dissipated power per path and JVP parameter based on modelling results for pentagonal cavity 
with cylindrical particles at 922MHz 
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These results show that the rectangular cavity provides a more uniform heating of cylindrical 
particles compared to pentagonal cavity; the JVP parameter for a rectangular cavity loaded 
with cylindrical particles is 0.19 compared to 0.38 for pentagonal cavity, which is a 50% 
improvement of uniformity of heating. It was noticed that heating uniformity across the belt 
is not the same for tiles and cylindrical particles; this could be due to different dielectric and 
physical properties of particles inside the cavities, as well as the spatial particle distribution 
across the belt. 
 
Figure 4.15 The average temperature increase for cylindrical particles after heating inside the rectangular and 
pentagonal cavity; results are based on results from Table 4.4 and Table 4.5  
 
 Using the equation 4.3 and the values for the total dissipated power within particles, the 
temperature increase of cylindrical particles across the belt is calculated (Figure 4.15); all 
particles have the same thermo-physical properties (Cp and 0 ) and the heating time per each 
particle position is the same for both cavities (the speed of belt is the same), shown in Table 
4.10. The average temperature increase for cylindrical particles after passing through the 
rectangular cavity is 0.76°C compared to 0.6°C for a pentagonal cavity; therefore, it can be 
concluded that the rectangular cavity would heat up particles more than the pentagonal cavity 
for the same input MW power and same throughput (for the same speed of belt and spatial 
distribution of particles).  
The MW efficiency and Q factor for both cavities loaded with cylindrical particles are 
displayed in Table 4.6. Q factors for both cavities are lower when cavities are loaded with 
cylindrical particles (Table 4.6) than for the case with tile particles (Table 4.2); this is 
because of the filling factor is higher (there is more dielectric material inside the cavities) 
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when cavities are loaded with cylindrical particle; according to (Metaxas and Meredith, 
1983), as the filling factor increases the Q factor of the cavity decreases. 
Model Input MW power-
   [W] 
Dissipated power inside 
the cavity-   [W] 
MW Efficiency,  
  
  
 
Q factor 
Pentagonal cavity, 
1m long 
20000 9989 0.5 830 
Rectangular cavity, 
1.5m long 
20000 14737 0.74 900 
Table 4.6 MW efficiency and Q factor for two cavities loaded with the same cylindrical particles calculated for a 
single particle position 
 
The average temperature of cylindrical particles heated inside a rectangular cavity is about 
25% higher than in the case when a pentagonal cavity is used (for the same input MW power 
and material throughput). The reason for this is a higher MW efficiency of the rectangular 
cavity as previously presented for tile particles (Table 4.2, Figure 4.11 and Figure 3.33). This 
also indicates that a rectangular cavity can achieve 25% higher material throughput than the 
pentagonal cavity. The Q factor for the pentagonal cavity is lower than for a rectangular 
cavity loaded with the same cylindrical particles, but the rectangular cavity has 50% more 
material compared to the pentagonal cavity, which could explain its higher MW efficiency; 
the Q factors for cavities loaded with the same amount of material will be presented later in 
this chapter. 
Based on the results of simulations for MW heating of two types of particles (tile and 
cylindrical particles) inside pentagonal and rectangular applicator, it can be concluded that 
the rectangular cavity provides, not only more uniform heating of those particles across the 
belt, but more efficient heating compared to pentagonal cavity. 
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4.3 JVP parameter for the same length continuously processing cavities 
The lengths of the rectangular and pentagonal cavities analysed earlier in this chapter, are not 
the same. The length of the cavity could have an influence on uniformity of heating across 
the belt; therefore, the JVP parameters for the same length cavities were compared. The 
length of pentagonal cavity is extended up to 1.5m, in order to compare both cavities with the 
same length. The cavity extension was done by stretching each side wall by 25cm, so the total 
length would be 1.5m as shown in Figure 4.16. The feed positions remained the same as in 
the shorter pentagonal cavity, so no additional optimization of feed positions has been done. 
 
Figure 4.16 Pentagonal, 1.5m long cavity loaded with tile particles  
 
The JVP parameter for a 1.5m long pentagonal cavity was calculated for two cases: the cavity 
loaded with only tile particles and cylindrical particles. The dimensions, dielectric and 
thermal properties of these particles and spatial particle distribution on the belt are the same 
as in case earlier analysed rectangular cavity. The cavity is fed with the same MW power as 
the above rectangular cavity and the mesh size is 
 
 
   . Dissipated power within particles 
was estimated after 500000 and 130000 FDTD simulation steps for tile and cylindrical 
particles, respectively (simulations are in steady state, Appendix F); an estimation was done 
based on the field during 8 microwave cycles. The JVP parameter for a single particle 
position is calculated based on these dissipated powers using Matlab code and results 
displayed in Table 4.7; this table, also, contains Q factor and MW efficiency for simulated 
cavities. Previous simulations presented in this chapter and in section 3.3.1.1 indicate that 
particle positions do not have an influence on the calculated JVP parameter; therefore, the 
JVP parameter for 1.5m long pentagonal cavity was calculated based on a single particle (tile 
and cylindrical particles) position. Total dissipated power within particles along the belt (the 
JVP parameter is calculated based on these total dissipated powers) is displayed in Appendix 
J. 
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Long close 
chokes 
Tile particles (the thickness: 2.66mm) Cylicdrical particles (R=20mm, H=50mm) 
JVP 
parameter 
MW 
efficiency 
Q factor JVP parameter 
MW 
efficiency 
Q factor 
Pentagonal 
cavity, 1m 
long 
0.29 0.09 11750 0.38 0.5 830 
Pentagonal 
cavity, 1.5m 
long 
0.29 0.11 7740 0.24 0.67 1300 
Rectangular 
cavity, 1.5m 
long 
0.19 0.23 7185 0.19 0.74 900 
Table 4.7 The JVP parameters for rectangular and pentagonal cavity loaded with cylindrical/tile particles  
 
The heating uniformity of tile particles has not improved for the stretched pentagonal cavity 
(Table 4.7), but the average temperature increase of those particles is increased compared to 
the 1m long pentagonal cavity (simulation results are 1.61°C for 1.5m long cavity and 1.31°C 
for a 1m long pentagonal cavity), see Figure 4.17. This rise of the average temperature 
increase of tile particles is due to a higher MW efficiency and longer exposure time (50% 
longer exposure time); this temperature increase is less than 50% because of the reduced field 
intensity (slower heating rates) compared to a shorter cavity for the same applied MW power. 
The feed positions for both cavities were the same; further optimisation may improve the 
MW efficiency (leads to higher average temperature increase for particles), but it is not the 
scope of this thesis. 
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Figure 4.17 Heating profile of tile particles (2.66mm thick) across the belt for pentagonal cavities of different lengths 
for the same belt speed  
 
Apparently, the stretched pentagonal cavity has better field uniformity across the belt (lower 
JVP parameter) for cylindrical particles (Table 4.7), but still not as uniform as in the 
rectangular cavity of the same length. The average temperature increase for cylindrical 
particles heated inside a stretched pentagonal cavity is higher compared to the temperature of 
particles heated in 1m pentagonal cavity (0.7°C compared to 0.6°C for shorter cavity), but not 
higher than 0.76°C, which is the average of temperature increase for a rectangular cavity. 
 
Figure 4.18 Heating profile of cylindrical particles across the conveyor belt for the pentagonal cavities of different 
lengths 
 
According to simulation results presented in Table 4.7, although, the length of cavity has an 
influence on heating uniformity, the stretched pentagonal cavity (1.5m long) still does not 
provide uniform heating across the belt as the rectangular cavity; the rectangular cavity also 
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provides more efficient heating compared to the pentagonal cavity of the same length, which 
can be explained by the lower Q factor and higher MW efficiency compared to 1.5m long 
pentagonal cavity. 
4.4 JVP parameter for two designs of MW cavities loaded with particles with various 
dielectric properties 
 
The above work on quantifying the heat uniformity was done for cavities loaded with 
identical particles, which cannot be the case for ore particles. As discussed in section 2.4, the 
presence of particles inside the cavity has an influence on MW field distribution. Therefore, 
the hypothesis is, whether or not the design of cavity with lower JVP parameter compared to 
some other cavity (calculated for the case when the cavity is loaded with identical particles) 
will still provide more uniform heating across the belt, in the case where the cavity is loaded 
with different particles (different dielectric properties)? 
In order to investigate this effect, the heating of the same cylindrical particles (R=20mm, 
H=50mm), but with different dielectric properties inside pentagonal (1m long) and 
rectangular (1.5m long) cavities was simulated. Previous modelling results have shown that 
the rectangular cavity provides a more uniform heating of identical cylindrical particles, than 
the pentagonal cavity (Table 4.4 and Table 4.5). If the rectangular cavity shows again better 
performances for particles with different dielectric properties (but the same thermo-physical 
properties, i.e. density, size and specific heat capacity), it would mean that the JVP parameter 
obtained for identical load particles can be used as a guideline for heating uniformity of 
particles with different dielectric properties. 
There are 15 different types of particles; physical properties are the same for all of them, but 
dielectric properties are different (Table 4.8). The values in Table 4.8 were obtained from 
cavity perturbation measurements (more details can be found in section 2.4.1), using the “C1” 
cavity at University of Nottingham, UK; this was done by (Genn, 2012). The measurements 
were done on powder samples; the powder samples were made from 15 ore particles 
(belonging to DOME ore: JK2490-1), which were chosen based on their heating 
performances.  
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Type of particle     +/-   
   +/- loss tangent-        
15 7.35 1.1 1.02 0.1 0.138776 
14 6.49 0.97 0.84 0.08 0.12943 
13 7.41 1.11 0.73 0.07 0.098516 
12 8.5 0.76 0.76 0.08 0.089412 
11 6.9 1.03 0.61 0.06 0.088406 
10 5.57 0.84 0.46 0.05 0.082585 
9 6.37 0.96 0.52 0.05 0.081633 
8 8.3 1.24 0.67 0.07 0.080723 
7 6.4 0.96 0.42 0.04 0.065625 
6 6.36 0.95 0.31 0.03 0.048742 
5 5.37 0.81 0.23 0.02 0.042831 
4 4.79 0.72 0.16 0.02 0.033403 
3 5.14 0.77 0.15 0.01 0.029183 
2 5.23 0.78 0.13 0.01 0.024857 
1 5.03 0.75 0.08 0.01 0.015905 
Table 4.8 Dielectric properties for 15 particles of Dome ore measured by (Genn, 2012) 
 
According to Figure 4.19, the particles from Table 4.8 can be divided into 3 groups based on 
their loss tangent; first group consist of particles with              (particles 1-6), in 
second group would be particles with                   (particles 7-13) and third 
group would be reserved for particles with              (particles 14 and 15). If these 
particles are exposed to the same MW field, their temperature could be also divided into these 
three groups (first group would be particles with the coolest temperature and third group 
would consist of the hottest particles).  
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Figure 4.19 Graphical presentation of measured loss tangent of 15 particles (particles belong to Low Grade 
Monzonite ore) 
 
All particles were randomly distributed on the belt (Matlab code was used to generate random 
positions), but the positions of particles were the same as those used in the case when a cavity 
is loaded with identical particles. There are 48 positions for particles along the belt and 13 
across it. The dissipated power within each particle was estimated after 90000 FDTD steps, 
based on a MW field over 8 microwave cycles; input MW power was 20kW and mesh size 
was  
 
 
   . In order to reduce the number of needed Quick Wave simulations (each particle 
position along the belt requires a simulation), the belt was divided into three sections (16x13 
particles in each section) and each section has the same random particle positions (Table 4.9); 
in this way each simulation calculates dissipated power within a particle for 3 positions along 
the belt. Thus, to estimate the heating of particles, it needs three times fewer simulations (16 
instead of 48 simulations). This approach is justified because the dielectric properties of 
particles do not change during the heating (the expected temperature increase is just a few 
°C). The model of the pentagonal cavity loaded with different cylindrical particles is 
presented in Figure 4.20. 
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  position along the belt 
path 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
1 2 4 4 11 14 12 12 15 10 10 7 12 13 3 5 4 
2 1 2 8 7 9 8 13 9 3 7 2 4 14 12 15 10 
3 13 14 5 1 5 14 6 13 7 9 9 15 4 10 4 8 
4 8 3 11 4 11 13 3 3 12 6 11 14 15 13 2 5 
5 10 8 13 9 1 15 4 1 1 14 4 10 11 15 8 6 
6 4 7 9 13 3 7 2 7 6 15 2 1 10 5 7 12 
7 5 5 1 14 15 2 14 8 13 3 13 5 6 1 14 11 
8 15 12 15 12 2 11 5 14 8 11 10 7 8 9 10 7 
9 3 9 3 8 7 6 1 2 15 2 3 11 5 4 11 14 
10 14 10 7 2 12 9 8 6 9 5 15 6 3 8 3 9 
11 6 11 10 6 10 1 15 12 14 13 8 9 9 14 6 13 
12 9 6 6 15 13 4 7 4 11 4 6 8 2 11 13 3 
13 7 15 12 5 4 10 11 11 5 1 12 3 1 7 12 1 
Table 4.9 The random spatial distribution of different particle within a belt section; values in this table represent type 
of particle from Table 4.8 
 
 
Figure 4.20  Pentagonal applicator loaded with cylindrical particles (different dielectric properties) 
 
After 16 Quick Wave simulations, the dissipated power for each particle for all 48 positions 
along the belt was obtained. Based on these results and parameters displayed in Table 4.10, 
the average temperature increase for each particle was calculated. The values for density and 
specific heat capacity were experimentally measured and the speed of the belt is the same as 
in all of the previous cases in this chapter. It was assumed that all particles have the same 
density and specific heat capacity. 
 value St. Dev. 
Speed [m/s] 0.7 - 
Density [g/cm^3] 2.57 0.05 
Specific heat capacity [J/(g*K)] 0.94 0.05 
Table 4.10 Parameters used in estimation of temperature increase of Dome ore particles measured by (Genn, 2012) 
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Figure 4.21 represents the average temperature increase for each particle across the belt after 
heating inside the pentagonal cavity. Few types of particle are not present within certain paths 
(for example, there is no particle 14 in the 6
th
 path) and that is the reason why temperatures of 
some particles are not presented in Figure 4.21. The non-uniform heating across the belt does 
exists; the average maximum temperature increase across the belt (temperatures of particle 
number 15) is 0.85°C, with JVP parameter of 0.21.  
 
Figure 4.21 The average temperature increase for different particles across the belt after heating in the pentagonal 
cavity 
 
Although, there is no uniform heating across the belt, the temperature increase for particles 
within a single path is proportional to its loss tangent; the hottest particle in a given path has 
the highest loss tangent (particle 15), while the coolest particle are those with a minimal loss 
tangent (particle 1); more detailed analysis of the above results is presented in section 5.2.  
A similar procedure with heating of cylindrical particles (R=20mm, H=50mm) with different 
dielectric properties was repeated for the rectangular cavity; the only difference was the 
number of particle positions along the belt due to the longer length of cavity (Figure 4.22). 
There were 64 different positions along the belt; therefore, the belt was divided into 4 
sections (16x13 particles in each section with the same spatial distribution as in case with 
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pentagonal cavity), so only 16 (not 64) Quick Wave simulations were run. The final 
temperature increase for each type of particle across the belt is presented at Figure 4.23.  
 
Figure 4.22  Rectangular applicator loaded with cylindrical particles (different dielectric properties) 
 
 
Figure 4.23 The average temperature increase for different particles across the belt after heating in the rectangular 
cavity 
 
Figure 4.23 represents the average temperature increase for each particle across the belt after 
heating inside the rectangular cavity. The heating across the belt is more uniform compared 
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to the pentagonal cavity (coefficient of variation for maximum temperatures is 0.1 compared 
to 0.21 for pentagonal cavity) and the average maximum temperature increase across the belt 
is higher (it is 1.87°C compared to 0.85°C for the pentagonal cavity, partly due to larger size 
of the rectangular cavity); the same trend was found with the uniformly loaded rectangular 
and pentagonal cavities (Table 4.4, Table 4.5 and Figure 4.15). Additionally, it can be 
concluded that if a cavity loaded with identical particles has a lower JVP parameter than 
other cavities, it will provide more uniform heating for different particles compared to other 
analysed cavities.  
4.4.1 The importance of uniformity of heating in MW cavities for microwave/infrared 
sorting of ores 
As discussed earlier in this chapter, it is possible to discriminate ore particles based on their 
mineral content using temperature readings after MW heating, if all particles are exposed to 
the same MW field. Therefore, it is important that the MW cavity provides uniform heating, 
which is not the case with a multimode cavity. This uniformity of heating can be quantified 
with a JVP parameter defined in section 3.3.1. In order to demonstrate the importance of 
uniformity of heating (expressed by JVP parameter), the results of simulations (Figure 4.21 
and Figure 4.23), for two cavities (pentagonal and rectangular) with different JVP 
parameters, loaded with particles with different dielectric properties, was analysed further. 
The calculated temperature of particles heated inside the pentagonal and rectangular cavities 
are plotted versus particles loss tangents (Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25). 
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Figure 4.24 Temperature increase of particle vs. particle loss tangent for case of the pentagonal cavity (1m long) 
 
If the sorting of particles after heating inside a pentagonal cavity is established based on some 
temperature thresholds, it would be impossible to set a temperature threshold so particle 
groups (according to particle’s loss tangent, Figure 4.19) could be separated without taking 
particles from the other groups, see Figure 4.24. The results in the last figure, also, indicate 
that a temperature variation of particles with lower loss tangents (group 1) was less than for 
other particles. It was also possible to separate the particles in group 1 from the particles in 
group 3 based on temperatures, while particles from group 2 could not be distinguished from 
other particles. Therefore, it is concluded that cold particles could be separated with more 
confidence than hot particles. According to (Cohen, 2000), the most widely used method of 
separation uses the highly controlled air jet to eject particles from a stream moving in a free 
flight. Therefore, the decision of which group of particles (hot or cold) will be blasted 
depends on reducing the amount of compressed air used and depends upon the sample 
composition (number of hot and cold particles within an ore sample).  
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Figure 4.25 Temperature increase of particle vs. particle loss tangent for case of the rectangular cavity (1.5m long) 
 
The sorting of particles based on their temperature after the heating inside the rectangular 
cavity (cavity with lower JVP parameter compared to the pentagonal cavity) will produce less 
bad decisions; for example, the particle from group 2 to characterise particle from group 1 or 
3. Overlapping between groups of particles is greatly reduced for the case of the rectangular 
cavity (Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25). In the case where the pentagonal cavity is of the same 
length (1.5m) as the rectangular cavity, a temperature increase for the particles will be 
greater, but the extent of overlapping will be preserved, as indicated previously.  
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Figure 4.26 Temperature increase of particle vs. particle loss tangent for the pentagonal and rectangular cavities; the 
particles distribution across the belt is the same for both cavities 
 
Based upon the last two figures, it can be concluded that cavity which has a lower JVP 
parameter is more suitable for ore sorting. Similar conclusions can be made based on the 
simulation of heating for particles with dielectric properties, which represent a mixture of 
quartz (low loss material) and chalcopyrite (high loss material), see Appendix K.  
Although, the novel design of MW cavity (rectangular cavity) provides more uniform heating 
across the belt compared to the pentagonal cavity (installed in Pilot Plant scale operation), 
there are still some cases that particles with lower loss tangent are hotter than the particles 
with higher loss tangent; this could not happen if the heating was uniform. An inability to 
design a multimode cavity that provides sufficient uniform heating leads to the conclusion 
that there is a need to take into consideration the variation of heating, so temperatures of 
particles after MW exposure correlate more to their dielectric properties (loss tangent); one 
solution is presented in chapter 5. Another possible avenue is MW heating of ore particles 
using a single mode cavity, where particles will be exposed to the microwave field one by 
one. 
All previous results in this section are based on dissipated power within the particles which 
are homogeneous (with the bulk dielectric properties), which is not the case in real operation. 
It is assumed that the total dissipated power within a real particle will be the same as within 
the homogeneous particle with the bulk dielectric properties of that particle. To support this 
assumption, the heating of two particles (the first particle is quartz with 3 grains of 
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chalcopyrite; the second particle is homogeneous with the bulk properties of the first one) 
inside a multimode oven was simulated and the total dissipated power within these particles 
were compared; both particles had similar total dissipated powers. The bulk dielectric 
properties were calculated using the Landau and Lifshitz, Looyenga mixture equation from 
(Nelson, 1992), more details are presented in Appendix L. 
4.4.1.1 The influence of JVP parameter on MW/IR sorting 
As previously discussed, the MW cavity does not provide uniform heating and that non-
uniformity is quantified by the JVP parameter. As shown on Figure 4.21, the temperature 
variation (in absolute terms) across the belt is less for cold particles than for hot particles; 
therefore, it can be expected that the cold particles will not be affected by non-uniform field 
distribution as much as the hot particles. To support the last statement, the experimental 
results of heating for two different ore types (QZ Ohio and Medium Monzonite ore) was 
plotted with error bars, and calculated based upon the JVP parameters for the pentagonal and 
the rectangular cavity. 
The experiment consisted of MW heating the same numbers of rock particles (11 particles) 
using a domestic MW oven (model Sharp Carousel R380-J). The particles were positioned on 
the plate along the circle, as shown in Figure 4.27. The heating time was 12s (time of one 
revolution of the plate).  
 
Figure 4.27 Optical and thermal image of the Medium Monzonite ore particles on a tray; particle size is -
22.4+19.5mm 
 
The thermal image in Figure 4.27 indicates that some particles heat more than others; this is 
caused by their high dielectric loss factor. 
Particles were marked on one side and each set of rocks (11 particles) was exposed two 
times; first, with the particles’ markers faced up and second, with the markers faced down. 
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The average temperature increase for the particles was calculated based on the results of both 
experiments. There were 21 different set of particles (or 231 particles in total) for each ore 
type and the temperature results are presented from Figure 4.28 to Figure 4.31. The results 
show that number of hot rocks is not the same for these two ore type, which can be explained 
by different dielectric properties. It is, also, noticed that about 85% of the QZ Ohio ore 
particles is cold, which can be explained by low dielectric loss factor.   
The error bar for a given temperature increase of a particle is calculated as a product of the 
JVP parameter and that temperature increase; error bars represent a standard deviation (see 
equation 3.11). 
 
Figure 4.28 The average temperature increase vs. particle distribution for QZ Ohio ore (JK2373-1) with error bars 
for JVP=0.21 (as for pentagonal cavity); particle size is -22.4+19.5mm 
 
 
Figure 4.29 The average temperature increase vs. particle distribution for QZ Ohio ore (JK2373-1) with error bars 
for JVP=0.1 (as for rectangular cavity); particle size is -22.4+19.5mm 
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In Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29, the temperature increase vs. particle distribution (heating 
profile) for QZ Ohio ore is presented with two different error bars (calculated based on JVP 
values for the pentagonal and the rectangular cavity) and indicates that the non-uniform 
heating does not affect the cold particles (particles which temperature increase is less than 2-
3°C); this, also, means that the variation of heating across the belt will not affect the MW/IR 
sorting of QZ Ohio ore, because most of the particles are considered as cold particles 
(particles with low dielectric loss factor). 
    
Figure 4.30 The average temperature increase vs. particle distribution for Medium Monzonite ore (JK2373-2; 
MZME3) with error bars for JVP=0.21 (as for pentagonal cavity); particle size is -22.4+19.5mm 
 
 
Figure 4.31 The average temperature increase vs. particle distribution for Medium Monzonite ore (JK2373-2; 
MZME3) with error bars for JVP=0.1 (as for rectangular cavity); particle size is -22.4+19.5mm 
 
However, the heating profile for the second type of ore (Medium Mozonite ore) differs; there 
are less cold particles compared to the case with QZ Ohio ore (Figure 4.30 and Figure 4.31). 
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Therefore, the non-uniform heating will affect the MW/IR sorting of Medium Monzonite ore 
and it is very important to use the MW cavity which provides for a more uniform heating. For 
example, if the temperature threshold for MW/IR sorting is 10°C, the error in sorting due to 
field non-uniformity is much lower for the rectangular cavity (with JVP parameter of 0.1) 
compared to the pentagonal cavity (with JVP parameter of 0.21).  
The errors in the temperature measurements can also reduce the performances of MW/IR 
sorting; therefore, the IR camera used for temperature readings needs to be accurate.  
Based on the above results (from Figure 4.28 to Figure 4.31), it could be concluded that the 
MW/IR sorting process for the ore type, where temperature increase for most of the particles 
is less than 3°C (QZ Ohio ore), will not be affected by non-uniformity; whereas, this will not 
be the case for ore types with much less cold particles (Medium Monzonite), where the non-
uniform MW heating (provided by cavity design) reduces the performance of MW/IR ore 
sorting. 
4.5 Conclusions 
Based on the results presented in this chapter it is concluded that: 
 The novel design of MW cavity (rectangular cavity) provides more uniform 
heating than the existing pentagonal cavity; the simulation results are based on 
two types of particles. 
 MW efficiency of a novel cavity design is higher compared to the pentagonal 
cavity 
 The achieved throughput of heated material is higher for a rectangular cavity 
than for a pentagonal cavity, for the same input MW power and particle spatial 
distribution across the belt. 
 An extended length pentagonal cavity improves the uniformity of heating, but 
the rectangular cavity will still provide more uniform heating across the belt 
compared to the pentagonal cavity of the same length (extended pentagonal 
cavity)  
 A MW cavity, which has a lower JVP parameter than other cavities loaded 
with identical particles, will also provide more uniform heating for different 
particles compared to other analysed cavities 
 The MW/IR sorting process for ore type, where temperature increase for most 
of the particles is less than 3°C (QZ Ohio ore), will not be noticeably affected 
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by non-uniformity; whereas, this will not be the case for ore types with much 
less cold particles (Medium Monzonite), where non-uniform MW heating 
(provided by cavity design) reduces the performance of MW/IR ore sorting. 
 In case when non-uniform MW heating reduces the performance of MW/IR 
ore sorting, there is a need to correct the temperature readings for the influence 
of cavity design. After that corrected temperatures of particles correlate more 
closely with their properties (shape and dielectric properties). Another way for 
improvement of performance of MW/IR ore sorting is to consider other types 
of MW cavities (single mode cavity, etc). 
 Cold particles are the least affected by the influence of non-uniform MW 
heating; whereas, the hottest particles suffer the most. Therefore, for MW/IR 
sorting of ore types which are prone to MW heating it is important to take into 
account the non-uniform heating of the MW cavity. 
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Chapter V 
5 Correction method for reducing the problem of non-
uniform heating for MW cavity used in MW/IR ore sorting 
5.1 Introduction 
As discussed in section 2.4, the MW heating of materials depends on MW cavity (design, 
applied MW power...) and the properties of the material inside the cavity (its dielectric and 
thermo-physical properties). 
In order to heat ore particles with the same mineral content (same dielectric constant and loss 
factor) and thermo-physical properties (same density, specific heat capacity and the size and 
particle’s shape) to the same temperature, particles need to be exposed to the same intensity 
of MW field.  
It was demonstrated in chapter 4 that multimode cavities cannot expose all particles to the 
same intensity of MW field. Although, the novel design of multimode cavity presented 
(rectangular cavity) shows a more uniform heating pattern across the belt compared to the 
pentagonal cavity, it still does not provide uniform heating (uniform MW field distribution 
across the belt). Therefore, there is a need to overcome the problem of non-uniform heating 
inside multimode cavities. The level of the MW field uniformity, that multimode cavities 
need to provide, depends upon a treated ore type, as shown in Figure 4.28, Figure 4.29, 
Figure 4.30 and Figure 4.31. 
Considering that in the case of MW/IR ore sorting, the microwave cavity is used as a part of 
the measuring device (the IR camera measures the temperature of particles heated by 
microwaves), it is of interest to find a way to separate the effect of the instrument (MW 
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cavity), from the material response. In this way, the non-uniform heating across the belt could 
be seen as a systematic error in the measurements, which needs to be overcome.  
In this chapter, the strategy for reducing the effect of a non-uniform field distribution inside a 
MW cavity will be presented. Also, some guidelines will be proposed for reducing the non-
uniform heating caused by material response. 
According to (Hippel, 1995), the loss tangent of dielectric material is the inverse of the 
quality factor Q of the dielectric, 
  
 
    
 
     
 
      
     
 
  
   
 
 
    
 
   
                               
                                
 
5.1 
Based on equations 5.1 and 2.22 and 2.24, it can be concluded that the loss tangent is in direct 
correlation with energy dissipated within dielectric material and the temperature increase of 
that material (for the same thermo-physical properties of material and the same E field inside 
the material). According to (Landau, Lifshitz et al. 1993), the E field within the dielectric 
material depends on geometry of the material and its dielectric constant. 
5.2 Correction of temperature readings by tracking the particles temperature across 
the belt (same volume and particle shape) 
Previously in chapter 4, heating of cylindrical particles with different dielectric properties 
inside a pentagonal cavity was simulated (results are shown in Figure 4.21) and it was 
concluded that one of the reasons for non-uniform heating of particles (with the same 
dielectric properties) across the belt is uneven field distribution; therefore, particles located in 
some parts of the belt (some paths) are exposed to microwaves more than particles in other 
parts of the belt. If the temperatures of the particles shown in Figure 4.21 are presented 
against particular paths as in Figure 5.1, it can be concluded that the temperatures of particles 
within a path are along a line, which means that all particles within a single path were 
exposed to the same external MW field (particles have the same size and shape) and 
differences in temperature are due to dielectric properties of particles (loss tangent). 
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Figure 5.1 Temperature increase of cylindrical particle after heating inside a multimode pentagonal cavity vs. 
particle loss tangent for different travelling paths 
 
Different slopes of those lines are due to different MW field intensity per different paths that 
particles were exposed to; this is more obvious in Figure 5.2, where a higher temperature of 
particles are correlated to higher line’s slope. 
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Figure 5.2  Temperature increase of cylindrical particles after heating inside a multimode pentagonal cavity vs. their 
loss tangent for two different travelling paths 
 
According to Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, the non-uniformity of heating across the belt exists, 
but the temperature of a particle within a single path is proportional to its loss tangent. It can 
be seen that particles which lie on certain parts of the belt (paths) are prone to heat more than 
others.  This can be an issue, because the accept/reject decision for each particle is based on a 
single temperature threshold.  
Some paths on the conveyor belt have few particles with the same dielectric properties and 
temperatures for those particles are presented in Table 5.1. The temperatures for such 
particles are almost the same; therefore, it can be determined that particles within a path can 
be considered to have passed through the same field distribution within the cavity and 
chokes. 
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row particle Particle’s temperature increase [°C] 
1 12 0.48 0.47 0.46 
 
2 9 0.59 0.58 
  
3 14 0.79 0.83 
  
4 13 0.95 0.92 
  
5 15 0.83 0.86 
  
6 7 0.30 0.30 0.29 0.31 
7 14 0.88 0.84 0.86 
 
8 15 0.79 0.79 
  
9 11 0.42 0.41 
  
10 9 0.58 0.57 0.58 
 
11 14 0.61 0.61 
  
12 13 0.58 0.60 
  
13 12 0.47 0.46 0.48 
 
Table 5.1 Temperature for some particles per travelling path 
 
If the MW cavity is considered as a detection tool, these variations in heating could be seen 
as systematic error. Therefore, the idea is to do a correction of temperature readings which 
would take into account that heating pattern (variation of temperature across the belt), so the 
values of corrected temperatures could be used for separation based on a universal 
temperature threshold. In this way, the problems with “systematic error” could be overcome. 
The easiest way to capture a variation of heating in the above case is by considering the 
maximum temperatures for each path, as shown in Table 5.2. It can be concluded that the 
total amount of energy along the 4
th
 path was the highest because the particles along that path 
were hotter than the particles along the other paths, especially the 6
th
, 9
th
 and 11
th
 paths. 
By defining the correction coefficients for each path (  ), it is possible to reduce a problem 
with non-uniform heating across the belt 
   
       (      ,      ,  ,       
     
 
5.2 
where       is the maximum temperature for particles within the i
th
 path (N is the number of 
different paths across the belt). For example, the maximum particle temperature for the 7
th
 
path is 0.94°C (to simplify the calculation, it is assumed that the temperature of particles 
before MW heating is 0°C) and the average maximum temperature across the belt is 0.85°C, 
so the correction coefficient for the path 7 is    
    
    ⁄     .  
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Path-  
Max temperature-
      
correction coefficient-
   
1 0.71 1.19 
2 0.99 0.86 
3 0.88 0.96 
4 1.29 0.66 
5 0.84 1.01 
6 0.67 1.27 
7 0.94 0.90 
8 0.79 1.07 
9 0.67 1.26 
10 1.01 0.84 
11 0.68 1.24 
12 0.81 1.05 
13 0.73 1.15 
             0.85  
Table 5.2 The maximum temperature of particles and correction coefficient per travelling path for a multimode 
pentagonal cavity  
 
The temperature reading for each particle (     within a single path is multiplied with 
correction coefficient for that particular path  
  
        
5.3 
The accept/reject decision will be made based on the corrected temperature reading (  
  . For 
example, the corrected temperature for particle within a path 7 (  
   is calculated by 
multiplying the correction coefficient (    and a temperature of a particle (  ),   
        . 
If this correction method is applied to the modelling results, the final outcome is presented at 
Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3 The average corrected temperature increase for different particles across the belt after heating inside a 
multimode pentagonal cavity 
 
Based on Figure 5.3, it can be established that this correction method allows a setting 
temperature threshold for accept/reject particles based on their dielectric properties (loss 
tangent); the group of particles shown in Figure 4.19 can be distinguished using two 
temperature thresholds (0.35°C and 0.7°C) for corrected temperatures in Figure 5.3. 
Therefore, by using corrected temperature readings, the mistake of accepting “bad” particles 
or rejecting “valuable” particles is reduced. In the case when particles have different values 
of loss tangent, the heating is a function of loss tangent, but the corrected temperature for a 
single particle type (with given loss tangent) across the belt will be very similar, as shown in 
Figure 5.3. 
The other way for demonstrating the effect of correction method is displayed in Figure 5.4, 
where particle scaled temperatures are plotted versus their dielectric loss tangent. The 
corrected temperatures, displayed in Figure 5.4, almost lie on a single line (compared to 
temperatures before correction in Figure 5.1), which means that the previously discussed 
correction method takes into account the variability of heating inside a MW cavity and scaled 
the temperature of particles to reduce that effect. A small discrepancy between corrected 
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temperatures of particles and a line drawn between these temperatures could be explained by 
the effect of neighbouring particles or mesh size used in the simulation.    
 
Figure 5.4 The average temperature increase after scaling for particles vs. their dielectric loss tangent after heating 
inside a multimode pentagonal cavity 
 
The previous results (Figure 5.4), also, show that for approximately the same particle 
dimensions (the similar particle shape and its dimensions), a variation of heating across the 
belt is mostly caused by design of MW applicator, while the effect of neighbouring particles 
is present, but not that strong. 
MW/IR ore sorting is a process where microwaves are not used for heating the material in 
order to start some chemical reaction; therefore, reducing the effect of non-uniform heating 
for the same particles can be achieved by scaling the temperature reading (the above 
proposed correction method). This finding is also important in the food industry (treated 
material have the same size and shape), where non-uniform heating can be reduced by using 
various speed belts that can provide different heating time for each belt section (path); the 
belt section, where particles are hotter than in other paths, can be run faster to reduce the 
heating (by reducing the heating time) or vice versa (decrease the speed of belt section, where 
the cold particles are located).  
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5.3 Correction of temperature readings by tracking the particles temperature across 
the belt (different shaped particles with the same volume) 
After crushing, ore particles are found to occur as a distribution of different sizes and shapes 
and it would be difficult to simulate heating of all of those particles. Therefore, heating of 
particles with two different shapes was simulated. The heating of ore particles which have the 
same shape, but different size, have not been simulated, because MW/IR ore sorting would be 
performed on ore particles of narrow size range (for example, sieve size of -45mm+37.5mm), 
so a small variation in size is unlikely to have a strong influence on heating; the simulation of 
particles with the same dielectric properties and shape but different sizes is presented in 
Appendix L to support this assumption.   
According to (Michaux, 2005) for the prediction in which sieve size fraction particles will 
report to, the particle shape approximation of an ellipsoid is reasonably accurate, whereas the 
cuboid approximation for particle shape is poor. Therefore, the shapes of particles used in 
simulations are the circular cylinder (cylinder) and elliptic cylinder (cylindroid), as in Figure 
5.5. 
 
Figure 5.5 Shapes of particles used in simulation: circular cylinder (on the left) and elliptic cylinder (on the right) 
 
The sizes of particles were chosen to be in size range between 45mm and 37.5mm, which are 
the standard aperture sizes for screens according to (Napier-Munn, Morrell et al. 2005). The 
dimensions of these particles were chosen according to (Michaux, 2005): 
     
√(     (    
√ 
 
5.4 
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where a and b are the dimensions of a cylindroid’s cross section in [mm] (Figure 5.5) and 
     is size of the smallest aperture of sieve in which the particle passes. The equation can be 
applied for a circular particle cross section, where a=b=R (R is a radius in [mm]). 
In order for a particle to be in a size range between 45mm and 37.5mm, the      calculated 
based on equation 5.4, for chosen a and b values, has to be in                 . 
Dimensions for both particles shapes are displayed in Table 5.3; in order for particles to have 
the same volume, they must have different heights (H), which is also in a size range between 
45mm and 37.5mm.  
Cylindrical 
particle 
R=20mm; 
H=38mm 
Volume=47.7 cm3 Surface area=60.3 cm2 
Cylindroid  shape 
particle 
a=13mm; 
b=26mm; 
H=45mm 
Volume=47.7 cm3 Surface area=67.3 cm2 
Table 5.3 Dimensions of the same volume particles used in simulations 
 
The loss tangents for these particles are presented in Table 5.4; dielectric constant and 
dielectric loss factor are presented in Table 4.8. According to Figure 5.6, the particles from 
Table 5.4 can be divided into 3 groups based on their loss tangents; the dielectric properties 
are measured by (Genn, 2012).  
Cylinder Cylindroid Loss tangent 
2 2 0.024857 
5 5 0.042831 
6 6 0.048742 
8 8 0.080723 
11 11 0.088406 
13 13 0.098516 
14 14 0.12943 
15 15 0.138776 
Table 5.4 Loss tangent for various shape/size particles used simulations; particles are marked with numbers with 
dielectric constant and dielectric loss for particles presented in Table 4.8 
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Figure 5.6 Graphical presentation of loss tangent for various shape/size particles used in simulations 
 
All particles were randomly distributed (Matlab was used to generate random number 
sequence which was used as a guideline of how a particle should be positioned along the belt) 
within each path, the distance between the centres of the particles within a given path being 
66mm. There were only 7 different paths (in the middle of the belt), because this was the 
maximum number of paths in the model that Concerto could calculate based on the processor 
and available memory in the computer, Figure 5.13. There are 51 particles positioned along 
the belt and 3 sections (with 7*17=119 particles) of the belt with the same particle 
distribution; therefore, in order to estimate the heating of the particles after passing through 
the pentagonal cavity, Quick Wave simulations were obtained for 17 different load positions. 
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Figure 5.7 Randomly distributed particles (the same volume) on the belt inside a multimode pentagonal cavity; 
numbers represent the particle type (Table 5.4) 
 
For each particle position on the belt, the dissipated power within the particles was estimated 
using Quick Wave simulation after 90000 FDTD steps; the estimation was carried out based 
on the field during 8 microwave periods for frequency of 922MHz, the size of mesh used in 
the simulation was  
 
 
   . The dissipated power per particle was extracted from the 
resultant file (explained in Appendix B) and divided by volume of particles (Table 5.3), so 
the average dissipated power density per particle was calculated. Based on the average 
dissipated power density per particle and the belt speed (heating time), specific heat capacity 
and density of particles presented in Table 4.10, the heating of each particle was calculated.  
The temperature increases for all particles, after the same heating time (for a belt speed of 
0.7m/s) as in case presented in Figure 4.21, is presented in Figure 5.8. It can be seen that 
different field variations occur across the belt compared to Figure 4.21. This can be explained 
by the presence of different loading conditions and also the fact that the field variation across 
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the belt is different for different shape particles. The particles in this case have higher 
temperatures compared to case presented in Figure 4.21, because there is more energy 
dissipated within less material inside the cavity for the same applied MW power and heating 
time. The volume of all particles and dissipated power within those particles for the model 
case with different shapes (Figure 5.8) is 17058 cm
3
 and 9580W, respectively, compared to 
39187 cm
3
 and 8316 W for the case where all the particles were cylindrical (Figure 4.21). 
 
Figure 5.8 The average temperature increase for different particles across the belt (different shapes, but same 
volume) after heating inside a multimode pentagonal cavity 
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Figure 5.9 The average temperature increase for different particles (different shapes, but same volume) 
 vs. dielectric loss tangent after heating inside a multimode pentagonal cavity 
 
The temperatures of the particles shown in Figure 5.9 indicate that it is difficult to sort the 
particles into groups presented in Figure 5.6 based just on their temperatures with any 
certainty. The results also show that different shaped particles heat differently (different 
slopes for linear fit in Figure 5.9) and that cylindrical particles for the same dielectric 
properties heat more compared to cylindroid particles of the same volume.  
According to (Landau, Lifshitz et al. 1993), the equations for the electric field component 
within a particle (Ex, Ey, Ez) which is exposed to the constant electric field are 
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where      ,       and       represent the x, y and z component of the external electric field 
and  (  ,  (   and  (   are depolarizing factors, which are values which depend only on the 
particle shape, and not on its volume. For example, depolarizing factors for a sphere  (   
 (    (      ; for a cylinder with its axis in x-direction those values are  (    ,
 (    (      ; for a flat plate those values are  (     ,  (    (    , (Figure 5.10).  
 
Figure 5.10 Different shaped particles inside the constant electric field (E); a sphere, a cylinder and a flat plate 
 
The ratio between electric field inside different shaped particles and the external electric field 
(Figure 5.10) is calculated using the equations from 5.5 to 5.7 and the results are shown in 
Table 5.5. The value of dielectric constant used in calculations is 3.  
Shape of the particle sphere cylinder Flat plate 
    
    
⁄  0.6 1 0.33 
Table 5.5 Ration between the internal and external electric field for particles presented in Figure 5.10, the value of 
dielectric constant used in calculation is 3  
 
Based on equations from 5.5 to 5.7, it can be concluded that the electric field inside a particle 
(internal field) located within the constant electric field (external field) depends on the 
intensity of the external field and the dielectric properties and shape of the particle; therefore, 
it is likely that the shape dependency of the internal field will exist in the case when a particle 
is exposed to the MW field (instead of constant electric field).   
The shape effect upon the MW heating was experimentally demonstrated; when the same 
amount of water (10ml) inside cylindrical and cubic cups were heated inside a continuously 
processing cavity at frequency of 2.45GHz, see Appendix N.  
Based on Figure 5.9, the average temperature increase for all particles across the belt with the 
same loss tangent is calculated and the results are shown in Table 5.6. It can be noticed that 
the average temperature increase for cylindrical particles for a given loss tangent is higher 
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than the average temperature increase of cylindroid particles. Therefore, the number of errors, 
during the separation of particles into groups, would be reduced, if the particles shape is 
taken into consideration, Figure 5.9. 
loss tangent 0.024857 0.042831 0.048742 0.080723 0.088406 0.098516 0.12943 0.138776 
 T [°C] for 
cylindrical 
particles 0.37 0.65 0.73 1.25 1.32 1.51 1.92 2.10 
 T [°C] for 
cylindroid 
shape 0.29 0.48 0.55 0.91 1.05 1.05 1.52 1.60 
Table 5.6 The average temperature increase for all particles across the belt with the same loss tangent after heating 
inside a multimode pentagonal cavity; based on results shown in Figure 5.9  
 
The cylindrical particles have the maximum temperature within each path (Figure 5.8), 
therefore, the correction coefficients for each path (  ), calculated using equation 5.2, 
correspond to cylindrical particles; the maximum temperature and correction coefficients for 
each path are presented in Table 5.7.  
The values of correction coefficients will change if a different cavity is in use or the loading 
condition (percentage of belt cover with particles, dielectric and physical properties of 
particles) has changed, because the MW heating depends on a cavity design and the 
properties (dielectric and physical properties) of treated material. The change of correction 
coefficients due to different loading conditions can be seen if the    coefficients from Table 
5.2 and Table 5.7 are compared.  
Path-  
Max temperature-      
[°C] 
correction coefficient-   
4 2.37 1.13 
5 2.56  1.22 
6 2.20 1.05 
7 2.00 0.95 
8 1.53 0.73 
9 2.04 0.97 
10 2.00 0.95 
             [°C] 2.1  
Table 5.7 The maximum temperature of particles and correction coefficients per travelling path for pentagonal 
cavity; there is no particle along the paths 1, 2, 3 and 11, 12, 13  
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After the correction coefficients from Table 5.7 were applied to the modelling results 
displayed in Figure 5.8, the corrected temperatures of particles (equation 5.3) are presented in 
Figure 5.11. 
 
Figure 5.11 The corrected temperature increase for different particles (different shapes, but same volume) 
 vs. dielectric loss tangent after heating inside a multimode pentagonal cavity; correction coefficient are calculated 
based on maximum temperature per path 
 
By comparing Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.11, it can be concluded that using correction 
coefficients (Table 5.7) improved the results for cylindrical particles (R
2
 for linear fit is 0.99 
compared to 0.9), but not for temperature of cylindroid particles (R
2
 for linear fit is 0.88 
compared to 0.97). This is because the maximum temperature for each path (based on which 
the correction coefficients were calculated) correspond to cylindrical particles. Therefore, it 
would be beneficial to keep track of the particle shape and define these coefficients for each 
shape. Although, the correction coefficients were calculated based on maximum temperature 
of cylindrical particles, the temperature of these particles after scaling do not sit at a single 
line, as for case in Figure 5.4; this can perhaps be explained by the different loading 
conditions (different nature of the material such as, dielectric properties and particle shape, 
and the amount of material inside the cavity).  
The maximum temperature of the cylindroid particles per path and the correction coefficient 
for that particle shape are presented in Table 5.8. 
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Path-  
Max temperature-      
[°C] 
correction coefficient-   
4 1.58 0.96 
5 1.83 1.12 
6 1.63 1.00 
7 1.54 0.94 
8 1.53 0.93 
9 1.77 1.08 
10 1.58 0.96 
             [°C] 1.64  
Table 5.8 The maximum temperature of cylindroid particles and correction coefficients per travelling path for 
pentagonal cavity 
 
If the temperature of the particles from Figure 5.8 is scaled (equation 5.3) using coefficients 
for given paths, which correspond to particle shape, the corrected temperatures have values 
presented in Figure 5.12. In other words, each particle shape was treated independently-the 
temperature of cylindrical particles were multiplied by given factors in Table 5.7, whereas, 
the coefficients displayed in Table 5.8 are used for cylindroid particles.  
 
Figure 5.12 The corrected temperature increase for different particles (different shapes, but same volume) 
 vs. dielectric loss tangent after heating inside a multimode pentagonal cavity; correction coefficients are calculated 
based on maximum temperature of each particle shape 
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According to Figure 5.12, the correction method by tracking the maximum temperature 
across the continuous belt for each particle shape reduces the influence of non-uniform 
heating (R
2
 for linear fit for both particle shapes in Figure 5.12 is increased compared to 
Figure 5.9); it is possible to separate particles (Figure 5.12) into groups presented in Figure 
5.6 based on their corrected temperature and shape. All corrected temperatures of cylindroid 
particles with the highest loss tangent in Figure 5.12 do not have the same factor, because 
there were 2 such particles per each path, so only the corrected temperatures of hotter 
particles will be the same. 
According to (Michaux, 2005), after the blasting of a particular ore type, the rock particles 
within a given size range will have similar shapes; this is important for the previously 
mentioned correction method for different particle shapes, because the number of different 
shapes will not be too high (for example, more than 5), so implementation of this technique is 
possible.  
 
5.4 Correction of temperature readings by tracking the particles temperature across 
the belt (particles with different shape/volume) 
It is likely that particles with different shapes have different volumes; therefore, the heating 
of two particle shapes (cylindrical and cylindroid) with different volumes were simulated. 
The particle shapes are presented in Figure 5.5 and the dimensions of these particles are 
displayed in Table 5.9. 
Cylindrical particle R=20mm; H=45mm Volume=56.5 cm3 Surface area=69.1 
cm2 
Cylindroid particle a=13mm; b=26mm; 
H=45mm 
Volume=47.7 cm3 Surface area=67.3 
cm2 
Table 5.9 Dimensions of particles used in simulations 
 
Loss tangents for these particles are the same as in section 5.3 (Table 5.4), the dielectric 
constant and dielectric loss are presented in Table 4.8.  
The particles have the same distribution within each path (7 different paths, Figure 5.13), as 
those particles in section 5.3, the distance between the particles within a given path is 21mm.  
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Figure 5.13 Randomly distributed particles on the belt inside a multimode pentagonal cavity; numbers represent the 
particle type (Table 5.4) 
 
The same procedure utilised in section 5.3 was repeated to estimate the heating of each 
particle, the only difference being that different volumes of particles were used, Table 5.9.  
The temperature increase for all particles after the same heating time (as in case presented in 
section 5.3) is presented in Figure 5.14. It can be seen that a similar field variation across the 
belt had occurred when compared to Figure 5.8, which can be explained with similar loading 
conditions (particle shapes and sizes). The particles in this case also have lower temperatures 
because there is more material inside the cavity (the volume of cylindrical particles is higher 
than in section 5.3) and the applied MW power is the same. 
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Figure 5.14 The average temperature increase for different particles across the belt (different shape and volume) 
after heating inside a multimode pentagonal cavity 
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Figure 5.15 The average temperature increase for different particles (different shape and volume) 
 vs. dielectric loss tangent after heating inside a multimode pentagonal cavity 
 
The temperatures of particles shown in Figure 5.15 indicate that it is impossible to separate 
particles into groups presented in Figure 5.6 based just on their temperatures. 
 
 
Figure 5.16 Temperature increase for cylindrical 
particles across the belt after the heating inside a 
multimode pentagonal cavity 
 
 
 Figure 5.17 Temperature increase for cylindroid 
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If the temperatures of different shape/size particles are presented separately (Figure 5.14 and 
Figure 5.15), it can be concluded that cylindrical particles tend to heat more than smaller 
cylindroid particles of the same material (similar to findings in section 5.3). This can be 
explained by the influence of the shape of the particle on its ability to absorb MW energy, as 
demonstrated by the experimental results presented in Appendix N. Therefore, the correction 
procedure needs to have tracking of the shape of the particles. The surface areas and the 
contact area with the belt for cylindrical and cylindroids particles are different, which leads to 
different cooling rates for these particles; however, the simulation results do not include the 
cooling effects and the estimated temperature increases correlates to the particles temperature 
just after the MW heating.   
Using the same procedure explained previously in this chapter, the correction coefficients 
were calculated. The corrected temperature increases for different shape/size particles are 
shown in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19.  
 
Figure 5.18 The average corrected temperature increase for cylindrical particles across the belt after heating inside a 
multimode pentagonal cavity 
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Figure 5.19 The average corrected temperature increase for cylindroid particles across the belt after heating inside a 
multimode pentagonal cavity 
 
Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19 show that corrected temperatures can be used to separate 
particles into groups (presented in Figure 5.6), if the temperature thresholds are defined for 
each shape/size particle. The overlapping of temperature curves in the last two figures can be 
explained by the effect of neighbouring particles and size of the mesh. 
The benefit of using the correction method and tracking the particle shape/size is shown in 
Figure 5.20, where the temperature of particles is plotted against each particles loss tangent. 
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Figure 5.20 The average corrected temperature increase for different particles (different shape and volume) 
 vs. dielectric loss tangent after heating inside a multimode pentagonal cavity 
 
In Figure 5.20 a trend can be seen which shows that corrected temperatures of one particle 
type (cylindrical or cylindroid) belong to a single line; discrepancy between corrected 
temperatures of particles and a line drawn between these temperatures is higher than in 
Figure 5.4 (in case when all particles have the same shape and volume) and could be 
explained by different loading conditions (different amount of material, different particle 
shapes). The different slopes for the lines in Figure 5.20, also, indicate that cylindrical 
particles heat better than cylindroid particles; therefore, it would be beneficial to reduce the 
influence of non-uniform heating, if the correction method and particle shape tracking are 
applied.  
According to the results presented in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.20, the applied correction 
method with particle tracking gives improvements in terms of sorting the particles into 
groups (displayed in Figure 5.6) based on their temperatures; which could not be done 
without the correction method.  
5.4.1 Correction method in case the belt is not fully loaded with particles 
Previously in this chapter, the particles were evenly distributed on the conveyor belt, so there 
is no empty particle position along its travelling paths, as shown in Figure 5.13. In real 
operation plan, the particles might not be uniformly packed and some particle positions along 
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the travelling paths would be empty, as shown in Figure 5.21. The influence of these empty 
positions on the correction method presented in this chapter needs to be investigated.    
 
Figure 5.21 Randomly distributed particles (as in Figure 5.13) on the conveyor belt inside a multimode pentagonal 
cavity; numbers represent the particle type (Table 5.4) 
 
The particle distribution in Figure 5.21 is the same as in Figure 5.13, except for some particle 
positions which are empty. There are 3 sections (7*17=119 particle positions and 7*16=112 
particles) of the belt with the same particles distribution and 51 particle positions along the 
belt in total. The dimensions and shapes of the particles are presented in Table 5.9. Dielectric 
properties of particles are the same as those used previously in this section (Table 5.4). 
The heating inside a pentagonal cavity for the same applied MW power and speed of belt was 
simulated for all particle positions; the mesh size was the same as in all previous simulations 
in this chapter. 
The resulted temperatures of particles after heating are presented in Figure 5.22 and Figure 
5.23. 
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Figure 5.22 Temperature increase for cylindrical particles across the belt after the heating inside a multimode 
pentagonal cavity 
 
 
 Figure 5.23 Temperature increase for cylindroid particles across the belt after the heating inside a multimode 
pentagonal cavity 
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empty particle positions). The presence of empty positions on the belt caused some new 
overlapping of curves (Figure 5.24 and Figure 5.25) compared to Figure 5.16 and Figure 
5.17, because the MW energy in these positions (in previous case without empty position this 
energy is absorbed by existing particle at that position) is absorbed by nearby particles; the 
influence of the empty position on the belt upon the heating of other particles was 
experimentally demonstrated and the results are presented in Appendix N.   
 
Figure 5.24 Temperature increase for cylindrical particles across the belt after the heating inside a multimode 
pentagonal cavity; the particles with nearby empty position are marked 
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Figure 5.25 Temperature increase for cylindroid particles across the belt after the heating inside a multimode 
pentagonal cavity; the particles with nearby empty position are marked 
 
According to Figure 5.24 and Figure 5.25, the presence of empty particle positions on a 
conveyor belt has an influence upon the field distribution inside the cavity and further upon 
the heating across the belt, but it did not cause the particles within a single path to have 
higher temperatures than expected, based on their loss tangent (particles from group 1 in 
Figure 5.6 after the heating have minimum temperature, whereas the particles from group 3 
have maximum temperatures within a given path). Therefore, the correction method defined 
earlier in this chapter will be beneficial in reducing the effect of non-uniform heating across 
the belt on MW/IR sorting. 
Based on the maximum temperature per path for each particle shape, the correction 
coefficients for both particle shapes are defined and particle temperatures before and after the 
correction method is applied are presented in Figure 5.26 and Figure 5.27, respectively.  
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Figure 5.26 The temperature increase for different particles (different shape and volume) 
 vs. dielectric loss tangent after heating inside a multimode pentagonal cavity; some particle positions are empty 
 
 
Figure 5.27 The corrected temperature increase for different particles (different shape and volume) 
 vs. dielectric loss tangent after heating inside a multimode pentagonal cavity; some particle positions are empty 
 
By comparing particle temperatures before (Figure 5.26) and after the correction method is 
applied (Figure 5.27), especially by comparing the values of R
2
 for linear fit, it can be 
concluded that the correction method and the particle tracking reduce the influence of non-
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applicator.  
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5.5 Conclusions 
The simulation results for the particles heated inside a multimode pentagonal cavity indicate 
that the particles within a single path (part of the belt) can be considered to have passed 
through the same field distribution within the cavity and the temperature increases for the 
particles, with the same dielectric and physical (size and shape) properties, are essentially the 
same.  
The heating of the particles with the same size and shape, within a single path, is proportional 
to their loss tangent and particles; the particles which lie on certain paths, are prone to heat 
more than others. 
If the particles have the same shape and size, the effect of non-uniform heating across the 
conveyor belt in MW/IR ore sorting can be minimized by multiplying the temperature of the 
particles by coefficients defined for each particle’s travelling path. 
The correction method for reducing the effect of non-uniform heating of particles (with the 
same shape and size) across the conveyor belt in MW/IR ore sorting has been proposed in 
this chapter; the correction coefficient defined for a path is function of maximum temperature 
for the particle (after MW heating) within a given path and the average value of the 
maximum particles temperatures for all paths across the belt. The values of correction 
coefficients will change if a different cavity is in use or the loading condition (percentage of 
belt cover with particles, dielectric and physical properties of particles) has changed, because 
the MW heating depends on a cavity design and the properties (dielectric and physical 
properties) of treated material 
The simulation results for various shaped particles, indicate that different shape particles heat 
differently and cylindrical particles heat more compared to cylindroid particles of the same 
volume; therefore, the tracking of particles shape need to be implemented in order to reduce 
influence of non-uniform heating into MW/IR sorting, because the shape has an effect upon 
the heating of particles. 
The simulations have, also, shown that the proposed correction method implemented with 
particle tracking can separate the effect of the MW cavity design and heated material upon 
the non-uniform heating across the conveyor belt in MW/IR ore sorting. Therefore, non-
uniform heating across the belt can be seen as a systematic error in the measurements and it 
can be overcome, as shown in this chapter. The proposed correction method can also be 
applied in the case when particles are not fully packed on conveyor belt.  
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The findings presented in this chapter are also potentially important for the food industry 
(treated material has the same size and shape), where non-uniform heating can be reduced by 
using various speed belts that can provide different heating times per each belt section (path); 
the belt section, where particles are hotter than in other paths, can be run faster to reduce the 
heating (by reducing the heating time) or vice versa (decrease the speed of belt section, where 
the cold particles are located). 
The results presented in this chapter are applicable for multimode cavities, where material 
travels along a continuous belt type structure. In the case of single mode cavities, particles 
will be exposed to a MW field, on one by one basis, so any issue associated to redistribution 
of the field due to the cavity design or the presence of the particles will be reduced to a 
minimum. However, additional issues will emerge, such as Q factor of the cavity, need for 
rapid tuning and perhaps capacity (throughput).  
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Chapter VI 
6 Conclusions and Recommendation for further work 
 
6.1 Summary 
The temperatures calculated by Concerto are in good agreement with the experimental 
results; for a continuously operated multimode cavity at 922MHz (the simulation results are 
within experimental error bars for 6 out of 8 paths). The simulation results give an estimation 
of particle temperature after heating inside a continuous MW cavity and there is no need to 
simulate heating for all particle positions along the belt, a few positions are sufficient. The 
particle temperature can be estimated from the sum of the dissipated power within all the 
particles at positions where a given particle would pass. However, it should be realised that 
this approach is valid only if MW heating is not sufficient to change the dielectric or thermal 
properties of the particle (as in the case of sorting where the average temperature rise should 
be less than 10 degrees C). 
Electromagnetic simulations have also been used to predict the non-uniformity of heating 
across the belt for the case of continuously operating multimode cavities. It is, therefore 
shown that such tools, can be used for assessing the designs of different cavities and 
investigating the MW heating of particles inside such cavities. 
A new parameter (JVP parameter) for quantification of heating uniformity for continuously 
operating MW cavities has been proposed. Two different procedures (experimental/modelling 
by using temperature increase and modelling by using dissipated power per particle) for 
calculation of the JVP parameter have been demonstrated, both procedures being validated 
experimentally. The procedure for calculating the JVP parameter, which uses dissipated 
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power within particles, can be used only if the rise of the temperature during the heating is 
not sufficient to change the dielectric or thermal properties of the heated material. 
The JVP parameter for a given continuously operated cavity (same cavity design; loaded with 
same particles), does not depend upon the heating time and the MW power fed to the cavity. 
This means that it can be used to compare heating uniformity for cavities based on the results 
obtained for various operating conditions (different heating times and input MW powers). 
Two cavities could be compared if they have the same loading condition (same amount of 
material with the same dielectric and thermo-physical properties). 
The MW/IR sorting process for ore types, where temperature increase for most of the 
particles is less than 3°C (such as QZ Ohio ore), will not be noticeably affected by non-
uniform heating; this is due to bi-modal distribution of temperatures, so the difference in 
temperature between “cold” and “hot” particles are too large to be affected by cavity caused 
non-uniform heating.  
In the case of ores with fewer cold particles (such as Medium Monzonite ore), non-uniform 
MW heating caused by cavity design reduces the performance of MW/IR ore sorting. In that 
case, there are particles with almost continuous, even, distribution of temperatures from cold 
to hot; therefore, the non-uniform heating will have an influence on MW/IR sorting 
performance.  
In the case when non-uniform MW heating reduces the performance of MW/IR ore sorting, 
there is a need to correct the temperature readings for an influence of the cavity design. After 
that the corrected temperatures of particles after MW exposure are more correlated to their 
properties (shape and dielectric properties). Another way is to consider other types of MW 
cavities (single mode cavity, etc). 
Cold particles are the least affected by the influence of non-uniform MW heating; whereas, 
the hottest particles suffer the most. Therefore, for the MW/IR sorting of ore types which are 
prone to MW heating it is important to take into account the non-uniform heating of MW 
cavity. During MW/IR sorting, our aim is to select particles that contain valuable minerals in 
quantities larger than threshold grade (i.e., 0.1-0.2% of copper). Therefore, precision in 
sorting will be affected by uneven MW heating caused by cavity design. Considering that 
every particle passed through the cavity will contain some copper, task is to accurately select 
particles which contain copper above the threshold grade. 
The simulation results for the particles heated inside a multimode pentagonal cavity indicate 
that the particles within a single path (part of the belt) can be considered to have passed 
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through the same field distribution within the cavity and the temperature increases for the 
particles, with the same dielectric and physical (size and shape) properties, are essentially the 
same. The heating of particles with the same size and shape, within a single path, is 
proportional to their loss tangent. Particles which lie on certain paths are prone to heat more 
than particles on other paths. 
If the particles have the same shape and size, the effect of non-uniform heating across the 
conveyor belt in MW/IR ore sorting can be minimized by multiplying the temperature of the 
particles by coefficients defined for each particle’s travelling path.  
The correction method for reducing the effect of non-uniform heating of particles (with the 
same shape and size) across the conveyor belt in MW/IR ore sorting has been proposed in 
this thesis. The correction coefficient defined for a path is function of maximum temperature 
for the particle (after MW heating) within a given path and the average value of the 
maximum particles temperatures for all paths across the belt. The values of correction 
coefficients will change if a different cavity is in use or the loading condition (percentage of 
belt cover with particles, dielectric and physical properties of particles) has changed. 
The simulation of MW heating of various shaped ore particles, indicate that that different 
shaped particles heat differently and that cylindrical particles heat more compared to 
cylindroid particles of the same volume; therefore, the tracking of particles shape need to be 
implemented in order to reduce the influence of non-uniform heating into MW/IR sorting. 
The proposed correction method can also be applied in the case when particles are not fully 
packed on conveyor belt.  
Additionally the correction method is applicable in other industries, such as the food industry 
(treated material has the same size and shape), where non-uniform heating can be reduced by 
using various speed belts that can provide different heating times per each belt section (path); 
the belt section, where particles are hotter than in other paths, can be run faster to reduce the 
heating (by reducing the heating time) or vice versa (decrease the speed of belt section, where 
the cold particles are located). 
A novel design of MW cavity (rectangular cavity) was presented in this thesis, which 
provides more uniform heating than the pentagonal cavity of the same length; the simulation 
results are based on two types of particles. MW efficiency (ratio between absorbed and 
applied MW power) of the novel cavity design is higher compared to the pentagonal cavity. 
The achieved throughput of heated material is greater for a rectangular cavity than for 
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pentagonal cavity, even when same input MW power and particle spatial distribution across 
the belt. 
The MW cavity, which has a lower JVP parameter than other cavities loaded with identical 
particles, will provide more uniform heating for different particles, as well, compared to other 
analysed cavities. 
6.2 Conclusions 
Based on the findings presented in this thesis it can be concluded: 
 A new parameter for quantifying the heating uniformity across the conveyor belt for 
the continuous processing MW cavities (calculated based on the simulation results) 
has shown good agreement with the experimental results  
 The influence of non-uniform heating within the continuous processing MW cavities 
upon MW/IR ore sorting can be reduced by implementing the proposed correction 
method  
 A novel design of MW cavity (rectangular cavity) has shown improved theoretically 
performances (in terms of heating uniformity, MW efficiency and material throughput 
capacity) compared to a pentagonal cavity of the same length.  
6.3 Recommendations for future work 
The followings are recommendations for future work: 
 Simulation of heating for various particle shapes without using the bulk dielectric 
properties for the particles (particles will consist of small grains of minerals imbedded 
in material considered as waste in terms of mineral processing). In this way, the 
particles in simulations will be more similar to real ore particles.  
 Implementation of temperature dependency for dielectric properties of material and 
the simulation the MW heating of particle as it moves along the cavity. Although, the 
average temperature increase of particle is not too high (less than 20°C) to change its 
dielectric properties, the temperature of minerals inside particles might be much 
higher.  
 Develop a cavity design which does not need the conveyor belt system, which would 
reduce operational cost for MW/IR sorting. The conveyor belt is made of non-
absorbed MW material and it is not robust as conventional conveyor belts used in the 
mining industry.  
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 Investigate the influence of non-uniform heating of the cavity (defined with JVP 
parameter) in the case when the results of MW/IR sorting are not satisfactory. This 
may indicate whether or not the correction method will improve the performance of 
MW/IR sorting. 
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A. Appendix A Analysing Concerto results 
 
Concerto software keeps results of simulation in different files; temperatures for all cells 
(cells are product of meshing) program stores in *.vi3 file after simulation. This file contains 
header, Figure A-1(contains: file name, simulation step, number of cell in X, Y and Z 
coordinate and etc.) and temperature values, Figure A-2 (organized in 2-D matrix: 5 columns 
and required number of rows-depending number of cells that represents the model). 
 
Figure A-1 The header for in *vi3 file with different information about Quick Wave simulation 
 
 
Figure A-2 The values of temperature for cells in *.vi3 file organized in 2-D matrix 
 
Matlab code reads this file and based on mesh size (from header) rearranges the 2-D 
representation of results into 3-D. Any cell will have temperature higher than the temperature 
inside a model before MW heating (starting temperature-set by user), if a cell represents lossy 
material; therefore, Matlab code can extract those cells and further analyse them.  
The analysis of *.vi3 file consists of counting the cells which has temperature higher than 
starting temperature and calculates sum of all those temperature decreased by starting 
temperature. 
The following code can be used if the cavity is loaded with a single particle (water load). 
Prior to code execution, user has to define the starting temperature and route to *.vi3 file; 
code can, also, estimate the MW efficiency of cavity, but it needs more information such as 
applied MW power, used heating time and density and specific heat capacity of load. 
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Matlab code: 
 
Main code: 
%reading results from Concerto .vi3 file () 
clc; 
clear all; 
close all; 
starting_temperature=20; 
Power_in=1200;%in W 
load_volume=100;% in ml or cm^3 
heat_time=10;% in seconds 
Cp=4.186;%in J/(gK)- water was inside a cavity 
Ro=1;%in g/cm^3- water was inside a cavity 
%from .vi3 file 
% this file contains only numbers (in 5 colums)-temperature 
% [°C] 
importfile_VI3_from_Concerto_v2('C:\Concerto results\file_name.vi3') 
Pdense=data; 
[Sizex,Sizey,Sizez]=Concerto_header_funk_for_VI3(textdata); 
SizePdense=size(Pdense); 
Pdense=Pdense'; 
PdenseB= reshape(Pdense,1,SizePdense(1)*SizePdense(2)); 
del2=SizePdense(1)*SizePdense(2)-Sizex*Sizey*Sizez; 
if del2>0 
    PdenseB=PdenseB(1:SizePdense(1)*SizePdense(2)-del2); 
end; 
%B1 is file with information of temperature, but in right 3-D order 
PdenseB = reshape(PdenseB,Sizex,Sizey,Sizez); 
  
[Test_values,starty,endy,startz,endz]=cut_zero_funk_T(PdenseB,starting_temp
erature); 
num2=0; 
averageP1=0; 
allPdiss=0; 
Volume_of_load_P=0; 
for i=3:(Sizex-3) 
    for j=starty:(endy+1) 
        for k=startz:(endz+1) 
            if PdenseB(i,j,k)>starting_temperature 
                num2=num2+1; 
                averageP1=averageP1+PdenseB(i,j,k); 
                Pdense_Concerto(num2)=PdenseB(i,j,k); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
%average temperature increase for a single load 
AVERAGE_DELTA_T=averageP1/num2 
%maximum temperature increase witin a load 
MAX_DELTA_T=max(max(max(PdenseB))) 
  
disp('Efficiency in %:' ) 
EFFICIENCY=Cp*Ro*(load_volume/1000)*(AVERAGE_DELTA_T)/(Power_in*heat_time)*
100%estimated MW efficiency in [%] 
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Functions: 
 
function [Sizex,Sizey,Sizez]=Concerto_header_funk_for_VI3(textdata) 
%function for reading mesh size from header of .ve3 file 
%textdata is already prepared header 
%%at 13. 14. and 15. line in textdata is information about mesh size 
sX=textdata(14,:); 
sY=textdata(15,:); 
sZ=textdata(16,:); 
  
Sizex=sscanf(sX{1}, '%*s %*s %*s %*s %*s %d'); 
Sizey=sscanf(sY{1}, '%*s %*s %*s %*s %*s %d'); 
Sizez=sscanf(sZ{1}, '%*s %*s %*s %*s %*s %d'); 
  
end 
 
function 
[Test_values,starty,endy,startz,endz]=cut_zero_funk_T(PdenseB,startT) 
PdenseB=PdenseB-startT; 
Test_values_ZY=sum(PdenseB,1); 
zzz_ZY=size(Test_values_ZY); 
Test_values_ZY=reshape(Test_values_ZY,zzz_ZY(2),zzz_ZY(3)); 
Sum_values_Z=sum(Test_values_ZY,1); 
Sum_values_Y=sum(Test_values_ZY,2); 
  
zz=size(Sum_values_Z); 
yy=size(Sum_values_Y); 
start=0; 
for i=1:zz(2) 
    if (start==0)&(Sum_values_Z(i)>0) 
        startz=i; 
        start=1; 
    end 
    if (start==1)&(Sum_values_Z(i)==0) 
        endz=i; 
        start=2; 
    end 
end 
start=0; 
for i=1:yy(1) 
    if (start==0)&(Sum_values_Y(i)>0) 
        starty=i; 
        start=1; 
    end 
    if (start==1)&(Sum_values_Y(i)==0) 
        endy=i; 
        start=2; 
    end 
end 
  
Test_values=PdenseB(:,starty:endy,startz:endz); 
end 
 
function importfile_VE3_from_Concerto_v2(fileToRead1) 
%IMPORTFILE1(FILETOREAD1) 
%  Imports data from .ve3 file 
%  FILETOREAD1:  file to read 
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%store data to matriz call- data and header into textdata matrix 
DELIMITER = ' '; 
HEADERLINES = 17; 
  
% Import the file 
newData1 = importdata(fileToRead1, DELIMITER, HEADERLINES); 
  
% Create new variables in the base workspace from those fields. 
vars = fieldnames(newData1); 
for i = 1:length(vars) 
    assignin('base', vars{i}, newData1.(vars{i})); 
end 
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B. Appendix B Analysing Concerto results 
 
Concerto software keeps results of simulation in different files; dissipated power for all cells 
(cells are products of meshing) program stores in *.ve3 file after simulation. This file 
contains header (contains: file name, simulation steps, time step, number of cell in X, Y and 
Z coordinate and etc, Figure B-1) and values of dissipated power (organized in 2-D matrix: 5 
columns and required number of rows, Figure B-2-depending number of cells that represents 
the model). 
 
Figure B-1 The header for in *ve3 file with different information about Quick Wave simulation 
 
 
Figure B-2 The values of dissipated power for cells in *.ve3 file organized in 2-D matrix 
 
Matlab code reads this file and based on mesh size (from header) rearranges the 2-D 
representation of results into 3-D. 
 Using the fact that dissipated power for all cells before MW heating is zero and after heating 
only cells which represent lossy material would have dissipated power greater than zero, code 
can distinguish the heated material inside the cavity (there is no metal and air losses in 
model) and calculates the dissipated power per each particles (sum of dissipated power per all 
cells that represent a given particle), as shown in Figure B-3 and Figure B-4. 
This code could, also, be applied for analysing results for a single particle inside a cavity. 
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Figure B-3 Sum dissipated powers for all cells along X-axis 
 
 
Figure B-4 Sum dissipated powers for all cells along Y-axis 
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Matlab code 
 
Main code 
%reading results from Concerto .ve3 file () 
clc; 
clear all; 
close all; 
Input_power=20e3; 
% this file contains only numbers (in 5 colums)-Pdiss power-Dissipated 
% power [W] 
importfile_VE3_from_Concerto_v2('C:\Concerto results/file_name.ve3') 
%produce data and textdata files 
 
Pdense=data; 
[Sizex,Sizey,Sizez]=Concerto_header_funk(textdata); 
SizePdense=size(Pdense); 
Pdense=Pdense'; 
PdenseB= reshape(Pdense,1,SizePdense(1)*SizePdense(2)); 
del2=SizePdense(1)*SizePdense(2)-Sizex*Sizey*Sizez; 
if del2>0 
    PdenseB=PdenseB(1:SizePdense(1)*SizePdense(2)-del2); 
end; 
%B1 is file with information of diss. power, but in right order 
PdenseB = reshape(PdenseB,Sizex,Sizey,Sizez); 
Total_Pdiss=sum(sum(sum(PdenseB))); 
%define the volume for analysis, by removing cell with no dissipated power 
Test_values=cut_zero_funk(PdenseB,Sizex,Sizey,Sizez); 
Test_values_ZY=sum(Test_values,1); 
Test_values_ZX=sum(Test_values,2); 
Test_values_XY=sum(Test_values,3); 
zzz_ZY=size(Test_values_ZY); 
zzz_ZX=size(Test_values_ZX); 
zzz_XY=size(Test_values_XY); 
  
Test_values_ZY=reshape(Test_values_ZY,zzz_ZY(2),zzz_ZY(3)); 
  
Test_values_ZX=reshape(Test_values_ZX,zzz_ZX(1),zzz_ZX(3)); 
  
Test_values_XY=reshape(Test_values_XY,zzz_XY(1),zzz_XY(2)); 
  
figure(1) 
surface(Test_values_ZY) 
colorbar 
title('Y-Z plain'); 
xlabel('number of cell across Z-axe'); 
ylabel('number of cell across Y-axe'); 
figure(2) 
surface(Test_values_ZX) 
colorbar 
title('X-Z plain'); 
xlabel('number of cell across Z-axe'); 
ylabel('number of cell across X-axe'); 
figure(3) 
surface(Test_values_XY') 
colorbar 
title('X-Y plain'); 
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xlabel('number of cell across X-axe'); 
ylabel('number of cell across Y-axe'); 
  
%%removing the belt from results (belt is under the loads) 
%this line would not be executed if there is no belt in the model 
Test_values(:,1,:)=[]; 
%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
Sum_values_ZY=sum(Test_values,1); 
Sum_values_XZ=sum(Test_values,2); 
zz_ZY=size(Sum_values_ZY); 
zz_XZ=size(Sum_values_XZ); 
Sum_values_ZY=reshape(Sum_values_ZY,zz_ZY(2),zz_ZY(3)); 
Sum_values_XZ=reshape(Sum_values_XZ,zz_XZ(1),zz_XZ(3)); 
Sum_values_Z=sum(Sum_values_ZY,1); 
Sum_values_X=sum(Sum_values_XZ,2); 
  
N=50;%number of posible loads in cross-section (can be more i there are 
more particles inside the cavity) 
NN=50;%number of loads along path (can be more i there are more particles 
inside the cavity) 
cum_Pdiss=zeros(1,N);Average_Pdense=zeros(1,N);Volume_load_n=zeros(1,N);num
ofcells_n=zeros(1,N);num_of_xcells_n=zeros(1,N); 
Max_Pdense=zeros(1,N); 
start_z1=zeros(1,N); 
stop_z1=zeros(1,N); 
stop=0; 
ii=0; 
while stop==0 
    ii=ii+1; 
  
    start_z=0; 
    stop_z=0; 
    for k=1:zz_ZY(3) 
        if (Sum_values_Z(k)>0)&&(start_z==0) 
            start_z=k; 
            start_z1(ii)=k; 
        end 
        if (Sum_values_Z(k)==0)&&(start_z>0)&&(stop_z==0) 
            stop_z=k-1; 
            stop_z1(ii)=k-1; 
        end 
    end 
    if (start_z<1)&&(stop_z<1) 
        stop=1; 
    end 
     if stop==0 
        Sum_values_Z(1:stop_z1(ii))=0; 
        Test_test=Test_values(:,:,start_z1(:,ii):stop_z1(:,ii)); 
        [cum_Pdiss(ii)]=cumulative_Pdiss_cylinder_along_path2(Test_test); 
    end 
end 
start_z1(ii:NN)=[]; 
stop_z1(ii:NN)=[]; 
cum_Pdiss_final=cum_Pdiss(1:ii-1); 
Volume_load_final=Volume_load_n(1:ii-1); 
ST_dev_cum_Pdiss=std(cum_Pdiss_final) 
%coefficient of variation for Pdiss or JVP 
Av_cum_Pdiss_final=mean(cum_Pdiss_final) 
Coeff_var_cum_Pdiss=ST_dev_cum_Pdiss/Av_cum_Pdiss_final*100%in % 
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Efficincy_of_cavity_load=sum(cum_Pdiss_final)/Input_power*100 
Efficincy_of_cavity_total=sum(sum(sum(PdenseB)))/Input_power*100 
  
%find in 3-D matrix of results, where are the cells which represents 
%particles 
start_x1=zeros(1,N); 
stop_x1=zeros(1,N); 
stop=0; 
jj=0; 
while stop==0 
    jj=jj+1; 
  
    start_x=0; 
    stop_x=0; 
    for k=1:zz_XZ(1) 
        if (Sum_values_X(k)>0)&&(start_x==0) 
            start_x=k; 
            start_x1(jj)=k; 
        end 
        if (Sum_values_X(k)==0)&&(start_x>0)&&(stop_x==0) 
            stop_x=k-1; 
            stop_x1(jj)=k-1; 
        end 
    end 
    if (start_x<1)&&(stop_x<1) 
        stop=1; 
    end 
  
    if stop==0 
        if stop_x1(jj)>0 
         Sum_values_X(1:stop_x1(jj))=0; 
        end 
        if stop_x1(jj)==0 
         Sum_values_X(1:zz_XZ(1))=0; 
         stop_x1(jj)=zz_XZ(1); 
        end 
    end 
     
end 
  
start_x1(jj:NN)=[]; 
stop_x1(jj:NN)=[]; 
number_rows=size(start_z1); 
number_rows=number_rows(2); 
number_loads_per_row=size(start_x1); 
number_loads_per_row=number_loads_per_row(2); 
%absorbed power per load 
LOADbyLOAD=zeros(number_rows,number_loads_per_row); 
%calculate total absorbed power inside each particle-LOAD (i,j) 
for i=1:number_rows 
    for j=1:number_loads_per_row 
     
    
LOADbyLOAD(i,j)=sum(sum(Sum_values_XZ(start_x1(j):stop_x1(j),start_z1(i):st
op_z1(i)))); 
    end 
end 
averageLoad=mean(mean(LOADbyLOAD)); 
%smoothness parameter by Metaxas 
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Smoothness_param=mean(mean(abs(LOADbyLOAD-averageLoad)))/averageLoad 
%smoothness parameter for paths (rows) 
total_Load_per_path=sum(LOADbyLOAD,2); 
averageLoad_per_path=mean(total_Load_per_path); 
%new defined JVP parameter 
JVP_parameter=stdev(total_Load_per_path)/averageLoad_per_path 
 
Functions 
 
function [Sizex,Sizey,Sizez]=Concerto_header_funk(textdata) 
%function for reading mesh size from header of .ve3 file 
%textdata is already prepared header 
%%at 13. 14. and 15. line in textdata is information about mesh size 
sX=textdata(13,:); 
sY=textdata(14,:); 
sZ=textdata(15,:); 
  
Sizex=sscanf(sX{1}, '%*s %*s %*s %*s %*s %d'); 
Sizey=sscanf(sY{1}, '%*s %*s %*s %*s %*s %d'); 
Sizez=sscanf(sZ{1}, '%*s %*s %*s %*s %*s %d'); 
  
end 
 
function [cum_Pdiss]=cumulative_Pdiss_cylinder_along_path2(load) 
%calculates average temperature in cylinder shaped load 
%%%%%%%%%% 
SIZE=size(load); 
Sizex1=SIZE(1); 
Sizey1=SIZE(2); 
Sizez1=SIZE(3); 
minimum=0; 
cum_Pdiss=0; 
for i=1:Sizex1 
    for k=1:Sizez1 
        for j=1:Sizey1 
         if load(i,j,k)>minimum 
             cum_Pdiss=cum_Pdiss+load(i,j,k); 
             %Volume_of_cell=dim_cellx(sizex_s+(i-2)-
1)*dim_celly(sizey_s+(j-2)-1)*dim_cellz(sizez_s+(k-1)-1); 
             %Volume_load=Volume_load+Volume_of_cell;%in mm3 
         end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
end 
 
 
function Test_values=cut_zero_funk(PdenseB,Sizex,Sizey,Sizez) 
  
Test_values_ZY=sum(PdenseB,1); 
zzz_ZY=size(Test_values_ZY); 
Test_values_ZY=reshape(Test_values_ZY,zzz_ZY(2),zzz_ZY(3)); 
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Sum_values_Z=sum(Test_values_ZY,1); 
Sum_values_Y=sum(Test_values_ZY,2); 
  
zz=size(Sum_values_Z); 
yy=size(Sum_values_Y); 
start=0; 
for i=1:zz(2) 
    if (start==0)&(Sum_values_Z(i)>0) 
        startz=i; 
        start=1; 
    end 
    if (start==1)&(Sum_values_Z(i)==0) 
        endz=i; 
        start=2; 
    end 
end 
start=0; 
for i=1:yy(1) 
    if (start==0)&(Sum_values_Y(i)>0) 
        starty=i; 
        start=1; 
    end 
    if (start==1)&(Sum_values_Y(i)==0) 
        endy=i; 
        start=2; 
    end 
end 
  
Test_values=PdenseB(:,starty:endy,startz:endz); 
end 
 
function importfile_VE3_from_Concerto_v2(fileToRead1) 
%IMPORTFILE1(FILETOREAD1) 
%  Imports data from .ve3 file 
%  FILETOREAD1:  file to read 
%store data to matrix call- data and header into textdata matrix 
DELIMITER = ' '; 
HEADERLINES = 16; 
  
% Import the file 
newData1 = importdata(fileToRead1, DELIMITER, HEADERLINES); 
  
% Create new variables in the base workspace from those fields. 
vars = fieldnames(newData1); 
for i = 1:length(vars) 
    assignin('base', vars{i}, newData1.(vars{i})); 
end 
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C. Appendix C Experimental validation of Concerto modelling 
 
Travelling wave applicator 
Experimental setup: 
 
Figure C-1 Scheme of experimental setup 
 
The experiment was consisted of MW heating of water inside a travelling wave applicator for 
5s. Thermal camera (from CEDIP Infrared Systems) was used to record temperature of water 
before and after MW exposure. 
MW generator: 6kW Sairem generator at 2.45GHz, waveguide WG340 
Experimental procedure: 
30ml of water was heated up in a travelling wave applicator for 5 seconds; auto tuner was off. 
The stubs inside auto tuner were left in positions which minimize the reflected power for the 
case when the MW applicator is empty. The thermal images were taken before MW exposure 
and 2 seconds after heating had stopped. 
Experimental results: 
The experiment was carried out with 2 different applied MW powers and the results of 
heating are shown in Table C-1 and Table C-2.  
Power=600W 
 
single mode with water load 
       
  Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 
Temp. Increase--  T 
[°C] 
  mass of water 
(g) 
capture 
T0 
(C) 
T1 
(C) 
capture 
T0 
(C) 
T1 
(C) 
capture 
T0 
(C) 
T1 
(C) 
1 2 3 
mean St. Dev. 
30 3943 31.98 39.61 3944 31.89 39.64 3945 31.99 39.65 7.63 7.75 7.66 7.68 0.06245 
Table C-1 Results of heating for 600W applied MW power 
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Power=1kW 
  
single mode with water load 
       
  Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 
Temp. Increase--  T 
[°C] 
  mass of water 
(g) 
capture 
T0 
(C) 
T1 
(C) 
capture 
T0 
(C) 
T1 
(C) 
capture 
T0 
(C) 
T1 
(C) 
1 2 3 
mean St. Dev. 
30 3949 31.96 45.7 3950 31.94 45.84 3951 31.71 46.04 13.74 13.9 14.33 13.99 0.305123 
Table C-2 Results of heating for 1000W applied MW power  
 
Based on these results the energy dissipated in water and The MW efficiency can be 
estimated as shown in Table C-3. 
Specific Heat 
Capacity for water - 
Cp [J/(g°C)] 
4.184 (Metaxas and Meredith 1983) 
t-heating time[s] 5 E=m*Cp* T 
 
eff=E/(Pin*t) 
Pin-input power 
[W] 
600 
 
mass[g] 
Mean temperature 
increase-  T [°C] 
E-energy 
dissipated in 
water [J] 
Eff-energy 
coupled into 
water 
30 7.68 963.99 0.32 
power [W] 
1000 
 
mass[g] 
Mean temperature 
increase-  T [°C] 
E-energy 
dissipated in 
water [J] 
Eff-energy 
coupled into 
water 
30 13.99 1756.02 0.35 
Table C-3 Calculation of energy dissipated in water within teflon tube and MW efficiency based on experimental 
results 
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D. Appendix D Analysing attenuation along the travelling wave applicator 
 
The simulations of heating for solid materials inside the travelling wave TE10 applicator have 
been carried out and results were compared to analytical solutions. For a planar load, of 
thickness t, inserted in the centre of waveguide, as shown in Figure D-1, there is a analytical 
solution for the power along the waveguide (Metaxas 1996) 
Using the fact that dissipated power for all cells before MW heating is zero and after heating 
only cells which represent lossy material would have dissipated power greater than zero, the 
code can distinguish between inserted planar load and surrounded air (with no losses). 
 
Figure D-1 Travelling wave applicator (cross section dimensions 86mmx43mm) with planar load 
 
According to (Metaxas 1996) the power at a distance z away from microwave source, for 
applicator in Figure D-1, is given by 
2( ) zP z Pe   
D-1  
where P is the power from the source incident at the input plane of waveguide in [W] and α is 
the total attenuation coefficient in the waveguide per meter in [Np/m]. Assuming a wall loss 
per meter of w in [Np/m], the total attenuation coefficient in the waveguide per unit length is 
given by (Metaxas 1996) 
''
2
0
2
g
w r
t Np
ma

   

   
D-2 
where a  is the broader side of rectangular waveguide in [mm], t is the thickness of inserted 
material in [mm] and 0  and g  are the free space and waveguide wavelengths in [m], 
respectively. 
Matlab code (explained in Appendix B) reads this file and based on mesh size (from header) 
rearranges the 2-D representation of results into 3-D and stores in .mat file. This file is used 
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by other Matlab code (listed below) to the extract dissipated power along the waveguide (the 
cells used in analysis represent the lossy material and they are align along a single line) and 
to estimate the attenuation using the analytical solution (equations D-1 and D-2); analytical 
solution and modelling results are presented  in Figure D-2. 
 
 
 
Figure D-2 Dissipated power within the cells along the waveguide 
 
Matlab code 
clear all; 
clc; 
close all; 
 
% reads .mat file with dissipated power within each cell 
load 'F:\MATLAB\single mode\penetration 
depth/planar_load_t4mm_lossy0_5_travelingwave_Pdiss_max' 
%%chose the position across the WG along which the dissipated power from 
%%the cell will be compared       
LevelX=12; 
LevelY=12; 
EnvelopeZ=LOAD(LevelX,LevelY,:); 
EnvelopeZ=EnvelopeZ(:)'; 
lsizez=size(EnvelopeZ); 
z=Poz_cellz; 
z(Sizez1)=Poz_cellz(Sizez1-1); 
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shift=4; 
z=abs(z-z(Sizez1-shift)); 
EnvelopeZ=circshift(EnvelopeZ,shift); 
subplot(2,2,1); 
plot(z(shift:Sizez1-shift),EnvelopeZ(shift:Sizez1-shift)); 
title(''); 
xlabel('Z-axe [mm]'); 
ylabel('Power dissipated per cell [W]'); 
legend('model') 
  
%%%%%%%%% for WG340 
freq=2.45; %in GHz 
%for WR340 waveguide (for WR340 dimension 86 and 43mm) 
a=8.6;%the width of waveguide in cm 
b=4.3; 
mu_o=4*pi*1e-7; % Permeability of free space 
eps_o=8.85e-12; % Permittivity of free space 
mu_r=1; 
eps_r=1; 
disp('  frekvencija u GHz  '); 
freq=freq*1e9 
c=1/(sqrt(mu_o*mu_r*eps_o*eps_r)); 
disp('talasna duzina u slobodnom prostoru za datu frekvenciju (m)'); 
lamda_free=c/freq 
indexm=1;%modes in waveguide 
indexn=0; 
a=a/100;%in meters 
b=b/100; 
mu_r=1; 
disp('talasna duzina u WR340 za datu frekvenciju (m)'); 
lambda_g=lamda_free/sqrt(1-(lamda_free)^2/(4*a*a)) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%% imaginary dielectric constnat of planar material 
imagEpsilonr=0.5; 
t=0.004;%tickness of material in m 
%calculate the attenuation using analytical solution 
alfa=2*pi*t/a*imagEpsilonr*lambda_g/(lamda_free)^2; 
%estimate dissipated power along the WG, using attenuation (analytical 
%solution); value for the Pdiss at the beginning of the WG is used from 
%Concerto modelling 
E_an=EnvelopeZ(Sizez1-shift)*exp(-2*alfa*z/1000); 
 
%plot analytical and modelling results 
hold on; 
plot(z,E_an,'r') 
legend('model','analitycal') 
hold off; 
subplot(2,2,2); 
plot(EnvelopeZ(shift:Sizez1-shift),E_an(shift:Sizez1-shift),'g') 
title(''); 
xlabel('Power dissipated per cell-model [W]]'); 
ylabel('Power dissipated per cell-analytical [W]'); 
legend('model') 
hold on; 
plot((0:0.1:EnvelopeZ(Sizez1-shift)),(0:0.1:EnvelopeZ(Sizez1-shift)),'r') 
%sq_error=0; 
for k=shift:Sizez1-shift 
 %sq_error=sq_error+(E_an(k)-EnvelopeZ(k))^2; 
 relative_error(k-shift+1)=abs(E_an(k)-EnvelopeZ(k))/E_an(k)*100; 
end 
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subplot(2,2,3) 
plot(z(shift:Sizez1-shift),relative_error,'r') 
title(''); 
xlabel('Z-axe [mm]'); 
ylabel('Relative error [%]'); 
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E. Appendix E Analyses of thermal images 
 
The thermal images were produces during Site Acceptance Test (SAT) for the pentagonal 
applicator and choking system in a Pilot Plant. During the SAT for microwave applicator and 
chokes (Kingman S 2010), a series of tests have been performed to evaluate the heating 
homogenity. Smectite ceramic tiles with a thin layer (~2mm) of silicone containing silicon 
carbide (a strong microwave absorber) have been used as load particles (Figure E-1). To 
simplify handling, those tiles (measuring 50x50x10mm) were affixed to a piece of conveyor 
belting material forming a mat (measuring 2x0.75m) shown in Figure E-2; a mat was 
trimmed slightly to approximately 0.5m wide to fit within the maximum feeder dimensions. 
Tiles were affixed to the belt at a coverage level of 60%.  
 
Figure E-1 The tile (ceramic tile with layer of MW 
absorbing material on the top) used in SAT test 
  
Figure E-2 Calibration mat measuring approximately 
2x0.75m; tiles measure 50x50x10mm (after Kingman 
S 2010)
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Figure E-3 Image before microwave exposure 
 
Figure E-4 Thermal image after microwave exposure 
 
Matlab software was used to estimate the surface temperature of tiles based on Figure E-3 
and Figure E-4. In order to extract image of the temperature bar and each particle, the imtool 
function was used.  
Each pixel in colour picture is defined by 3 values (RGB-Red Green Blue value). Matlab 
code converts the image of the temperature bar to an indexed image using minimum variance 
quantization. Therefore, each colour is presented by unique number. The temperature value is 
dedicated for each number based on its position on the temperature bar. 
All pixels from the image of particular particle are indexed using the same method and the 
temperature value is dedicated. After this the average temperature for all pixels on the image 
is calculated; this value also represents the average surface temperature of the tile.  
The image of the tiles before MW exposure is represented as yellow or green colour (from 
Figure E-5 to Figure E-7). Matlab routine has estimated the average temperature of tiles. 
 
Figure E-5 Thermal image 
before MW exposure (1st row is 
marked) 
 
Figure E-6 Thermal image 
before MW exposure (2nd row is 
marked) 
 
Figure E-7 Thermal image 
before MW exposure (3th row is 
marked)
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The estimated surface temperatures of the tiles are displayed in Table E-1. It has to be noticed 
that the image in Figure E-3 shows only 6 columns of tiles (6 different paths); thus, it was 
assumed that the tiles temperature for other 2 paths are equal as the average temperature of all 
analysed tiles (27.61°C) with standard deviation of 0.09.  
  1. row 2. row 3. row     
path temperature temperature temperature 
average 
T 
st. Dev. 
1 27.75 27.72 27.68 27.72 0.04 
2 27.73 27.70 27.71 27.71 0.01 
3 27.67 27.61 27.56 27.61 0.06 
4 27.60 27.52 27.53 27.55 0.04 
5 27.63 27.54 27.50 27.55 0.07 
6 27.54 27.51 27.56 27.54 0.02 
7 - - - 27.61 0.09 
8 - - - 27.61 0.09 
Table E-1 The estimated temperature of the tiles before MW exposure 
 
The estimated average surface temperatures for tiles after MW exposure at various positions 
on the belt have been presented below from Figure E-8 to Figure E-27. 
 
Figure E-8 Thermal image after MW exposure (1st  
row is marked) 
 
Figure E-9 The average surface temperature of 
particles at the first row
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Figure E-10 Thermal image after MW exposure (2nd 
row is marked) 
 
Figure E-11 The average surface temperature of 
particles at the second row 
 
Figure E-12 Thermal image after MW exposure (3th 
row is marked) 
 
Figure E-13 The average surface temperature of 
particles at the third row 
 
Figure E-14 Thermal image after MW exposure (4th 
row is marked) 
 
Figure E-15 The average surface temperature of 
particles at the 4th row 
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Figure E-16 Thermal image after MW exposure (5th  
row is marked) 
 
 
Figure E-17 The average surface temperature of 
particles at the 5th row 
 
 
Figure E-18 Thermal image after MW exposure (6th 
row is marked) 
 
Figure E-19 The average surface temperature of 
particles at the 6th row 
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Figure E-20 Thermal image after MW exposure (7th 
row is marked) 
 
 
Figure E-21 The average surface temperature of 
particles at the 7th row 
 
 
 
Figure E-22 Thermal image after MW exposure (8th 
row is marked) 
 
Figure E-23 The average surface temperature of 
particles at the 8th row
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Figure E-24 Thermal image after MW exposure (9th 
row is marked) 
 
Figure E-25 The average surface temperature of 
particles at the 9th row 
 
 
Figure E-26 Thermal image after MW exposure (10th 
row is marked) 
 
Figure E-27 The average surface temperature of 
particles at the 10th row
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path 
1. 
row 
2. 
row 
3. 
row 
4. 
row 
5. 
row 
6. 
row 
7. 
row 
8. 
row 
9. 
row 
10. 
row 
average 
T [°C] 
st. 
Dev. 
1 28.75 28.54 29.06 29.19 28.63 29.04 28.39 28.94 28.99 28.90 28.84 0.30 
2 28.40 28.63 28.90 28.53 28.32 28.34 28.11 28.51 28.57 28.72 28.50 0.22 
3 28.44 28.41 28.62 28.66 28.27 28.19 28.12 28.47 28.49 28.56 28.42 0.18 
4 28.31 28.28 28.45 28.52 28.30 28.34 28.16 28.51 28.47 28.37 28.37 0.11 
5 28.47 28.52 28.51 28.29 28.26 28.23 28.03 28.52 28.53 28.48 28.38 0.17 
6 28.66 28.57 28.98 28.86 29.09 28.65 28.82 28.70 29.01 28.86 28.82 0.17 
7 29.11 28.85 28.94 29.27 29.38 28.91 28.93 28.96 29.28 28.81 29.04 0.20 
8 28.90 29.14 29.14 29.06 28.86 28.54 28.91 28.70 28.96 28.94 28.92 0.19 
 
Table E-2 The average temperature of tiles after MW exposure 
 
Using the temperatures before and after microwave exposure, the average temperature 
increase for tiles has been calculated, as shown in Figure E-28. 
 
Figure E-28 The average temperature increase for particles after exposure (15kW of power and speed of belt 0.7m/s) 
based on 10 rows 
 
The average temperature increase for particles per path (presented in Figure E-28) with its 
standard deviation is presented in Table E-3.  
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path 
temperature increase 
[C] 
St. Deviation  [C] 
1 1.13 0.39 
2 0.79 0.24 
3 0.81 0.23 
4 0.82 0.16 
5 0.83 0.24 
6 1.28 0.19 
7 1.53 0.29 
8 1.41 0.27 
 
Table E-3 The average temperature increase for particles after exposure (15kW of power and speed of belt 0.7m/s) 
based on 10 rows 
 
Matlab code 
 
clear all; 
close all; 
RGB = imread('colour_bar.png');%image of colour bar from thermal 
image 
n=2^16;%n=65,536 
 
[X,map] = rgb2ind(RGB,n); 
%rgb2ind(RGB,n)-converts the RGB image to an indexed image X using 
%minimum variance 
%quantization. map contains at most n colors. n must be less than or 
%equal to 65,536. 
figure, imshow(X,map);%display resulted image 
 
% X_bar=X(1:437,1:20);%only this part of the picture represents 
colour bar 
% X_bar2=X_bar(:,10);%use the middle part of colout bar 
sizeX=size(X); 
MaxT=30.2; 
MinT=24.8; 
temp_bar=(MaxT:-(MaxT-MinT)/(sizeX(1)-1):MinT)';% 
string1='row'; 
string2='_particle'; 
string3='.png' 
Temperature=zeros(10,8); 
for r=1:3 
    for p=1:6 
        close all; 
        str1=num2str(r); 
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        str2=num2str(p); 
        name=strcat(string1,str1); 
        name=strcat(name,string2); 
        name=strcat(name,str2); 
        name=strcat(name,string3) 
        
Temperature(r,p)=transform_pixel_to_temp(X,temp_bar,map,name) 
    end 
end 
function Tavr=transform_pixel_to_temp(color_bar,temp_bar,map,name) 
 
RGB1 = imread(name); 
X1 = rgb2ind(RGB1, map); 
%figure, imshow(X1,map);%display resulted image 
sizeX1=size(X1); 
Tavr=0; 
kk=0; 
for i=1:sizeX1(1) 
    for j=1:sizeX1(2) 
        k=X1(i,j); 
        [r,c]=find(color_bar == k); 
        if ~isempty(r) 
            sizeR=size(r); 
            temp=0; 
            tt=0; 
            for jj=1:sizeR(1) 
                tt=tt+1; 
            temp=temp+temp_bar(r(jj)); 
            end 
            temp=temp/tt; 
        end 
        if isempty(r) temp=0; kk=kk-1;end 
        Tavr=Tavr+temp; 
        kk=kk+1; 
    end 
end 
Tavr=Tavr/kk; 
end  
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F. Appendix F Steady state simulation for various models 
 
The steady state electromagnetic simulation has been investigated for 3 different MW 
cavities: 
 the pentagonal cavity, 1m long (Figure F-1) 
 the pentagonal cavity, 1.5m long (Figure F-2) 
 rectangular cavity, 1.5m long (Figure F-3) 
There are two different loading conditions for all cavities: 
 tile particles, where the top layer is 2.66mm thick (dielectric properties are in Chapter 
3) 
 cylindrical particles, R=20mm, H=50mm (dielectric properties are in Chapter 4) 
 
Figure F-1 The pentagonal cavity, 1m long 
 
 
Figure F-2 The pentagonal cavity, 1.5m long 
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Figure F-3 The rectangular cavity, 1.5m long 
 
Quick Wave simulation was carried out for a given model; dissipated power for each cell of 
model was estimated after certain FDTD steps. Estimation was done based on field during 8 
microwave cycles and results were saved in *.ve3 files after each estimation. Matlab code 
reads these files (as discussed in Appendix B) and calculates sum of all dissipated power 
(total dissipated power) for all cells inside the model for each file. It is considered that 
simulation is in steady state, if the total dissipated power inside a model after certain number 
of FDTD steps is stable. 
The results of total dissipated power within the cavity (for both loading conditions) estimated 
after certain FDTD steps are displayed below. 
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Figure F-4 Total dissipated power inside the pentagonal cavity (1m long) loaded with the tile particles (2.66mm 
thick); applied MW power is 15kW 
 
 
Figure F-5 Total dissipated power inside the pentagonal cavity (1.5m long) loaded with the tile particles (2.66mm 
thick); applied MW power is 15kW 
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Figure F-6 Total dissipated power inside the rectangular cavity (1.5m long) loaded with the tile particles (2.66mm 
thick); applied MW power is 15kW 
 
 
Figure F-7 Total dissipated power inside the pentagonal cavity (1m long) loaded with cylindrical particles (R=20mm, 
H=50mm); applied MW power is 20kW 
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Figure F-8 Total dissipated power inside the pentagonal cavity (1.5m long) loaded with cylindrical particles 
(R=20mm, H=50mm); applied MW power is 20kW 
 
 
Figure F-9 Total dissipated power inside the rectangular cavity (1.5m long) loaded with cylindrical particles 
(R=20mm, H=50mm); applied MW power is 20kW 
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Based on these results one can determine the moment (number of FDTD steps after 
simulation has started) when simulation reached the steady state; this can help to reduce the 
calculation time (so simulation is not run more than it is necessary) or avoid the error of 
estimating the heating based on non-steady state condition (run the heating module too early). 
According to above results, the simulations based on models loaded with cylindrical particles 
(more amount of material compared to case with tile particles) reach the steady state 
condition faster compared to models loaded with tile particles, which can be explained by 
increased amount of lossy material inside the cavity.  
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G. Appendix G   Measuring of density, specific heat capacity and dielectric 
properties of tile particles used in SAT test 
 
During the Site Acceptance Test (SAT) for microwave applicator and chokes (Kingman S 
2010), a series of tests have been performed to evaluate the heating homogeneity. Smectite 
ceramic tiles with a thin layer (~2mm) of silicone containing silicon carbide (a strong 
microwave absorber) have been used as load particles (Figure G-1).  
 
Figure G-1 The tile (ceramic tile with layer of MW absorbing material on the top) used in SAT test 
 
Dielectric properties of strong microwave absorber material (used as a thin layer on top of a 
ceramic tile) were measured at Nottingham University using the C1 cavity perturbation 
method, but the specific heat capacity (Cp) and density (ρ) of that material is measured in 
JKMRC. 
For measuring Cp and ρ,                   b        v                           
Density measurement and estimation of height  
Density of that material is calculated based on measurements of mass of that material in 
air (Ma) and in water (Mw) using  
  
  
     
   
G-1 
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where    stands for the density of water in [g/cm
3
]-     . The experimental results of 
mass measurement and the calculated density for MW absorbed material are presented in 
Table G-1. 
 
mass in air-Ma [g] 
mass in water-
Mw[g] 
Density-   
[g/cm3] 
1 7.24 1.34 1.23 
2 6.98 1.33 1.24 
3 8.24 1.58 1.24 
4 10.21 1.83 1.22 
Table G-1 Experimental results for the density for silicone containing silicon carbide - material used in SAT test 
 
Based on measured mass and density of top layers and by knowing two dimensions 
(         ) of top layers (it is the same as dimension of ceramic tile beneath the top layer-
         ) it is possible to estimate the height of these layers as  
  
                   
    
 
  
 
    
 
G-2 
  
dimension of squared tile 
particle [cm] 
5 
 
measured for absorbed layer 
mass in air [g] 
mass in 
water [g] 
density 
[g/cm3] 
estimate 
height[cm] 
1 7.24 1.34 1.23 0.23553662 
2 6.98 1.33 1.24 0.227078123 
3 8.24 1.58 1.24 0.268069302 
4 10.21 1.83 1.22 0.332158687 
sum of all masses 
[g] 32.67 average 1.230 0.266 
    St. Dev 0.008642 0.047692938 
Table G-2 Estimated heights for silicone containing silicon carbide (material used in SAT test) 
 
The results in Table G-2 indicate that the height of top layer varies for different tile particles; 
average height based on 4 measured particles is 2.66mm with standard deviation of 0.48mm. 
This is the reason why the simulations were performed on cavity models loaded with tile 
particles which top layer are 2mm, 2.66mm and 3mm in height.  
Measurements of specific heat capacity 
The specific heat capacity was measured using calorimeter. The measured material (silicone 
containing silicon carbide) was heated in boiling water. The mass of material was 32.67g 
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(total mass of all 4 layers used in density measurements, Table G-2 ) and the material was 
fully sunken into water without touching the wall of the water container. When temperature 
of the boiling water is stabilized on 100°C for 15 minutes (sufficient time to material equalize 
its temperature with boiling water), the material is taken out of the boiling water and placed 
inside thermos flask which contained 400g of water. The specific heat capacity of material 
(    can be calculated by comparing energies needed to cool down the material and to heat 
up the water inside a thermos flask by 
 
    (            (       
G-3 
where    is mass of material in [g],    is the temperature of the material in [°C] before 
dropping into water,    is the maximum temperature of water in [°C] after the material is 
inserted,   is mass of the water inside the thermos flask in [g],     is specific heat capacity 
for water in [J/(kg°C],    water temperature in [°C] before the hot material is inserted. 
The experiment was repeated 3 times and the results of all experiments are presented in Table 
G-3. 
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mass of water-Mw [g] 400 
 
mass of Si SC -Mm[g] 32.67 
Cp of water-Cpw 
[J/(kg°C] 
4187 
experiment 
temperature of 
material before 
putting into water-Tm 
[°C] 
temperature of 
water before 
adding the 
material-To [°C] 
temperature of 
water after 
material is added-
T1 [°C] 
Specific heat 
capacity of 
material-   
[J/(kg°C)] 
1 100 23.2 25.1 1300.426 
2 100 24.5 26.5 1394.943 
3 100 26.1 27.9 1279.826 
 
average 1325.065 
St.deviation 61.38632 
Table G-3 Results of experimental measuring of specific heat capacity for silicone containing silicon carbide  
 
The standard deviation of calculated specific heat capacity is 61.4, which is not to high 
compared to the average specific heat capacity (1325J/(kg°C)) 
Measuring dielectric properties of Smectite ceramic tile 
 
For measuring the dielectric properties of ceramic tile, the network analyser and coaxial 
probe method have been used (more details about this method for measuring dielectric 
properties of material are presented in Chapter 2). 
In order to reduce the influence of thickness of the ceramic tiles (dimensions are 
50mmx50mmx10mm) on measurements, dielectric properties of several tile (one on top of 
other) was measured, Figure G-2 The results of measuring 1, 2 3 and 4 ceramic tiles are 
presented in Table G-4 and Figure G-3; each experiment was repeated three times. 
 
Figure G-2 Schematic representation of the coaxial probe and tile/tiles  
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number of tiles Frequency [Hz] dielectric constant-εr
’ St.deviation 
1 925200000 4.42 0.02 
2 925200000 4.70 0.07 
3 925200000 4.75 0.08 
4 925200000 4.79 0.05 
Table G-4 Dielectric constant of ceramic tile/tiles at 925MHz measured by coaxial probe method 
 
 
Figure G-3 Dielectric constant of ceramic at 925 MHz vs. number of measured tiles 
 
The results in Figure G-3 indicate that the thickness of the tiles have minor influence on 
measurement; therefore, the dielectric constant for ceramic tiles used in simulation is 4.8. The 
dielectric loss for ceramic tiles measured at 925MHz using probe method had negative values 
for 1 and 2 tiles, because the coaxial probe method is not suitable for measuring dielectric 
loss of a thin and very low loss material. Dielectric loss for 4 ceramic tiles was 0.001 and this 
value is used for simulation purposes. The dielectric loss of ceramic tile is much less than 
dielectric properties of MW absorber layer; therefore it does not have strong influence on 
field distribution within the cavity. 
Silicone and silicon carbide mixture was sent to Nottingham University in order to measure 
its dielectric properties; results are displayed in Table G-5. For this measurement, cavity 
perturbation method was used. 
 measurement  1 2 3 4 average std max min 
dielectric constant - εr
’ 4.9 4.95 4.77 4.83 4.8625 0.078899 4.941399 4.783601 
dielectric loss- εr
’’ 0.15 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.040825 0.140825 0.059175 
Table G-5 Dielectric properties of Silicone and silicon carbide mixture at 912MHz measured by Nottingham 
University 
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The values for dielectric properties for the belt material are provided by Nottingham 
University, Table G-6. 
 dielectric 
constant-εr
’ 
dielectric loss- εr
’’ 
Belt 2.55 0.0008 
Table G-6 Dielectric properties for the belt material at 912MHz measured at Nottingham University 
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H. Appendix H Fully loaded domestic MW oven 
 
The aim of these experiments was an estimation of the required energy per tonne based on 
maximum loaded domestic microwave oven.  
The MW power of the oven used was 1200W and 6.222kg of QZOhio (JK2373-1, size -
26.5+22.4mm) ore has been treated for 12s (one revolution). The sample was divided into 4 
plastic bags and MW treated. The average temperature increase for each ore particle is 
presented from Figure H-1 to Figure H-3; the particles’ temperatures were sorted from low to 
high values. 
 
Figure H-1 The average temperature increase vs. particle distribution for JK2373-1 (mass 4kg; size -31.5+26.5mm) 
after 12s of heating inside domestic oven (1200W) 
 
 
Figure H-2 The average temperature increase vs. particle distribution for JK2373-1 (mass 6.222kg; size -
26.5+22.4mm) after 12s of heating inside domestic oven (1200W) 
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Figure H-3 The average temperature increase vs. particle distribution for JK2373-1 (mass 8kg; size -31.5+26.5mm) 
after 12s of heating inside domestic oven (1200W) 
 
According to these results some ore particles heat more than others, because the energy 
absorption for these particles is considerably enhanced due to a high dielectric loss factor. 
The amount of these hot particles will not be the same for different ore types.  
Power 
[kW] 
Heating 
time [s] 
Mass of 
sample [kg] 
Real % of 
volume of 
cavity 
Effective 
% volume 
of cavity 
Throughput 
[t/h] 
Energy 
[kWh/t] 
1.2 12 4 5.7 9.6 1.2 1 
1.2 12 6.222 9 - 1.866 0.643 
1.2 12 8 11.5 19.1 2.4 0.5 
Table H-1 Estimation of required energy for large throughput 
 
The real volume of load represents the volume of the rocks (mass/density), assuming that 
there is no space between the particles. There are air gaps between rocks, so these gaps 
should be added to real volume of rocks. For size -31.5+26.5mm, the ratio between effective 
and real volume is 1.67. It is important to use effective volume, because it is very difficult to 
feed the cavity with particles which the ratio between effective and real volume is much 
lower than the above value. 
In a following experiment, the oven (MW power-1.2kW) was filled with 12kg of QZOhio 
(size: 31.5+26.5mm). The rocks were divided into 4 bags (3kg each) and MW treated for 
period of 12s. The thermal image of one bag has been taken before MW exposure and results 
of the mean temperature of all rock particles are presented in Table H-2. 
Way of 
recording 
Mean T [°C] 
ST. Deviation 
[°C] 
Min mean [°C] Max mean [°C] 
Capture 26.97 0.3 26.4 27.84 
Movie 27.03 0.3 26.47 27.88 
Table H-2 Temperature of rocks before MW exposure 
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The overall mass of rock was heavy, so plate could not do full spin. The thermal images of 
rocks immediately after MW exposure are presented from Figure H-4 to Figure H-7. 
 
Figure H-4 Thermal image of JK2373-1, size -31.5+26.5mm, after MW exposure, bag 1 
 
 
Figure H-5 Thermal image of JK2373-1, size -31.5+26.5mm, after MW exposure, bag 2 
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Figure H-6 Thermal image of JK2373-1, size -31.5+26.5mm, after MW exposure, bag 3 
 
 
Figure H-7 Thermal image of JK2373-1, size -31.5+26.5mm, after MW exposure, bag 4 
 
After analysing these thermal images, the mean temperature and the mean temperature 
increase has been calculated, see Figure H-8 and Figure H-9.  
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Figure H-8 The particle/temperature distribution for JK2373-1 (mass 12kg; size -31.5+26.5mm) after 12s of heating 
inside domestic oven (1200W) 
 
 
Figure H-9 The particle/temperature increase distribution for JK2373-1 (mass 12kg; size -31.5+26.5mm) after 12s of 
heating inside domestic oven (1200W)
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It was impossible to calculate the temperature increase for particular rock by comparing the 
temperature before and after MW exposure, so the mean temperature of rock before MW has 
been used and it was calculated from average temperature of rock particles from one bag. The 
fact that some rocks had a starting temperature below this value, and did not have a chance to 
heat up further, caused the temperature increase for some particles were negative, as shown in 
Figure H-9.  
Based on heating time, input MW power and mass of the rocks, the specific MW energy,    , 
(MW energy per ton in [kWh/t]) is calculated 
    
   
     
 
H-1 
where P represents the applied MW power in [kW], t is the heating time in [s] and m is the 
mass of the sample inside the oven in [kg]. 
MW 
power-
P 
[kW] 
Heating 
time-t 
[s] 
Mass 
of 
sample-
m [kg] 
Size 
[mm] 
Real 
percentage 
of volume 
of cavity 
Effective 
percentage 
volume of 
cavity 
Throughput 
[t/h] 
Specific 
MW 
energy-
     
[kWh/t] 
1.2 12 12 31.5+26.5 17.1 28.7 3.6 0.33 
Table H-3 Estimation of energy consumption per ton based on experimental data 
 
The average temperature of rocks for different mass of load is presented in Figure H-10. 
 
Figure H-10 Temperature vs. percentage of particle distribution for different mass of QZOhio inside oven (different 
estimated energy) 
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Figure H-11 Temperature increase vs. percentage of particle distribution for different mass of QZOhio inside oven 
(different estimated energy) 
 
 
Figure H-12 Percentage of max temperature increase vs. percentage of particle distribution for different mass of 
QZOhio inside oven (different estimated energy) 
 
Temperature 
increase 
Less than 1°C 1-1.5°C 1.5-2°C More than 
2°C 
4kg (1kWh/t) 9.4 46.2 28.3 16.1 
6.22kg (0.64kWh/t) 46.2 31.8 9.1 12.9 
8kg (0.5kWh/t) 69.7 15.4 5.2 9.7 
12kg (0.33kWh/t) 77.3 6.7 11.5 4.4 
Table H-4 The percentage of rock particles with certain temperature increase for different mass of QZOhio inside 
oven 
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Figure H-13 Percentage of rocks with certain temperature increase for different mass of load inside MW oven 
 
The MW efficiency in [%], Eff, can be estimated as 
      
            
   
 
H-2 
where  T is the average temperature increase of the particles in [ C],  Cp is a specific heat 
capacity in [J/(gK)] (Cp for a QZ Ohio ore is =0.95 [J/(gK)]), m is a total mass of particles in 
[kg], P is applied MW power in [W] and t is the heating time. 
By using the average temperature of rock before MW for calculating the temperature increase 
for particular rock some errors in estimation of MW efficiency has been introduced 
            
             (   
   
 
H-3 
where    (    represents standard deviation of temperature of the all particles before MW 
heating. 
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Mass of 
the 
sample, 
m [kg] 
Mean T 
before 
exposure, 
T0 [°C] 
St. dev. of 
temp. Before 
MW,    (    
[°C] 
average 
temperature 
increase,  T 
[°C] 
MW 
efficiency,
       
[%] 
Error of MW 
efficiency 
          [%] 
4 25.49 0.07 1.86 49.08 1.85 
6.222 28.78 0.116 1.37 56.24 4.76 
8 25.4 0.08 1.22 64.39 4.22 
12 26.97 0.3 0.79 62.4 23.75 
Table H-5 Estimated efficiency for different mass of QZOhio in oven 
 
The high error for maximum loaded cavity was due to the large standard deviation of rock’s 
temperature before exposure and short heating period. In calculation the MW efficiency it 
was assumed that all magnetron power has been delivered to cavity (there was no reflected 
power). This is not electric power efficiency, because during the process of converting the 
electric power to microwaves some losses occur. 
Based on previous results it is possible to do temperature discrimination of QZOhio (size:      
-31.5+26.5mm) with energy of 0.33kWh/t, but temperature of rocks before exposure have to 
be very uniform (maximum temperature variation should be less than 0.6°C). If that is not the 
case more energy is needed.  
There is a correlation between the filling factor of the cavity (ratio between volume of heated 
material inside the cavity and volume of the cavity) and the MW efficiency; based on 
experimental results the relationship is displayed in Figure H-14. The volume of the cavity 
was 27195cm
3
 and the filling factor was calculated based on mass of the load (4kg, 6.22kg, 
8kg or 12kg) and its density (ρ=2.57g/cm3). 
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Figure H-14 The MW efficiency of the cavity vs. its filling factor 
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I. Appendix I Various designs of rectangular cavity 
 
Concerto software  
Different lengths of cavity 
Two lengths of cavities have been modelled: 1.5m and 2m. The longer cavity is a stretched 
version of the short one (0.25m on each side) with preserved positions of the feeding 
waveguides, Figure I-1 and Figure I-2. Applied MW power was 10kW on each MW port 
(Pin=20kW in total). 
Both cavities are loaded with the same cylindrical load (cylindrical particles R=20mm 
H=50mm); dielectric properties are displayed in Table 4.3. Based on the dissipated power 
within each particle, JVP parameters and the MW efficiency for each cavity were calculated. 
 
Figure I-1 Rectangular cavity loaded with cylindrical particles (1.5m long) 
 
 
Figure I-2 Rectangular cavity loaded with cylindrical particles (2m long) 
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The MW efficiency is calculated as the ratio of the total dissipated power within all particles 
to the applied MW power (20kW). Cumulative dissipated powers within particles along the 
belt (per each path) are presented in Table I-1. 
path Cavity, 2m long Cavity, 1.5m long 
1 704.7 1004.5 
2 957.9 1162.4 
3 957.0 853.4 
4 870.6 1422.6 
5 1218.2 1327.5 
6 1396.2 1049.7 
7 967.2 1294.6 
8 1158.8 1014.2 
9 1618.8 1336.2 
10 1010.8 1348.8 
11 760.8 656.7 
12 1260.1 1131.5 
13 1035.9 1181.5 
average 1070.5 1137.2 
JVP parameter 0.24 0.19 
MW efficiency 0.70 0.74 
Table I-1 Cumulative dissipated power per path, JVP parameter and cavity’s MW efficiency for two lengths (1.5m 
and 2m) 
 
The results in Table I-1 indicate that the 1.5m long rectangular cavity shows a better field 
uniformity (lower JVP parameter) and higher MW efficiency compared to a 2m long cavity 
for the same cylindrical particles within it; although, the shorter (1.5m long) cavity has less 
amount of heated material, it still has higher MW efficiency, which leads to conclusion that 
dissipated power density is higher for particles inside the 1.5m long cavity. 
Rounded wall vs. flat wall cavity  
Two cases of cavities loaded with the same amount of cylindrical particles (R=20mm 
H=50mm) have been investigated. Both cavities have the same length (1.5m), but a wall of 
one cavity was curved, Figure I-1 and Figure I-3. 
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Figure I-3  Rectangular cavity (flat walls) loaded with cylindrical particles (1.5m long) 
 
 Estimated JVP parameter and MW efficiency for those two cavities are presented in Table 
I-2. 
path flat wall curved wall 
1 645.4 1004.5 
2 1025.0 1162.4 
3 1012.1 853.4 
4 679.4 1422.6 
5 721.3 1327.5 
6 680.4 1049.7 
7 467.2 1294.6 
8 684.3 1014.2 
9 808.0 1336.2 
10 667.5 1348.8 
11 826.0 656.7 
12 894.9 1131.5 
13 599.7 1181.5 
average 747.0 1137.2 
JVP parameter 0.22 0.19 
MW efficiency 0.49 0.74 
Table I-2 JVP parameter and MW efficiency for cavities displayed in Figure I-1 and Figure I-3 
 
The results in Table I-2 shows that cavity with a curved wall has better field uniformity 
across the belt (lower JVP parameter) and higher MW efficiency; therefore, it is more 
suitable for heating the ore particles. 
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Various shapes of cavity 
Microwave energy is reflected when incident on a metallic surface. Therefore, if the surface 
is curved reflected waves should have various directions which would make field inside 
cavity more heterogeneous. All cavities are loaded with the same cylindrical load (cylindrical 
particles R=30mm H=100mm); dielectric properties are displayed in Table 4.3. The MW 
heating was simulated at a frequency of 915MHz. 
The JVP and MW efficiency have been calculated for several models of cavity with curved 
walls; see from Figure I-5 to Figure I-7 and compared with results of rectangular cavity in 
Figure I-4. Several positions of loads have been taken into consideration. 
 
Figure I-4 Rectangular cavity, 1m long 
 
 
Figure I-5 Cavity with curved walls, version 1 
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Figure I-6 Cavity with curved walls, version 2 
 
 
Figure I-7 Cavity with curved walls, version 3 
 
The JVP parameters and MW efficiency for cavities displayed in the last three figures are 
displayed in Table I-3. 
Model JVP parameter MW efficiency [%] 
Rectangular cavity 0.183 61 
Cavity with curved walls, 
version 1 
0.194 80 
Cavity with curved walls, 
version 2 
0.248 35 
Cavity with curved walls, 
version 3 
0.167 17 
Table I-3 Results of modelling for different types of cavities 
 
Based on these results it can be seen that curved wall has greater influence on MW efficiency 
than on JVP parameter, because it reflects more microwaves back to the feeding ports. The 
above models did not improve field uniformity, but reduced MW efficiency, thus they are not 
suitable for heating rocks. 
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J. Appendix J Extended pentagonal cavity (1.5m long) 
 
The MW heating inside a stretched pentagonal cavity has been simulated as shown in Figure 
J-1. The positions of feeding MW port are the same as in the regular pentagonal cavity (1m 
long).  
 
Figure J-1 Pentagonal, 1.5m long cavity loaded with tile particles  
 
Two loading conditions were simulated: 
 Tile particles, 2.66mm thick 
 Cylindrical particles, R=20, H=50mm, dielectric properties displayed in Table 4.3 
Based on simulated results the average temperature increase for particles and JVP parameter 
was calculated and compared with those parameters for case when cavity is 1m long.  
The simulation results for tile particles were compared against the results displayed in Table 
J-1; simulated results (1m long cavity) for different particle position have higher particle’s 
average temperature increase, because the experimental temperatures were measured 10s 
after the heating has stopped, resulting in some cooling. 
 
model-position shift 
[mm] 0 22 33 44 
average for all 
positions experiment 
path simulated temperature increase [C] 
temperature 
increase [C] 
1 1.62 1.70 1.62 1.61 1.64 1.23 
2 1.72 1.75 1.67 1.65 1.70 0.79 
3 0.96 1.00 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.81 
4 0.86 0.88 0.84 0.86 0.86 0.82 
5 0.94 0.97 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.83 
6 1.06 1.08 1.03 1.03 1.05 1.28 
7 1.69 1.65 1.55 1.50 1.60 1.53 
8 1.66 1.72 1.62 1.59 1.65 1.41 
average  ΔT [ C]   1.31 1.34 1.28 1.27 1.30 1.09 
JVP parameter 0.295 0.291 0.282 0.270 0.285 0.282 
Table J-1 Estimated temperature increase of tile particles (2.66mm thick) after heating inside 1m long pentagonal 
cavity 
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Temperature increase of tile particles and total dissipated power per path after heating inside 
1.5m long pentagonal cavity are presented in Table J-2. 
path  T[°C] total dissipated power [W] 
1 0.90 105.85 
2 1.97 230.44 
3 1.85 216.71 
4 1.60 188.00 
5 1.44 168.54 
6 1.84 215.27 
7 2.25 264.04 
8 1.00 116.91 
average 1.61 188.22 
JVP parameter 0.29 0.29 
Table J-2 Temperature increase and dissipated power within tile particles after heating inside 1.5m long pentagonal 
cavity; initial position of the tile particles (0mm shift) 
 
Temperature increase of cylindrical particles and total dissipated power per path after heating 
inside 1.5m long pentagonal cavity are presented in Table J-3. 
path total dissipated power [W] total heating  T[°C] 
1 917.12 0.62 
2 1159.39 0.79 
3 648.23 0.44 
4 962.10 0.65 
5 735.69 0.50 
6 1052.37 0.71 
7 1172.49 0.79 
8 813.64 0.55 
9 1034.67 0.70 
10 1621.54 1.10 
11 1045.68 0.71 
12 1211.99 0.82 
13 1017.59 0.69 
average 1030.19 0.70 
JVP parameter 0.24 0.24 
Table J-3 Temperature increase and dissipated power within cylindrical particles after heating inside 1.5m long 
pentagonal cavity; initial position of the tile particles (0mm shift) 
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K. Appendix K Heating of artificial ore particles by two different MW cavities 
 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the particles inside the cavity have an influence on the MW field 
distribution. Therefore, the hypothesis is, whether or not the design of cavity with lower JVP 
parameter compared to some other cavity (calculated for the case when the cavity is loaded 
with identical particles) will still provide more uniform heating across the belt, in case the 
cavity is loaded with different particles (different dielectric properties)? 
In order to investigate this issue, the heating of the same cylindrical particles (R=30mm, 
H=100mm), but with different dielectric properties inside pentagonal (1m long) and 
rectangular (1.5m long) cavities was simulated. Previous modelling results presented in 
Chapter 4 have shown that the rectangular cavity provides more uniform heating of the 
identical cylindrical particles, than the pentagonal cavity. If the rectangular cavity shows 
again better performances for particles with different dielectric properties (but same physical 
properties), it would mean that JVP parameter obtained for identical load particles can be 
used as a guideline for assessment heating uniformity of particles with different dielectric 
properties. 
There were 4 groups of particles with different percentages of chalcopyrite within quartz. The 
bulk complex permittivity properties (ε) for a mixture of two dielectric components 
(         ) have been calculated using the Complex Refractive Index (CRI) equation, 
(Nelson 2005), 
(  
 
    (   
 
    (   
 
  
K-10 
 where    is the fractional part of total volume of the mixture occupied by the i
th
 particles 
(volume fraction). For two component mixtures it is valid 
        
K-20.1 
The dielectric properties used for quart               density 2.65g/cm
3; 
for 
chalcopyrite           and density 4.3g/cm
3 
(Cumbane 2003); the values for different 
percentage of chalcopyrite are displayed at Table K-1. 
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particle type 
Relative dielectric 
constant-ε’r 
Dielectric loss- ε“r 
Quartz-“cold” 3.8 0.001 
Quartz+1.9% chalcopyrite-“medium 
1” 
3.858 0.0048 
Quartz+3.8% chalcopyrite-“medium 
2” 
3.916 0.0086 
Quartz+5.6% chalcopyrite-“hot” 3.974 0.0126 
Table K-1 Dielectric properties calculated using mixed equation 
 
 
Figure K-1 The pentagonal applicator with randomly distributed particles 
 
The randomly distributed particles represent two ores: QZ Ohio and Medium Monzonite ore 
(Appendix O).  
Each ore type is represented by particular number of “cold”, “medium” and “hot” particles. 
Because relatively small percentage of QZ Ohio ore particles are considered as “hot”, there 
are only 3 groups of load, where quartz load with 3.8% of chalcopyrite has not been 
modelled, Table K-1. 
The results of simulations have been shown below. 
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Figure K-2 Cumulative dissipated power within QZ Ohio particles for various positions on the belt inside the 
rectangular applicator 
 
 
Figure K-3 Cumulative dissipated power within Medium Monzonite particles for various positions on the belt inside 
the rectangular applicator 
 
The variation of cumulative dissipated power within particles is due to uneven field intensity 
across the MW applicator and it is similar for all types of particles. Variation of cumulative 
dissipated power correlates with dissipated power density, because all particles have the same 
volume. 
The previous results indicate that for two different ore type, the variation of field intensity 
across the belt has been slightly changed. 
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Figure K-4 Cumulative dissipated power for various QZ Ohio particles vs. their dielectric properties inside 
rectangular applicator 
 
 
Figure K-5 Cumulative dissipated power for various Medium Monzonite particles vs. their dielectric properties 
inside rectangular applicator 
 
The same simulations have been obtained for Medium Monzonite ore inside the pentagonal 
cavity, Figure K-7 and Figure K-8. 
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Figure K-6 The pentagonal applicator loaded with Medium Monzonite ore 
 
 
 
Figure K-7 Cumulative dissipated power within Medium Monzonite particles for various positions on the belt inside 
pentagonal applicator 
 
 
 
Figure K-8 Cumulative dissipated power for various Medium Monzonite particles vs. their dielectric properties 
inside pentagonal applicator 
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It is noted that by looking Figure K-3 and Figure K-7, it can be concluded that the rectangular 
cavity shows better performance than the pentagonal cavity; there is less chance to make an 
error between “good” and “great” particle (“good” particle-particle with 2% of chalcopyrite; 
“great” particle- particle with 3% of chalcopyrite) by just looking at their average 
temperatures. The better performance of the rectangular cavity can also be deduced just by 
looking at the smoothness parameter for uniformly loaded cavities, which means that 
smoothness parameter is a proper parameter to quantify the field uniformity inside the cavity. 
All above results indicate that for MW ore treatment, it is necessary to establish cut-off 
temperature for each particle’s path. The cut-off temperatures can be calculated based on 
maximum average temperature increase for particles for each path; in case where all particles 
have the same shape and mass. 
The ore particles, after blasting and crushing, are not identical; they come in different shapes, 
sizes and thermal and dielectric properties. In order to measure heating uniformity for MW 
cavity while it processing the ore particles, the maximal temperature across the belt need to 
be observed for some considerable time. 
General CRI mixture equation 
Based on equation K-10, the general CRI equation for complex permittivity of N-components 
mixture is derived as 
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L. Appendix L The bulk dielectric properties 3 grains inside a quartz 
 
All the results in this thesis are based on the dissipated power within the particles which are 
homogeneous particles (with the bulk dielectric properties), which is not the case in real 
system. It is assumed that the total dissipated power within a real particle will be the same as 
within the homogeneous particle with the bulk dielectric properties of that real particle.  
To support this assumption, the heating within a multimode oven (Figure L-1) was simulated 
for two particles: 
1. the particle is quartz with 3 grains of chalcopyrite-Figure L-2, cylinder (R=19.9mm, 
H=30mm) is made of quartz and spheres (R=3.8155mm) are made of chalcopyrite;  
2. the particle (cylinder: R=19.9mm, H=30mm) is homogeneous with the bulk 
properties of the first one  
The position for the particles within the cavity was the same in both cases and the same MW 
power (1.2kW) was applied. 
 
Figure L-1 Multimode cavity (for 2.45GHz) with a particle 
 
 
Figure L-2 Particle: quartz with three grains of chalcopyrite 
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The bulk complex permittivity (ε) for a mixture of two dielectric components (         ) 
have been calculated using Landau and Lifshitz, Looyenga (LLL) mixture equation, (Nelson 
2005), 
(  
 
    (   
 
    (   
 
  
L-10.2 
 where    is the fractional part of total volume of the mixture occupied by the i
th
 particles 
(volume fraction). For two component mixtures it is valid 
        
L-20.3 
The complex permittivity for quartz and chalcopyrite used in simulations and for LLL 
mixture equation are displayed in Table L-1. 
 
dielectric constant-
εr
’ 
dielectric loss-εr
’’
 
quartz 4.64 0.02 
chalcopyrite 22.36 1.65 
Quartz+3% of chalcopyrite  
(LLL mixture equation) 4.822 0.0312 
Table L-1 Dielectric properties used in Concerto simulation 
 
The total dissipated power within these particles is estimated based on 8 microwave periods 
after 100000 FDTD simulation steps and results are displayed in Figure L-3 and Figure L-4.  
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Figure L-3 Cumulative dissipated power within cells for the particle with 3 grains (Figure L-2) 
 
 
Figure L-4 Cumulative dissipated power within cells for the homogenous particle (with the bulk dielectric properties 
of particle presented in Figure L-2) 
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Based on simulation results, the total dissipated power within a particle was calculated for 
both cases and results are shown in Table L-2; to give some perspective, total dissipated 
power within pure quartz and pure chalcopyrite are estimated. 
particle 
total dissipated power 
[W] 
Quartz load 23.4 
Chalcopyrite load 485.4 
Quartz with 3 grains (3% of chalcopyrite) 31.7 
Bulk properties 
(LLLequation-3% of chalcopyrite) 39.9 
Table L-2 Total dissipated power with different particles after heating inside multimode oven 
 
Total dissipated power estimated based on case when the bulk dielectric properties are used is 
comparable to case with dielectric properties of quartz and chalcopyrite are used; therefore, it 
can be said that simulations which use the bulk dielectric properties would give similar 
results (in terms of the total dissipated power or the average temperature increase) compared 
to case when the dielectric properties of each component are used. 
Ore particle consists of various minerals and the simulation of MW heating of ore particles 
inside a large MW oven requires enormous computing power (supercomputer are excluded); 
thus, ore particle needs to be modelled using the bulk dielectric properties to simplify the 
simulation. The last table shows that the simulation results for the case with simplified 
models for ore particles will not be significantly different (in terms of the total dissipated 
power or the average temperature increase) from the case when the bulk dielectric properties 
are not used.   
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M. Appendix M The same shape and dielectric properties, but different volume  
 
In order to investigate the influence of the particle’s volume upon the estimated average 
temperature increase, simulations were carried out of heating for particles which have the 
same shape (cylindrical shape), but different volume. The MW heating was simulated inside 
the pentagonal cavity (Figure M-1) at frequency of 922MHz. 
All particles have cylindrical shape with the same radius (R=20mm), but different height 
(H=45mm, 38mm or 22.5mm), so particle volumes were different, as shown in Table M-1. 
 
Figure M-1 A multimode pentagonal cavity with the continuous belt loaded with cylindrical particles 
 
Volume 
[mm3] 1 2 3 4 
1 56520 56520 56520 56520 
2 56520 56520 28260 56520 
3 56520 56520 56520 56520 
4 56520 56520 56520 56520 
5 56520 56520 56520 56520 
6 56520 47728 56520 56520 
7 56520 56520 56520 56520 
Table M-1 Volume of the cylindrical particles used in simulations 
 
The heating of two different loading conditions were simulated: 
1. Particles on the belt are close to each other (Figure M-2); central distance between 
particles is 50mm 
2. Particles on the belt are not close to each other (Figure M-3); central distance between 
particles is 75mm 
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Figure M-2 Distribution of particles across the belt in case when particles are close to each other (High density) 
 
 
Figure M-3 Distribution of particles across the belt in case when particles are not close to each other (Low density) 
 
The dielectric properties for particles used in simulations are displayed in Table M-2. The 
heating of the particles was estimated based on particle’s density and specific heat capacity 
and the speed of belt; these values are presented in Table M-3. 
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Dielectric constant Dielectric loss 
4.6 0.1 
Table M-2 Dielectric properties for load particles used in model 
 
 value St. Dev. 
Speed [m/s] 0.7 - 
Density [g/cm^3] 2.57 0.05 
Specific heat capacity [J/(g*K)] 0.94 0.05 
Table M-3 Parameters used in estimation of temperature increase of Dome ore particles (measured by Geoff Genn) 
 
Based on the particle’s density and volume, the mass of each particle is calculated, as shown 
in Table M-4. 
 Mass 
[g] 1 2 3 4 
1 145.2564 145.2564 145.2564 145.2564 
2 145.2564 145.2564 72.6282 145.2564 
3 145.2564 145.2564 145.2564 145.2564 
4 145.2564 145.2564 145.2564 145.2564 
5 145.2564 145.2564 145.2564 145.2564 
6 145.2564 122.661 145.2564 145.2564 
7 145.2564 145.2564 145.2564 145.2564 
Table M-4 The mass of the particles used in simulations 
 
To simulate the movement of the particles during the MW exposures, several different 
particle positions along the belt were simulated (each position is shifted by 25mm). For 
particles with high density distribution there are 8 different simulations; whereas, for particles 
with low density distribution there are 12 positions. Simulation results for all different 
positions were merged (Appendix Q) and dissipated power per each particle is estimated. 
Based on this, the temperature increase for each particle is calculated, having in mind the 
mass of each particle. 
The results of modelling for two different particle’s spatial distributions are presented in 
Table M-5 and Table M-6. The particle’s travelling paths along the belt are not the same for 
different spatial distributions, because the central distance between the particles is different. 
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position 1 2 3 4 
 Path Temperature increase [°C] 
1 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 
2 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 
3 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 
4 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 
5 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
6 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
7 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.12 
Table M-5 The temperature increase for particles (with mass displayed in Table M-4) in case of high density spatial 
distribution; marked fields correspond to the particles with lower mass than others 
 
position 1 2 3 4 
 Path Temperature increase [°C] 
1 0.22 0.21 0.23 0.24 
2 0.46 0.43 0.43 0.48 
3 0.32 0.32 0.33 0.33 
4 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.11 
5 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 
6 0.32 0.31 0.32 0.32 
7 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.16 
Table M-6 The temperature increase for particles (with mass displayed in Table M-4) in case of low density spatial 
distribution; marked fields correspond to the particles with lower mass (volume) than others 
 
Based on the results presented in Table M-5 and Table M-6, it can be said that small variation 
(up to 50% of mass) in volume does not have significantly high influence upon the estimated 
average temperature increase for particle. This influence is more evident for the low density 
spatial distribution (Table M-6), which will not be the case of real operation of MW/IR 
sorting. 
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N. Appendix N The experimental results with different shape-water cups 
 
To experimentally demonstrate shape effect of water samples upon its MW heating, the 
following experiments were done.  
All experiments consisted of heating a water samples using a multimode pentagonal cavity 
which operates at frequency of 2.45GHz (Figure N-1). The MW generator was set up on 
power of 1kW. The speed of the belt was about 5cm/s, which provides the MW heating for 
about 9-10s; all particles have the same heating time. 
It should be noted that an applicator behaves differently with water samples than with ore 
samples and the following results apply to only this particular applicator heating. However, 
these experiments can be used to investigate the effect of shape for particular type of 
material.   
 
Figure N-1 Experimental setup; the pentagonal cavity (for 2.45GHz) with cylindrical cups filled with water (10ml in 
each cup) 
 
Experiments with cylindrical cups with/without a gap between cups 
The same amount of water inside cylindrical shaped cups (radius R=21mm and height 
H=55mm) was heated. There was 37 cups; one by one organized in a row. All cups were 
filled with 10ml of tap water, except the first cup which has 55ml of water. It can be assumed 
that the initial water temperature for all cups is the same. 
There were two different cases: 
1. Case with no gap between the cups, as shown in Figure N-2 
2. Case with a gap between 2 cups, as shown in Figure N-3. 
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Figure N-2 Cylindrical cups; no there is no gaps between cups 
 
 
Figure N-3 Cylindrical cups; one gap between cups is present 
 
The temperature of water after the heating (15s after the heating) was recorder using thermal 
camera (Cedip camera); thermal image for few cups is presented in Figure N-4. 
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Figure N-4 Thermal image of water inside the cylindrical cups; case with no gaps between cups 
 
The average surface temperature for each cup was calculated for both experiments and the 
results are shown in Figure N-5 and Figure N-6. The water temperatures inside 5 first cups 
and 5 last cups are not presented, because the cavity was not fully loaded during their 
heating). 
 
Figure N-5 The average temperature of water inside the cylindrical cups (water in cups had the same temperature 
before heating); case with no gaps between cups 
 
The Figure N-5 indicates that water inside cups at the beginning and close to the end of row 
has higher temperature, because the cavity is not fully loaded by that time; the temperatures 
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in the middle cups (between the 10
th
 and the 30
th
 cup) are very close, because the amount of 
water inside the cavity at that time is constant.  
The average temperature in first cups is lower compared to others, because there is more 
water inside it (55ml). 
 
Figure N-6 The average temperature of water inside the cylindrical cups (water in cups had the same temperature 
before heating); one gap between cups is present 
 
The results in Figure N-6 show that water inside the middle cups do not have the same 
temperature; this effect could be explained by the presence of the gap (one cup is missing), 
because most of the irregularities happened around a gap. 
Based on results shown in Figure N-5 and Figure N-6, it can be concluded that the presence 
of empty space (gap) have influence on MW field distribution within the cavity and further 
on heating of water inside the cups near given gap. 
Experiment with cylindrical and cubic cups 
The same amount of water (10ml) inside different shaped cups (cylindrical and cubic shape) 
was heated, as shown in Figure N-7. There are 33 cups (17 cylindrical and 16 cubic cups). 
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Figure N-7 Cylindrical and cubic cups; there is no gaps between cups 
 
Thermal image for few cups is shown in Figure N-8. 
 
Figure N-8 Thermal image of water inside the cylindrical and cubic cups; there is no gaps between cups 
 
The water inside the first 2 cups and the last 2 cups has not been recorded, but the average 
temperatures for water inside all other cups are shown in Figure N-9. Clearly, the average 
temperature of water inside the cubic cups is lower than water inside the cylindrical cups; this 
can be explained by different cup shapes.  
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Cylindrical and cubic cups are made of different materials, so their dielectric properties are 
also different. This is causing additional disturbance of MW field, but this effect should be 
small considering the masses of cups and their dielectric losses, which are low (cups did not 
heat much during experiments).  
 
Figure N-9 The average temperature of water inside the cylindrical and cubic cups (water in cups had the same 
temperature before heating); case with no gaps between cups 
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O. Appendix O Fitting distribution to data and generate representative sample for 
QZ Ohio 
 
The aim of this report is to statistically define properties of QZ Ohio ore, so it would be 
possible to generate artificial, representative set of samples of any size (any number of 
particles). 
Based on results of experiments in multimode oven for QZ Ohio rock particles 26.5+22.4mm 
(Appendix P), the temperature/particle distribution is plotted. 
 
Figure O-1 Particle/temperature distribution of JK2373-1 (Appendix P)  
 
These results are used to calculate inverse cumulative distribution function which describes 
previous figure, see Figure O-2. 
 
Figure O-2 Inverse cumulative distribution function for temperature increase for QZ Ohio (-26.5+22.4mm) with 95% 
confidence level 
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Based on previous results, Matlab statistic toolkit was used for fitting distributions to data. 
Based on graphical results, the distribution which fits to data the best has been chosen, as 
shown in Figure O-3 and Figure O-4. 
 
Figure O-3 Cumulative probability distribution with 95% confidence level and fitted distribution 
 
 
Figure O-4 Inverse cumulative distribution function and fitted curve based on generalized extreme value distribution 
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The parameters of the generalized extreme value distribution are listed below: 
Distribution:    Generalized extreme value 
Log likelihood:  -210.811 
Domain:          -Inf < y < Inf 
Mean:            1.20843 
Variance:        1.48053 
 
Parameter  Estimate  Std. Err. 
k          0.372786  0.0477339 
sigma      0.368608  0.0220829 
mu         0.783319  0.0251615 
 
Estimated covariance of parameter estimates: 
k             sigma        mu 
k        0.00227853  0.000220263  -0.000228052 
sigma   0.000220263  0.000487656   0.000364111 
mu     -0.000228052  0.000364111   0.000633103 
 
Based on these parameters, a random sequence (264 numbers, the same size of the sample as 
the experimental data in Figure O-1) has been generated and compared with experimental 
data (Figure O-5). 
 
Figure O-5 The Particle/temperature distribution of QZOhio ore (JK2373-1) and random number sequence based on 
GEV distribution 
 
Based on the results shown in Figure O-5, it can be concluded that Matlab can be used to 
statistically analyse experimental results (the temperature response of MW ore treatment) and 
generate artificial particle/temperature distribution for any ore type. 
The above procedure was used to determine the number of “hot”, “mild” and “cold” particles 
in artificial sample set for QZOhio (JK2372-1) and Medium Monzonite ore (JK2372-2). 
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Matlab codes 
Code for QZOhio ore 
%%generate random number with generelazied extreme value distribution 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
N=45;%N size of samples 
repeat=2; 
Y1=zeros(repeat,N); 
figure(1) 
hold on; 
for i=1:repeat 
    %generate sequence of numbers with QZOhio temperature distribution 
sequence=gevrnd(0.372786,0.368308,0.783319,1,N);%those parameter are from 
previous fitting dfittool (N size of samples) 
Y1(i,:)=sort(sequence); 
plot(Y1(i,:),'r'); 
end 
figure(2) 
averageY1=sum(Y1,1)/repeat; 
plot(averageY1,'b'); 
bandwith_step=(max(averageY1)-min(averageY1))/3; 
sortY1=sort(averageY1); 
for i=1:N 
   if sortY1(i)<(min(averageY1)+bandwith_step) 
       number_of_colds=i; 
   end 
      if sortY1(i)<(max(averageY1)-bandwith_step) 
       number_of_hot=N-i; 
      end 
end 
number_of_colds 
number_of_medium=N-number_of_colds-number_of_hot 
number_of_hot 
sequence_load=zeros(1,N); 
random_sequence_load=zeros(1,N); 
sequence_load(number_of_colds+1:number_of_colds+number_of_medium)=1; 
sequence_load(number_of_colds+number_of_medium+1:N)=3; 
sequence=randperm(N); 
for i=1:N 
random_sequence_load(i)= sequence_load((sequence(i))); 
end 
Concerto_position=reshape(random_sequence_load,3,N/3) 
 
Code for Medium Monzonite ore 
%%generate random number with generelazied extreme value distribution 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
N=54;%N size of samples 
M=4;%number of different loads 
repeat=2; 
Y1=zeros(repeat,N); 
figure(1) 
hold on; 
for i=1:repeat 
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    %generate sequence of numbers with QZOhio temperature distribution 
sequence=gevrnd(-0.294784,10.2708,26.1444,1,N);%those parameter are from 
previous fitting dfittool (N size of samples) 
Y1(i,:)=sort(sequence); 
plot(Y1(i,:),'r'); 
end 
figure(2) 
averageY1=sum(Y1,1)/repeat; 
plot(averageY1,'b'); 
bandwith_step=(max(averageY1)-min(averageY1))/M; 
sortY1=sort(averageY1); 
for i=1:N 
   if sortY1(i)<(min(averageY1)+bandwith_step) 
       number_of_colds=i; 
   end 
   if sortY1(i)<(min(averageY1)+2*bandwith_step) 
       number_of_medium_1=i-number_of_colds; 
   end 
   if sortY1(i)<(max(averageY1)-bandwith_step) 
       number_of_hot=N-i; 
   end 
end 
number_of_colds 
number_of_medium_1 
number_of_medium_2=N-number_of_colds-number_of_hot-number_of_medium_1 
number_of_hot 
sequence_load=zeros(1,N); 
random_sequence_load=zeros(1,N); 
sequence_load(number_of_colds+1:number_of_colds+number_of_medium_1)=1; 
sequence_load(number_of_colds+number_of_medium_1+1:number_of_colds+number_o
f_medium_1+number_of_medium_2)=2; 
sequence_load(number_of_colds+number_of_medium_1+number_of_medium_2:N)=3; 
sequence=randperm(N); 
for i=1:N 
random_sequence_load(i)= sequence_load((sequence(i))); 
end 
%Concerto_position=reshape(random_sequence_load,5,N/5) 
Concerto_position=reshape(random_sequence_load,6,N/6) 
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P. Appendix P The experimental results for different ore types (QZOHIO, 
MONZONITE...) 
Experimental procedure 
The sample was dried and sized from 150 mm to 6.7 mm. Two size fractions (-22.4+19mm 
and -19+16mm) were MW treated.  
After screening, the mass of each rock fragment in the -22+19 mm size fraction was 
measured and the fragments were randomly grouped into sets (bags), with approximately 
constant mass in each bag.  Each bag contained 11 fragments.   
A random sub-set of six bags of the -22+19 mm size fraction was subjected to 
“reproducibility tests” as described below.  These bags plus an additional 20 bags were 
subjected to the microwave heating and temperature characterisation procedures described 
below.  All particles which were subjected to microwave testing were uniquely identified by 
a number on the particle and their bag number.  
 Temperature data was collected before and after microwave exposure for the particles in 
each bag.  The microwave tray was demarcated into 11 regions.  All of the fragments in a bag 
were placed along the circular periphery of the microwave tray in one of the demarcated 
regions.  Before microwave heating, an infrared (IR) image of the fragments was taken using 
a cooled-CEDIP camera. This camera records images in the 2-5µm infrared spectrum.  Each 
group of samples was then heated using 2.45 GHz multi-mode microwaves in a domestic 
microwave oven.  After heating for 12 seconds or for one rotation of the microwave tray, the 
tray was taken out and a video recording of the tray was started using the CEDIP camera.  
Recording continued until 40 seconds after the end of microwave heating. 
The images of each particle before microwave heating and 40 seconds after the end of 
microwave heating were analysed using software supplied with the camera to determine a 
change in average temperature before heating to end of heating plus 40 seconds (Δ T). 
Experimental results for two ore types are shown in Figure P-1 and Figure P-2. 
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Experimental results for QZOHIO ore (size -22.4+19mm) 
 
Figure P-1 Particle by particle response to microwave heating sorted by temperature change for -22.4 +19 mm 
QZOHIO 
Experimental results for QZOHIO ore (size -22.4+19mm) 
 
Figure P-2 Particle by particle response to microwave heating sorted by temperature change for -22.4 +19 mm 
Medium Monzonite (JK2372-2) 
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Sorting and flotation of QZOHIO ore (size -19 +16 mm) 
Each flotation test requires at least 1kg of material so the size fraction was split into a number 
of categories of decreasing temperature change. Figure P-3 shows the temperature profile for 
particles of   -19 +16 mm QZ OHIO plotted in terms of temperature change against particle 
number ranked from cold to hot.  The three hot samples are represented by the sharply rising 
curve at the upper end of the x-axis. The two middle samples cover the curve and the cold 
samples are from the gently sloping section. 
 
Figure P-3 Particle by particle response to microwave heating sorted by temperature change for -19 +16 mm 
QZOHIO 
 
The results of batch flotation testing are presented at two levels. The first matches the 
structure for the unsorted feed. That is, the results of each test are presented in terms of mass 
recovery, grades of Cu and Mo and then recovery of Cu and Mo. 
The hot and medium fractions are of higher grade and indicate an improvement in recovery 
of Cu and Mo of about 5% compared with the cold fraction. 
Hence, Table P-1 provides a spectrum of separation by sorting which is linked to its flotation 
response at one kilogram intervals. Interpolation can be used to estimate the likely 
performance of intermediate splitting points. 
Perhaps the most noticeable aspect of these results is that the coarse sorted reject is at about 
half the feed grade and is of the same order as many copper flotation plant tailing streams.  
This feature offers substantial saving of energy for a small loss of recoverable metal. In pre-
concentration mode, the coldest one third of the mass could be rejected for the loss of about 
25 % of the metal.  
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In scavenging mode, the hottest one third could be accepted with upgrades of 54% for Cu and 
55% for Mo. If this response is maintained at still lower grades, it may be possible to extract 
concentrator feed at above cutoff grade from very low grade waste. 
In short, the -19 +16 mm size fraction of QZ OHIO is well suited to microwave/IR sorting. 
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Table P-1 Summary of the separations which can be achieved by combined microwave/IR sorting followed by 
flotation of -19 +16 mm QZOHIO 
 
 
  
    Accumulated Sorting followed by Flotation 
 Feed 
Cu 0.17 %  
1st 
hottest 
2nd 
hottest 
3rd 
hottest mid 1 mid 2 
rem 
mid cold 1 cold 2 
rem 
cold 
Copper Rec 20.71 36.12 46.86 53.73 60.54 66.38 71.30 76.23 92.92 
Total Mass 
Recovery 8.76 17.43 26.26 34.85 43.76 52.61 61.40 70.21 100.00 
Fraction of 
Average Rec 8.05 16.02 24.13 32.03 40.21 48.35 56.43 64.52 91.89 
Delta Rec (Cu – 
Mass) 11.95 18.68 20.60 18.88 16.78 13.77 9.90 6.03 -7.08 
                      
Reverse Cu Sorted 
Rec 100.00 78.29 62.08 50.62 43.23 35.78 29.31 23.80 18.43 
Total Mass 
Recovery 100.00 91.24 82.57 73.74 65.15 56.24 47.39 38.60 29.79 
Fraction of 
Average Rec 91.89 83.85 75.87 67.76 59.87 51.68 43.55 35.47 27.38 
Delta 0.00 -12.96 -20.49 
-
23.12 
-
21.92 -20.46 
-
18.08 
-
14.80 -11.37 
                      
 Feed 
Mo 
504 
ppm  
1st 
hottest 
2nd 
hottest 
3rd 
hottest mid 1 mid 2 
rem 
mid cold 1 cold 2 
rem 
cold 
  Mo Rec 29.15 41.26 49.76 55.78 61.90 67.42 72.34 77.39 94.28 
Total Mass 
Recovery 8.76 17.43 26.26 34.85 43.76 52.61 61.40 70.21 100.00 
Fraction of 
Average Rec 7.99 15.90 23.95 31.79 39.91 47.99 56.01 64.04 91.21 
Delta 20.39 23.83 23.50 20.92 18.14 14.80 10.93 7.18 -5.72 
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Q. Appendix Q Merging all Concerto’s results (for different particle positions) 
using Matlab 
 
To simulate heating of the ore particles as they move through the MW cavity, several particle 
positions along the belt need to be modelled. Dissipated power within particles for each 
position is estimated and saved in separated file; Appendix B explains how Matlab code 
analyses the Concerto’s files, so outcome is saved as *.mat file. 
Matlab code (presented below) reads those *.mat files and estimated the dissipated power for 
each particle at all positions along the belt; particles positions on the belt are kept in separated 
*.mat file.    
If the particles have different volumes, code keeps track of particle volume and calculates the 
dissipated power density for each particles; this is used by Excel sheet to estimate the heating 
of particles. 
Matlab code 
Combine the results for different positions 
%combine results for different positions of loads 
%postoji 9x15 kamencica-svake 3 kolone se ponavljaju pozicije kamencica 
clear all; 
clc; 
N=7; 
n=17;%number of loads per path inside subsection 
all_Loads=zeros(N,n,3*n); 
total_per_path=51;%number of loads per path in whole cavity 
load('pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0.m
at','LOADbyLOAD') 
L0=LOADbyLOAD; 
all_Loads(:,1,:)=L0; 
load('pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0_s
1.mat','LOADbyLOAD') 
L1=circshift(LOADbyLOAD,[0 1]); 
all_Loads(:,2,:)=L1; 
load('pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0_s
2.mat','LOADbyLOAD') 
L2=circshift(LOADbyLOAD,[0 2]); 
all_Loads(:,3,:)=L2; 
load('pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0_s
3.mat','LOADbyLOAD') 
L3=circshift(LOADbyLOAD,[0 3]); 
all_Loads(:,4,:)=L3; 
load('pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0_s
4.mat','LOADbyLOAD') 
L4=circshift(LOADbyLOAD,[0 4]); 
all_Loads(:,5,:)=L4; 
load('pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0_s
5.mat','LOADbyLOAD') 
L5= circshift(LOADbyLOAD,[0 5]); 
all_Loads(:,6,:)=L5; 
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load('pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0_s
6.mat','LOADbyLOAD') 
L6= circshift(LOADbyLOAD,[0 6]); 
all_Loads(:,7,:)=L6; 
load('pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0_s
7.mat','LOADbyLOAD') 
L7= circshift(LOADbyLOAD,[0 7]); 
all_Loads(:,8,:)=L7; 
load('pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0_s
8.mat','LOADbyLOAD') 
L8= circshift(LOADbyLOAD,[0 8]); 
all_Loads(:,9,:)=L8; 
load('pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0_s
9.mat','LOADbyLOAD') 
L9= circshift(LOADbyLOAD,[0 9]); 
all_Loads(:,10,:)=L9; 
load('pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0_s
10.mat','LOADbyLOAD') 
L10= circshift(LOADbyLOAD,[0 10]); 
all_Loads(:,11,:)=L10; 
load('pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0_s
11.mat','LOADbyLOAD') 
L11= circshift(LOADbyLOAD,[0 11]); 
all_Loads(:,12,:)=L11; 
load('pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0_s
12.mat','LOADbyLOAD') 
L12= circshift(LOADbyLOAD,[0 12]); 
all_Loads(:,13,:)=L12; 
load('pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0_s
13.mat','LOADbyLOAD') 
L13= circshift(LOADbyLOAD,[0 13]); 
all_Loads(:,14,:)=L13; 
load('pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0_s
14.mat','LOADbyLOAD') 
L14= circshift(LOADbyLOAD,[0 14]); 
all_Loads(:,15,:)=L14; 
load('pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0_s
15.mat','LOADbyLOAD') 
L15= circshift(LOADbyLOAD,[0 15]); 
all_Loads(:,16,:)=L15; 
load('pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0_s
16.mat','LOADbyLOAD') 
L16= circshift(LOADbyLOAD,[0 16]); 
all_Loads(:,17,:)=L16; 
  
%all_Loads=[L0; L1]; 
LOADs=(L0+L1+L2+L3+L4+L5+L6+L7+L8+L9+L10+L11+L12+L13+L14+L15+L16); 
differentLOADS=zeros(N,n); 
  
for i=1:n:(total_per_path-n+1) 
    differentLOADS(:,1)=differentLOADS(:,1)+LOADs(:,i); 
    differentLOADS(:,2)=differentLOADS(:,2)+LOADs(:,i+1); 
    differentLOADS(:,3)=differentLOADS(:,3)+LOADs(:,i+2); 
    differentLOADS(:,4)=differentLOADS(:,4)+LOADs(:,i+3); 
    differentLOADS(:,5)=differentLOADS(:,5)+LOADs(:,i+4); 
    differentLOADS(:,6)=differentLOADS(:,6)+LOADs(:,i+5); 
    differentLOADS(:,7)=differentLOADS(:,7)+LOADs(:,i+6); 
    differentLOADS(:,8)=differentLOADS(:,8)+LOADs(:,i+7); 
    differentLOADS(:,9)=differentLOADS(:,9)+LOADs(:,i+8); 
    differentLOADS(:,10)=differentLOADS(:,10)+LOADs(:,i+9); 
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    differentLOADS(:,11)=differentLOADS(:,11)+LOADs(:,i+10); 
    differentLOADS(:,12)=differentLOADS(:,12)+LOADs(:,i+11); 
    differentLOADS(:,13)=differentLOADS(:,13)+LOADs(:,i+12); 
    differentLOADS(:,14)=differentLOADS(:,14)+LOADs(:,i+13); 
    differentLOADS(:,15)=differentLOADS(:,15)+LOADs(:,i+14); 
    differentLOADS(:,16)=differentLOADS(:,16)+LOADs(:,i+15); 
    differentLOADS(:,17)=differentLOADS(:,17)+LOADs(:,i+16); 
end 
  
%ako se radi samo u dva simetricna rasporeda kamencica 
all_loads_per_positions=cat(2,all_Loads(:,:,1:n),all_Loads(:,:,n+1:2*n),all
_Loads(:,:,2*n+1:total_per_path)); 
 
Calculate the dissipated power density for each particle 
clear all; 
%positons of each particle in the matrix 
%load positions_7x17_per_path_random; 
%results of modelling 
load 
combine_pentagonal_load_cylR20mm_H45mm_elipsoids_DOME_longchoke_close_v4_p0
; 
load positions_7x17_per_path_random; 
  
%number of various particles 
num_Particles=17; 
  
Size_all=size(positions); 
  
results_per_particle=zeros(Size_all(1),Size_all(2),num_Particles); 
results_per_particle_15=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
results_per_particle_14=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
results_per_particle_13=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
results_per_particle_12=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
results_per_particle_11=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
results_per_particle_10=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
results_per_particle_9=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
results_per_particle_8=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
results_per_particle_7=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
results_per_particle_6=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
results_per_particle_5=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
results_per_particle_4=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
results_per_particle_3=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
results_per_particle_2=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
results_per_particle_1=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
  
Pdense_per_particle_15=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
Pdense_per_particle_14=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
Pdense_per_particle_13=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
Pdense_per_particle_12=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
Pdense_per_particle_11=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
Pdense_per_particle_10=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
Pdense_per_particle_9=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
Pdense_per_particle_8=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
Pdense_per_particle_7=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
Pdense_per_particle_6=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
Pdense_per_particle_5=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
Pdense_per_particle_4=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
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Pdense_per_particle_3=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
Pdense_per_particle_2=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
Pdense_per_particle_1=zeros(Size_all(1),1); 
%Volume_cylinder=47783;%in mm^3 
Volume_cylinder=56548.8;%in mm^3 
Volume_elipso=47783.7;%in mm^3 
  
for i=1:Size_all(1) 
    k17=0; k16=0; k15=0; k14=0; k13=0; k12=0; k11=0; k10=0;  
    k9=0; k8=0; k7=0; k6=0; k5=0; k4=0; k3=0; k2=0; k1=0; 
    for j=1:Size_all(2) 
          if positions(i,j)==17 
            k17=k17+1; 
            results_per_particle(i,k17,17)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            results_per_particle_17(i,k17)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            
Pdense_per_particle_17(i,k17)=differentLOADS(i,j)/Volume_cylinder; 
          end 
          if positions(i,j)==16 
            k16=k16+1; 
            results_per_particle(i,k16,16)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            results_per_particle_16(i,k16)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            
Pdense_per_particle_16(i,k16)=differentLOADS(i,j)/Volume_elipso; 
          end 
        if positions(i,j)==15 
            k15=k15+1; 
            results_per_particle(i,k15,15)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            results_per_particle_15(i,k15)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            
Pdense_per_particle_15(i,k15)=differentLOADS(i,j)/Volume_elipso; 
        end 
        if positions(i,j)==14 
            k14=k14+1; 
            results_per_particle(i,k14,14)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            results_per_particle_14(i,k14)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            
Pdense_per_particle_14(i,k14)=differentLOADS(i,j)/Volume_cylinder; 
        end 
         if positions(i,j)==13 
            k13=k13+1; 
            results_per_particle(i,k13,13)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            results_per_particle_13(i,k13)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            
Pdense_per_particle_13(i,k13)=differentLOADS(i,j)/Volume_cylinder; 
         end 
         if positions(i,j)==12 
            k12=k12+1; 
            results_per_particle(i,k12,12)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            results_per_particle_12(i,k12)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            
Pdense_per_particle_12(i,k12)=differentLOADS(i,j)/Volume_elipso; 
         end 
         if positions(i,j)==11 
            k11=k11+1; 
            results_per_particle(i,k11,11)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            results_per_particle_11(i,k11)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            
Pdense_per_particle_11(i,k11)=differentLOADS(i,j)/Volume_cylinder; 
         end 
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         if positions(i,j)==10 
            k10=k10+1; 
            results_per_particle(i,k10,10)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            results_per_particle_10(i,k10)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            
Pdense_per_particle_10(i,k10)=differentLOADS(i,j)/Volume_elipso; 
         end 
        if positions(i,j)==9 
            k9=k9+1; 
            results_per_particle(i,k9,9)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            results_per_particle_9(i,k9)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            Pdense_per_particle_9(i,k9)=differentLOADS(i,j)/Volume_elipso; 
        end 
        if positions(i,j)==8 
            k8=k8+1; 
            results_per_particle(i,k8,8)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            results_per_particle_8(i,k8)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            
Pdense_per_particle_8(i,k8)=differentLOADS(i,j)/Volume_cylinder; 
        end 
        if positions(i,j)==7 
            k7=k7+1; 
            results_per_particle(i,k7,7)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            results_per_particle_7(i,k7)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            Pdense_per_particle_7(i,k7)=differentLOADS(i,j)/Volume_elipso; 
        end 
        if positions(i,j)==6 
            k6=k6+1; 
            results_per_particle(i,k6,6)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            results_per_particle_6(i,k6)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            Pdense_per_particle_6(i,k6)=differentLOADS(i,j)/Volume_elipso; 
        end 
        if positions(i,j)==5 
            k5=k5+1; 
            results_per_particle(i,k5,5)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            results_per_particle_5(i,k5)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            
Pdense_per_particle_5(i,k5)=differentLOADS(i,j)/Volume_cylinder; 
        end 
        if positions(i,j)==4 
            k4=k4+1; 
            results_per_particle(i,k4,4)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            results_per_particle_4(i,k4)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            
Pdense_per_particle_4(i,k4)=differentLOADS(i,j)/Volume_cylinder; 
        end 
        if positions(i,j)==3 
            k3=k3+1; 
            results_per_particle(i,k3,3)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            results_per_particle_3(i,k3)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            Pdense_per_particle_3(i,k3)=differentLOADS(i,j)/Volume_elipso; 
        end 
        if positions(i,j)==2 
            k2=k2+1; 
            results_per_particle(i,k2,2)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            results_per_particle_2(i,k2)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            
Pdense_per_particle_2(i,k2)=differentLOADS(i,j)/Volume_cylinder; 
        end 
        if positions(i,j)==1 
            k1=k1+1; 
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            results_per_particle(i,k1,1)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            results_per_particle_1(i,k1)=differentLOADS(i,j); 
            Pdense_per_particle_1(i,k1)=differentLOADS(i,j)/Volume_elipso; 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
  
 
 
